
 

  



 
Dear	  DraftBuzz	  subscribers,	   

	  
	  

ABOUT	  DRAFTBUZZ	  HOCKEY	  
	  

Anthony	   Mauro	   is	   an	   independent	   hockey	   scout	   and	   founder	   of	  
www.draftbuzzhockey.com,	  which	  is	  an	  online	  hockey	  site	  designed	  to	  offer	  hockey	  
fans	   up	   to	   date	   NHL	   Draft	   content	   on	   the	   current	   hockey	   draft	   year	   as	   well	   as	  
information	  on	  prospective	  talent	  for	  future	  drafts.	  	  
	  
Combining	   previous	   experience	   with	   a	   major	   hockey	   prospect	   publication	   in	  
scouting,	   writing,	   and	   editing,	   Anthony	   has	   released	   his	   third	   annual,	   2016	  
DraftBuzz	   NHL	   Draft	   Guide.	   This	   content	   is	   indicative	   of	   a	   unique	   perspective	  
formed	  from	  many	  hours	  of	  live	  and	  isolated	  video	  scouting	  of	  the	  draft’s	  prospects	  
combined	   with	   Anthony’s	   own	   scouting	   rubric	   for	   what	   he	   thinks	   it	   takes	   to	  
become	  an	   impact	  player	  at	  the	  NHL	   level	   including	  skillset	  assessment,	  statistical	  
analysis,	  and	  predictive	  forecasting.	  	  
	  
DraftBuzz	  Hockey	  hopes	  you	  enjoy	   reading	   through	   this	  guide,	  and	  wishes	  all	   the	  
draft	  eligibles	  the	  best	  of	  luck	  on	  their	  hockey	  journeys.	  
	  
Photo	  credit	  goes	  to	  Walo	  da	  Rin	  –	  ZSC	  Lions.	  
	  
	  

	  
Sincerely,	  	  	  	  

Anthony	  Mauro	  	  

	  

	  
	  
DraftBuzz	  Hockey	  
www.draftbuzzhockey.com	  



 

 

 

 

 

 

2016 FINAL RANKING [304] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

NHL DRAFT COMBINE 
PICTURED IS THE 2016 NHL DRAFT COMBINE OVERALL LEADERBOARD 

BROKEN DOWN BY TOP TEN PLACEMENTS. #1 IN EACH CATEGORY WAS 

ASSIGNED 10PTS, #2 ASSIGNED 9PTS, ETC. ALL PLAYERS IN TIES WERE 

AWARDED THE TOP AMT IN PTS. THE VALUE ENSUING THE TIE TOOK THE 

AMOUNT OF THE OVERALL POSITION. TIMES PLACED IS HOW MANY 

CATEGORIES EACH PLAYER REGISTERED A TOP TEN FINISH. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
#	   PLAYER	   TOTAL	  PTS	   TIMES	  

PLACED	  
1	   ANG,	  J	   42	   6	  
2	   SMITH,	  G	   35	   6	  
3	   CAIRNS,	  M	   32	   4	  
4	   FREDERIC,	  T	   31	   4	  
5	   DUBOIS,	  P-‐L	   30	   6	  
6	   GREENWAY,	  J	   26	   3	  
T7A	   GREEN,	  L	   23	   4	  
T7B	   RADDYSH,	  T	   23	   3	  
T7B	   GAUTHIER,	  J	   23	   3	  
T10A	   CHYCHRUN,	  J	   21	   4	  
T10B	   KYROU,	  J	   21	   3	  
T12A	   NYLANDER,	  A	   20	   3	  
T12B	   STANLEY,	  L	   20	   2	  
T14A	   ALLISON,	  W	   19	   4	  
T14B	   KUNIN,	  L	   19	   3	  
T14B	   MURRAY,	  B	   19	   3	  
17	   HART,	  C	   18	   2	  
T18	   KNIERIM,	  W	   17	   3	  
T18	   STEEL,	  S	   17	   3	  
T20A	   KATCHOUK,	  B	   16	   3	  
T20B	   MCLEOD,	  M	   16	   2	  
T20B	   LOCKWOOD,	  W	   16	   2	  
T23A	   RAAYMAKERS,	  J	   15	   5	  
T23B	   BRATT,	  J	   15	   2	  
T23B	   MCPHEE,	  G	   15	   2	  
26	   KAYUMOV,	  A	   14	   3	  
T27	   ASPLUND,	  R	   13	   2	  
T27	   CAAMANO,	  N	   13	   2	  
T27	   GIRARD,	  S	   13	   2	  
T27	   WELLS,	  D	   13	   2	  
T31A	   KASPICK,	  T	   12	   3	  
T31B	   KRYS,	  C	   12	   2	  
T31B	   GREGOR,	  N	   12	   2	  
T34A	   BUNNAMAN,	  C	   11	   4	  
T34B	   ZIMMER,	  M	   11	   3	  
T34B	   LUCE,	  G	   11	   3	  
T37A	   BUDIK,	  V	   10	   2	  
T37B	   GRAHAM,	  M	   10	   1	  
T37B	   LAJOIE,	  M	   10	   1	  

 

 



 
#	   PLAYER	   TOTAL	  PTS	  

TIMES	  
PLACED	  

T40A	   BORGSTROM,	  H	   9	   2	  
T40A	   SERGACHEV,	  M	   9	   2	  
T40A	   MIDDLETON,	  K	   9	   2	  
T40B	   FITZPATRICK,	  E	   9	   1	  
T40B	   JOST,	  T	   9	   1	  
T40B	   RUBTSOV,	  G	   9	   1	  
T40B	   GRUNDSTROMC	   9	   1	  
T47	   MCAVOY,	  C	   8	   1	  
T47	   JOST,	  T	   8	   1	  
T47	   GIGNAC,	  B	   8	   1	  
T47	   HAJEK,	  L	   8	   1	  
T47	   BEAN,	  J	   8	   1	  
T47	   MATTSON,	  M	   8	   1	  
T47	   KELLER,	  C	   8	   1	  
T54A	   MATTHEWS,	  A	   7	   3	  
T54B	   ABRAMOV,	  V	   7	   2	  
T54B	   BROWN,	  L	   7	   2	  
T54C	   CEDERHOLM,	  J	   7	   1	  
T54C	   MORRISON,	  C	   7	   1	  
T54C	   HRONEK,	  F	   7	   1	  
T60A	   BENSON,	  T	   6	   2	  
T60A	   FILIPE,	  M	   6	   2	  
T60A	   RONNING,	  T	   6	   2	  
T60B	   TUFTE,	  R	   6	   1	  
T60B	   JOHANSEN,	  L	   6	   1	  
T60B	   KOPACKA,	  J	   6	   1	  
T66A	   DUBE,	  D	   5	   2	  
T66A	   GETTINGER,	  T	   5	   2	  
T66B	   GIGNAC,	  B	   5	   1	  
T69	   SAWCHENKO,	  Z	   4	   1	  
T69	   CLAGUE,	  K	   4	   1	  
T69	   LINDSTROM,	  L	   4	   1	  
T69	   THOMPSON,	  T	   4	   1	  
T73	   BASTIAN,	  N	   3	   1	  
T73	   STILLMAN,	  R	   3	   1	  
T75	   PEEKE,	  A	   2	   1	  
T75	   FABBRO,	  D	   2	   1	  
T77	   WOLL,	  J	   1	   1	  
T77	   LAINE,	  P	   1	   1	  

 



 

COMBINE BROKEN DOWN 
SEPARATING SPECIFIC TESTS BY CATEGORY INCREASES HOW WELL YOU GET 

TO KNOW THESE PROSPECTS. IT IS IMPERATIVE TO PUT DIFFERENT WEIGHT 

ON EACH TEST. FOR INSTANCE, BODY FAT DOES NOT HAVE THE SAME 

PREDICTIVE RELIABILITY AS VERTICAL JUMP. 

QUICK NOTES:  

114 INVITES 

78 HAD ATLEAST ONE TOP TEN PLACEMENT 

DID NOT TEST: PULJUJARVI, TKACHUK, LAINE, JUOLEVI, METE, PU, PARSONS, MAX 

JONES. 

STANDOUT SCORES: 

CARTER HART, VO2 MAX, 65     (2015 HIGH: MATT SPENCER, 70) 

LUKE GREEN, PRO AGILITY: R, 4.19   (2015 HIGH: COLIN WHITE, 4.21) 

ALEX NYLANDER, PEAK POWER OUTPUT, 21.1  (2015 HIGH: BRENDAN GUHLE, 19.9) 

LOGAN STANLEY, WINGSPAN, 82.74   (2015 HIGH: DANIEL VLADAR, 84) 

LUKE KUNIN, VERTICAL JUMP, 28.98   (2015 HIGH: AUSTIN WAGNER, 28.74) 

TRENT FREDERIC, LEFT HAND GRIP, 169   (2015 HIGH: OPILKA & DOVE, 180) 

JAMES GREENWAY, RIGHT HAND GRIP, 187  (2015 HIGH: JACK EICHEL, 176) 

JONATHAN ANG, PULLUPS, 15    (2015 HIGH: DENNIS YAN, 14) 

JULIEN GAUTHIER, STANDING LONG JUMP, 120  (2015 HIGH: BRENDAN GUHLE, 122) 

 

 

 



 
PICTURED IS THE 2016 NHL DRAFT COMBINE MUSCULOSKELETAL: 
STRENGTH LEADERBOARD. TOP TEN FINISHES FROM THESE TESTS WERE 

TOTALED: LEFT HAND GRIP, RIGHT HAND GRIP, PULLUP, BENCH PRESS. 

#	   PLAYER	   LHG	   RHG	   BP	   PU	   TOTAL	  PTS	   TIMES	  
PLACED	  

1	   GREENWAY	   8	   10	  
	   	  

18	   2	  
T2A	   SMITH	   2	   7	  

	  
6	   15	   3	  

T2B	   RADDYSH	   8	   7	  
	   	  

15	   2	  
4	   ANG	  

	   	  
4	   10	   14	   2	  

T5	   CAIRNS	   5	   8	  
	   	  

13	   2	  
T5	   STEEL	  

	   	  
4	   9	   13	   2	  

T5	   KATCHOUK	   9	   4	  
	   	  

13	   2	  
T8A	   MURRAY	   1	   9	  

	   	  
10	   2	  

T8A	   KAYUMOV	  
	   	  

4	   6	   10	   2	  
T8B	   FREDERIC	   10	  

	   	   	  
10	   1	  

T8B	   GIRARD	  
	   	  

10	  
	  

10	   1	  
T9	   MCPHEE	  

	   	  
9	  

	  
9	   1	  

T9	   BUDIK	  
	   	  

9	  
	  

9	   1	  
T9	   JOST	  

	   	  
9	  

	  
9	   1	  

T9	   RUBTSOV	  
	   	  

9	  
	  

9	   1	  
T9	   GRUNDSTROM	  

	  
9	  

	  
9	   1	  

T17	   HART	  
	   	   	  

8	   8	   1	  
T17	   KELLER	  

	   	   	  
8	   8	   1	  

T19A	   BUNNAMAN	   1	   5	  
	   	  

6	   2	  
T19B	   DUBOIS	  

	   	   	  
6	   6	   1	  

T19B	   ASPLUND	  
	   	   	  

6	   6	   1	  
T19B	   CAAMANO	  

	   	   	  
6	   6	   1	  

T19B	   GREGOR	  
	   	   	  

6	   6	   1	  
T19B	   LUCE	  

	   	   	  
6	   6	   1	  

T19B	   SERGACHEV	   6	  
	   	   	  

6	   1	  
T19B	   ABRAMOV	  

	   	   	  
6	   6	   1	  

T19B	   JOHANSEN	  
	   	   	  

6	   6	   1	  
T19B	   KOPACKA	  

	   	   	  
6	   6	   1	  

29	   WELLS	   5	  
	   	   	  

5	   1	  
T30	   NYLANDER	  

	   	  
4	  

	  
4	   1	  

T30	   ALLISON	  
	   	  

4	  
	  

4	   1	  
T30	   KRYS	  

	   	  
4	  

	  
4	   1	  

T30	   MIDDLETON	  
	  

4	  
	   	  

4	   1	  
T30	   BENSON	  

	   	  
4	  

	  
4	   1	  

T30	   FILIPE	  
	   	  

4	  
	  

4	   1	  
T30	   DUBE	  

	   	  
4	  

	  
4	   1	  

T30	   THOMPSON	  
	  

4	  
	   	  

4	   1	  
38	   STILLMAN	   3	  

	   	   	  
3	   1	  

T39	   RAAYMAKERS	  
	  

1	  
	   	  

1	   1	  
T39	   LAINE	   1	  

	   	   	  
1	   1	  



 
PICTURED IS THE 2016 NHL DRAFT COMBINE DYNAMIC LOWER BODY 

POWER LEADERBOARD. RESULTS FROM THESE TESTS WERE TOTALED: 
STANDING LONG JUMP AND VERTICAL JUMP. 

 

#	   PLAYER	   STL	   VJ	   TOTAL	  PTS	   TIMES	  
PLACED	  

1	   GAUTHIER	   10	   9	   19	   2	  
2	   CHYCHRUN	   9	   5	   14	   2	  
3	   KUNIN	   3	   10	   13	   2	  
T4	   WELLS	   8	  

	  
8	   1	  

T4	   KRYS	  
	  

8	   8	   1	  
T4	   MATTSON	  

	  
8	   8	   1	  

7	   FREDERIC	   7	  
	  

7	   1	  
T8	   DUBOIS	   6	  

	  
6	   1	  

T8	   GREGOR	  
	  

6	   6	   1	  
10	   ANG	   5	  

	  
5	   1	  

T11	   SMITH	   4	  
	  

4	   1	  
T11	   KYROU	  

	  
4	   4	   1	  

T13	   KATCHOUK	   3	  
	  

3	   1	  
T13	   ZIMMER	  

	  
3	   3	   1	  

15	   ALLISON	  
	  

2	   2	   1	  
T16	   GREEN	  

	  
1	   1	   1	  

T16	   BUDIK	   1	  
	  

1	   1	  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
PICTURED IS THE 2016 NHL DRAFT COMBINE AEROBIC CAPACITY 

LEADERBOARD. RESULTS FROM THESE TESTS WERE TOTALED: TEST 

DURATION AND VO2 MAX. 

 

#	   PLAYER	  
AF:	  
TD	  

AF:	  
VO2	   TOTAL	  PTS	   TIMES	  

PLACED	  
1	   KASPICK	   9	   2	   11	   2	  
T2	   STANLEY	   10	  

	  
10	   1	  

T2	   HART	  
	  

10	   10	   1	  
4	   FITZPATRICK	  

	  
9	   9	   1	  

T5	   KNIERIM	   8	  
	  

8	   1	  
T5	   RADDYSH	   8	  

	  
8	   1	  

T5	   MCAVOY	   8	  
	  

8	   1	  
T5	   JOST	   8	  

	  
8	   1	  

T5	   GIGNAC	  
	  

8	   8	   1	  
T10	   ALLISON	  

	  
7	   7	   1	  

T10	   MCLEOD	  
	  

7	   7	   1	  
T10	   CEDERHOLM	  

	  
7	   7	   1	  

T13	   GAUTHIER	   4	  
	  

4	   1	  
T13	   STEEL	  

	  
4	   4	   1	  

T13	   SAWCHENKO	  
	  

4	   4	   1	  
16	   BUNNAMAN	   3	  

	  
3	   1	  

T17	   RAAYMAKERS	  
	  

2	   2	   1	  
T17	   BENSON	  

	  
2	   2	   1	  

T17	   BROWN	   2	  
	  

2	   1	  
T17	   PEEKE	   2	  

	  
2	   1	  

 

 

 



 
PICTURED IS THE 2016 NHL DRAFT COMBINE ANAEROBIC POWER 

LEADERBOARD. RESULTS FROM THESE TESTS WERE TOTALED: PEAK POWER 

OUTPUT, MEAN POWER OUTPUT, AND FATIGUE INDEX. 

 

#	   PLAYER	  
ANF:	  
MPO	  

ANF:	  
PPO	  

ANF:	  
FI	   TOTAL	  PTS	   TIMES	  

PLACED	  
1	   ANG	   10	   8	  

	  
18	   2	  

T2	   NYLANDER	   6	   10	  
	  

16	   2	  
T2	   LOCKWOOD	   7	   9	  

	  
16	   2	  

4	   BRATT	   10	  
	  

5	   15	   2	  
5	   GRAHAM	  

	   	  
10	   10	   1	  

T6A	   BORGSTROM	   6	   3	  
	  

9	   2	  
T6B	   FREDERIC	  

	   	  
9	   9	   1	  

T8A	   DUBOIS	   1	   7	  
	  

8	   2	  
T8B	   KNIERIM	  

	   	  
8	   8	   1	  

T8B	   HAJEK	   8	  
	   	  

8	   1	  
T11A	   CHYCHRUN	   6	   1	  

	  
7	   2	  

T11B	   ASPLUND	  
	  

7	  
	  

7	   1	  
T11B	   CAAMANO	  

	   	  
7	   7	   1	  

14	   ALLISON	  
	   	  

6	   6	   1	  
15	   RONNING	  

	  
5	  

	  
5	   1	  

T16	   LUCE	  
	   	  

4	   4	   1	  
T16	   CLAGUE	  

	  
4	  

	  
4	   1	  

T18A	   MATTHEWS	   1	   2	  
	  

3	   2	  
T18B	   GREEN	   3	  

	   	  
3	   1	  

T18B	   GIRARD	  
	   	  

3	   3	   1	  
T18B	   SERGACHEV	   3	  

	   	  
3	   1	  

22	   FABBRO	  
	   	  

2	   2	   1	  
T23	   KASPICK	   1	  

	   	  
1	   1	  

T23	   ABRAMOV	  
	   	  

1	   1	   1	  
T23	   DUBE	   1	  

	   	  
1	   1	  

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

CHL BY DB METRICS 
NOTE:  DATA OMITS OVERAGERS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

SEASON FINISH RATE - FWD 
PICTURED ARE TWO GRAPHS OF HAND CALCULATED PERCENTAGES OF TOP 

10 PPG % INCREASE AND DECREASE FOR FORWARDS SPLITTING THE 

SEASON INTO THE FIRST 2/3’S AND LAST 1/3. 
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SEASON FINISH RATE - DEF 
PICTURED ARE TWO GRAPHS OF HAND CALCULATED PERCENTAGES OF TOP 

10 PPG % INCREASE AND DECREASE FOR DEFENSEMEN SPLITTING THE 

SEASON INTO THE FIRST 2/3’S AND LAST 1/3. 
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CHL SCORING 
PICTURED ARE TWO GRAPHS OF TOP 10 PPG, THE FIRST FOR FORWARDS AND 

THE SECOND FOR DEFENSEMEN. 
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CHL SCORING 
PICTURED ARE TWO GRAPHS OF TOP 10 SHG, THE FIRST FOR FORWARDS 

AND THE SECOND FOR DEFENSEMEN. 
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CHL SCORING CONTRIBUTION 

PICTURED IS A GRAPH OF PERCENTAGE OF SCORING FOR FORWARDS BASED 

ON A PLAYER’S TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR ON THE SEASON. DEBRINCAT HAD 

BOTH THE HIGHEST GF% WITH 21% AND PTS% WITH 43%.  

GF% = PLAYER’S TOTAL GOALS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR 

PTS% = PLAYER’S TOTAL POINTS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR 
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PICTURED IS A GRAPH OF PERCENTAGE OF SCORING FOR DEFENSEMEN 

BASED ON A PLAYER’S TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR ON THE SEASON. BEAN 

HAD THE HIGHEST GF% AT 10%. BEAN, QUENNEVILLE, ALLARD TIED FOR 

HIGHEST PTS% AT 28%.  

GF% = PLAYER’S TOTAL GOALS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR  

PTS% = PLAYER’S TOTAL POINTS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR 
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CHL AT EVEN STRENGTH 

PICTURED IS A GRAPH OF THE TOP 10 SCORING FORWARDS AT EVEN 

STRENGTH BY TOTAL AND RATIO AGAINST GP. 
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SCOUTING REPORTS [212]



 

 

 DRAFTBUZZ #1

AUSTON MATTHEWS made a unique 
decision to travel over 4,000 miles from USA to 
SUI and still emphatically put up a #1OA type 
of season against men. Arizona raised, and 
NTDP bred, distinguishing himself in Zurich as 
a top player was an exotic milestone for this 
soon to be NHL star. Matthews remarkably 
landed 10th in NLA scoring with 12-14GP less 
than the 9 ahead of him, and was 2nd overall in 
PTS/GP. A cut above Jack Eichel as a mature 
two-way forward, it’s hard to find flaws with 
Matthews’ game as he emanates elite quality in 
skating, puckhandling, instincts, defensive 
coverage, and shooting. Diversity is a 
characteristic of his game that explains how 
special of a talent he is. As easily as he can cut 
through the neutral zone dribbling from his 
own zone, he can drive wide and pick a corner, 
or bull through the slot with a give and go. He’s 
not a spoiled star, and will get to the paint to 
tip, tap, redirect, and jam home plenty of goals. 
Without the puck, he is observant on the 
periphery without being detached on the 
perimeter, and with the puck, he can decide on 
his option without hinting. Some might not like 
his ‘light’ playoff stats where SC Bern took his 
team by surprise, but it’s a small sample and 
Matthews was busting his hump to make a 
difference. With 60PT potential in the NHL 
right out of the gate, Matthews is a game 
changing center who will be an easy choice to 
make on June 24th.  

 DRAFTBUZZ #2

PATRIK LAINE put the jumper cables on his 
draft stock over the summer and broke out at 
Lake Placid as a monstrous, handsy, drop-to-
one-knee sharp shooting winger. 37th in LIIGA 
PTS, with a 5.50SOG/GP rate on 253SOG, the 
17 year old Laine was a rippling offensive 
current whom Tappara funneled their attack 
through without shame. Part of an elite line at 
the WJC, he expertly blended his powerful 
stick with Puljujarvi’s speed/hustle and Aho’s 
smarts/vision. Laine has come a long way in a 
short amount of time and it’s hard to miss his 
fierce competitiveness to make a difference. 
With 10G in 18GP in the playoffs (most 
thrilling), he has shown he is a bloodthirsty 
goal scorer opponents must respect even with 1 
second left in the game. Despite the love for 
twine, Laine is a high-end passer with fantastic 
wrist/arm strength on the forehand and 
backhand and a large passing radius. Though 
he is a top line PF winger, he has improved - 
not erased - skating concerns and needs to 
quicken the pace he makes plays at. At times, 
he is content slowing down and attempting to 
stickhandle his way through coverage that is 
clearly collapsing on him. His strength as a 
shooter can also be weakness, as he can get 
caught up in positioning himself for the shot 
and end up being stationary to a fault. Laine 
has been and will continue to be such a game 
changing sniper, that it’s not out of the realm of 
possibility that he could be a preference/gut 
pick at #1.  

POSITION: CEN TEAM: ZSC/NLA

HEIGHT: 6'2.25'' BIRTHPLACE: ARI/USA

WEIGHT: 216.22 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 9M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 36 24 22 26 16 6

POSITION: LW TEAM: TAPPARA/LIIGA

HEIGHT: 6'3.75'' BIRTHPLACE: TAMPERE/FIN

WEIGHT: 201.3 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 5D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 46 17 16 33 6 6



 
 DRAFTBUZZ #3

 
JESSE PULJUJARVI has been a dream for 
scouts this season on his way to cashing in as a 
top pick who has it all: size, speed, work rate, 
vision/playmaking, and cardiovascular engine. 
Finishing off all of these desirables with a 
competitive personality who wants to play as 
much as he can, you can’t replicate a skilled PF 
like Puljujarvi. While his mainstream rank 
never wavered he didn’t always look as good as 
he finished. He looked awkward and lethargic 
in August after undergoing his growth spurt, 
but being the natural freak of an athlete he is, 
started to pull it together in time right before 
the WJC. At the end of the year, his fluidity 
restored and we saw the dominant tape deck of 
the year prior – only two, two and half inches 
taller and heavier. Puljujarvi has great flow 
manipulation feeding off the movement of his 
linemates/opposition, positioning himself for 
opportunity. His skating is NHL grade right 
now, and often closed off opponents in 
possession on lateral distance plays most won’t 
even attempt. His best offensive attribute is his 
sight for the pass in any condition, be it 
mauled, jammed up, or free in space. He’s not a 
handsy playmaker, but his ability to feed others 
is special and very NHL compatible. His shot 
can improve, but is sneaky successful because 
of his deceiving wind up that doesn’t always 
connect and throws goalies off. Puljujarvi might 
just be one of the most historic third wheel’s in 
the history of the draft with massive upside 
extending past draft day. 

 
 
 

 DRAFTBUZZ #4

 
PIERRE-LUC DUBOIS is a versatile, 
championship breed of forward who puts 
scoring sequences into overdrive with 
incredible determination. There’s no mistaking 
Dubois as a high character forward who pushes 
his way through every inch of the ice just to get 
a quality scoring chance or stop. He’s rugged, 
he’s fit, and he’s the type of player who goes 
about his business undeterred no matter how 
much opponents target him. Owning a full 
array of skill, he’s a strong skater with good 
agility, has the hands to pass well, and can 
finish with range. He’s more of a moving threat 
the closer he gets to the net as opposed to a guy 
who sets up shop stagnantly. As such, you will 
see him cutting across the slot with or without 
the puck or going for the power wrap around. 
That said, Dubois does have a good release 
from distance and can snipe with flair. Also 
playing the back half of the ice hard, Dubois 
doesn’t have individual weakness. It’s 
staggering how favorable his metrics are: one of 
the younger draft eligibles having played his 
entire season as a 17YO, has room to fill out 
(25.6BMI), pre-combine indicator of taking 2nd 
in CHL TPG off ice testing, improved 21% in 
the last third (1.49 to 1.81PTS/GP), top 3 in first 
year CHL draft eligibles in ES goals (29) and 
ES/GP (.47). Dubois is playoff type who will be 
a coveted leader in his prime.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: RW TEAM: KARPAT/LIIGA

HEIGHT: 6'3.5'' BIRTHPLACE: ALV/SWE

WEIGHT: 203 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 17D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 50 13 15 28 5 22

POSITION: LW TEAM: CAPE BRETON/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.25'' BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 204.98 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 0D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 42 57 99 40 112



 
DRAFTBUZZ #5 

 
MATTHEW TKACHUK is a brand name 
whose lineage evokes visions of a miserable to 
play against power forward, and the irritating 
reality for opponents is it’s so true. Coming 
into London highly regarded after forging his 
own path at NTDP, Tkachuk picked up where 
he left 2014-2015 off and terrorized OHL 
creases all season. There isn’t a more effective, 
reactive, skilled player near the net than 
Tkachuk in the entire draft, and it’s his focus to 
stay with the play while taking insane amounts 
of punishment that is special. He loves it, loves 
the battles, and plain and simple loves to piss 
the enemy off. With this brawn, you also get 
vision as he excels as a short-range inner slot 
passer. Though he’s a heavy skater, he still is 
able to skate in open space and pull and drag 
his way around defenders in a calculated way. 
The fact that he doesn’t lose speed while 
deking is a testament to his flexibility with the 
puck in stickhandling and how high end of an 
offensive player he is. He will get breakaways if 
he cherry picks, but it’s his movement 
patterning to find the seams when on the attack 
that gives him extra time and removes his 
skating flaw from the equation. With a spread 
of 30G to 77A in the regular season, it is a huge 
plus that his playoff SOG/GP has gone up from 
3.35 to 4.57. Tkachuk has pedigree, a desire for 
the scoring hot zones, and the skill to hang as a 
versatile top line forward. 

 

 

 DRAFTBUZZ #6

 
MIKHAIL SERGACHEV is an expressive 
Russian import with world-class skating ability 
who flashed #1D capacity late this season. 
Named OHL’s top defenseman, Sergachev 
blazed the 2nd half after reportedly 
communicating homesickness in the fall up to 
November. Sergachev eventually got it together 
improving from .76 to an elite 1.05PTS/GP, like 
Provorov elite, which is an increase of 38.2% 
from the first 2/3 to last 1/3. Even more 
astounding is that Windsor’s GF production 
barely changed in that same time period: 
3.71G/GP to 3.74G/GP. Not only do the 
numbers suggest electric potential, but so does 
his natural ability. Sergachev is a freak of an 
athlete whose skates jump off the ice with 
grace, power, and fluidity. He stickhandles like 
a first line playmaker, and rushes the puck with 
pull-you-out-of your-seat excitement. He is the 
premier point man in the draft, with a bomb of 
a slapshot, a howitzer of a snap/wrist shot, and 
effortless puck movement. He could run the 
point blindfold, that’s how good he is back 
there. To top off all the ringing endorsement, 
Sergachev is a physical specimen who has no 
problem playing with edge. There are critiques 
of him being detached, and that’s just a 
misunderstanding of an elite talent conserving 
his energy – because he can. He’s not perfect, 
but a lucky team is going to cultivate him so 
that all you see is the explosively athletic skill – 
skill that should make the NHL sooner rather 
than later. 

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.25'' BIRTHPLACE: MO/USA

WEIGHT: 195 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 57 30 77 107 45 80

POSITION: DEF TEAM: WINDSOR/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.25'' BIRTHPLACE: NIZ/RUS

WEIGHT: 221.36 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 28.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 30D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 17 40 57 15 56



 
 DRAFTBUZZ #7

 
ALEX NYLANDER delivered on the 
anticipated promise of the quality of his last 
name, and consistently brought top line flair to 
the rink this season. With statistical weight 
similar to a top 3 pick, Nylander dominated not 
just some, but all competition to have the 
dream draft year: 1.20PTS/GP at Hlinka, 
1.32PTS/GP OHL regular, 2PTS/GP in OHL 
playoffs, 1.29PTS/GP at U20, 1.57PTS/GP at 
U18. Though not the most aesthetically 
pleasing skater out there, Nylander has 
compounding speed where he gets faster with 
the more strides he cuts. His agility with the 
puck is incredible, especially noticeable from a 
standstill, where he can slither and slip away 
from any check thrown at him. His hands are 
exceptional guiding stickhandling that wows 
now, and will bring fans out of their seats later 
in the NHL. He’s not a checker, he’s not a shot 
blocker, and because he can fail to exert his full 
dominance on a few shifts here and there, gets 
labeled improperly. Nylander’s best defensive 
trait is very important to a possession centered 
team: he has such a desire to have the puck and 
own it that he is a beast on the backcheck in 
terms of hounding and stripping pucks cleanly. 
A full fledged artist, he is more of an intense 
shooter with a rocket than his brother William 
and can playmake just as well because of his 
escapability, vision of the field, and hands. 
Nylander still has some filling out to do, which 
puts his upside in a scary realm and almost 
guarantees a selection from #4 - #8.   
 
 
 
 
 

 DRAFTBUZZ #8

 
CLAYTON KELLER is a vibrant offensive 
wizard whose accomplishments at NTDP this 
past season share company with distinguished 
Americans like Patty Kane and Phil Kessel. 
What’s even more outrageous is Keller took the 
all-time record in assists from Jeremy Bracco 
with 70 and 2nd all-time in points with 107 while 
setting up (and carrying on his back) an inferior 
lineup. The top 9 scorers’ PTS average after 
Matthews in 2014-2015: 61.89 vs. Keller’s in 
2015-2016: 41.44. Keller is a magnificent talent 
with no on ice weakness who has dominated 
internationally his whole career (2PTS/GP at 
U18). Armed with stunning first step quickness 
and lightning fast hands, Keller is difficult to 
track in open ice and makes a living burning 
defenders. A nightmare to defend in the 
offensive zone, Keller loves to wheel around the 
east circle and isn’t afraid to cut into the 
middle of the ice to get into the HD scoring 
area. In fact, he’s one of the elite forwards 
who’s able to incomprehensibly slip checks in 
the center point-high slot area of the ice once 
he steps off the boards. Though a strong 
shooter who can see and snipe openings, it’s 
Keller’s passing under pressure and in 
compromised positions that makes him a 
special playmaker. The vision, the IQ, the skill, 
Keller combines all of the right ingredients at 
NHL speed. Just not with size. Keller will make 
the NHL and pull fans out of their seats; will he 
do so as a steal or with proper draft value? 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: RW TEAM: MISSISSAUGA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.5'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 22D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 57 28 47 75 8 18

POSITION: CEN TEAM: NTDP U18/USDP

HEIGHT: 5'10.0'' BIRTHPLACE: ILL/USA

WEIGHT: 163.98 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 10M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 37 70 107 N/A 40



 
 DRAFTBUZZ #9

 
LUKE KUNIN took his prelim summer forecast 
and incinerated it at the AAPG TPG as an 
explosive star talent. Kunin had a game high 
two goals and an assist, and led the charge as a 
zone entry, shot peppering maniac. His 
freshman year at Wisconsin as their savior 
followed suit as he scored 32PTS in 34GP, and 
was relied upon heavily at ES, PK, and on the 
PP. A classic jersey flapper who can go the full 
length of the sheet with exceptional max speed, 
Kunin is an uncharted puck carrier who 
doesn’t utilize the same entry route over and 
over. His shot is unequivocally his best asset he 
has shown as it comes with incredible release, 
power, and precision. His hands are above 
average, and because he’s a natural talent, can 
playmake better than average as well. Targeted 
as a top player, Kunin thrived displaying a 
nasty side himself. From start to finish, Kunin 
meant the same to the program (34% PTS, 
20%G!!!) though he saw a 42% increase in 
PTS/GP in the last third of the season from .83 
to 1.18. He also managed to increase his goal 
scoring 91% (9G in last 11GP) while essentially 
keeping his assist rate the same with a small 
drop from .39 to .36. Well trained and 
disciplined as a type 1 Diabetic, Kunin’s 
offensive skill, skating, and metrics point to a 
slept on forward who could easily end up a top 
ten producer from this draft minimum.  

 

 

 

 DRAFTBUZZ #10

 
TYSON JOST wowed to everyone’s delight in 
the BCHL hitting the century mark in PTS, yet 
it was the U18 season finale that really ignited 
his stock late. Team Canada’s captain, Jost 
treated scouts to a 2.14PTS/GP performance 
showing them where they could shove their 
previous competition-based sole critiques. 
Aside from a modest 3G in 4GP Hlinka, he has 
been a go-to elite forward on the big stage: 
1.29A/GP during BCHL regular season, 
1.27PTS/GP in BCHL playoffs, 2.25PTS/GP at 
WJAC, and of course the top scorer at the WJC 
U18. Jost doesn’t just waltz around 
accumulating points, he shows a very detailed 
approach to the center position and how he 
influences his linemates. He might be one of 
the best to be able to make plays enduring 
resistance, as he can lean into his checks while 
making the plays he intends to. Not to say that 
he isn’t a proactive player, but he has 
incredible reaction to the split second events 
that occur on a given shift. It doesn’t matter 
how quickly the puck gets to him, nor at what 
speed he’s going at, he can convert for a goal or 
spring a pass from there. Jost has this aura of 
executing so well, so detailed, and so 
professionally in all three zones, that it looks 
like he’s practicing in games. A pure hockey 
player who has 1C potential, Jost understands 
the game and has the character to power his 
way to the big league. 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: WISCONSIN/NCAA

HEIGHT: 5'11.25'' BIRTHPLACE: MO/USA

WEIGHT: 192.72 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 20D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 34 19 13 32 -9 34

POSITION: CEN TEAM: PENTICTON/BCHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.0" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 189.5 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 10D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 48 42 62 104 0 43



 
 DRAFTBUZZ #11

 
OLLI JUOLEVI came over to London a well-
known first round prospect, but it took going 
back to Finland for the WJC to really spark top 
ten interest in his book smart game. Showing 
slow growth over the year as he adjusted to the 
NA game and his lanky frame (22.7BMI), Juolevi 
unleashed his pure puck moving game (9A in 
7GP) with the champion Finns. With a strong 
base already, Juolevi is only going up: he 
improved his PTS/GP in the last third by 11% 
when London dropped a league worst 17%. 
Juolevi is hockey’s version of a point guard, 
able to slow the play down in his own end and 
strike in a flash in the attacking zone. Poised in 
every sense of the word, he knows when to put 
a body on the opponent or whether to disrupt 
the shot/pass. So fluid, so agile on his skates, 
he can alter his own position based on the 
options that present and is a great distributor as 
a result. His shot is high efficiency with a heavy 
release on a wrister that gets through. With 
statistics a tier below the top rung of D, he also 
saw the biggest chunk of his assists on the PP 
with 61% coming from having the man 
advantage. However, it’s not unreasonable to 
think London’s star forward cast suppressed 
him offensively and could ramp up with a 
different roster dynamic. Comparable to PHI’s 
Ivan Provorov with better size, Juolevi has an 
NHL ready mind and steep trajectory for 
growth past the draft.  
 
 
 
 
 

 DRAFTBUZZ #12

 
LOGAN BROWN improved at a substantial 
rate this season to finally validate the #1 
playmaking center expectations unfairly thrown 
on him as a growing giant. Brown wasn’t always 
this effective and impactful, and while it was 
frustrating previously, now serves as a 
testament to the nasty growth curve he’s 
currently on. Literally everything subjective 
and objective has improved for this kid. He 
took the August HC U18 dismissal and turned 
it into a great OHL season with strong CHL 
TPG (1G) and U18 (12PTS in 7GP) statements. 
He finished the season at the U18 as a 
dominant puck carrier assist man, while playing 
his hardest off the puck yet. Similar to 
Sergachev, Brown saw personal growth in 
PTS/GP in the last third of the season despite 
the team not improving much, going from 1.15 
to 1.45 (26% increase). Strengthening his 
outlook as a dual threat as well, Brown scored 
52% of his goals in the last 22% of GP with 11G 
out of 22G in his last 13GP. A trademark of his 
seen all season was the one timer from the east 
circle right off the outer slot. A sight to see load 
up from his own zone, Brown has incredibly 
soft hands for such a massive player. He’s a 
navigational forward who can distribute with 
top of the line vision and instincts. As long as 
this is the real Logan Brown moving forward, 
expect him to fill out into a colossal 2nd line 
NHL center.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'2'.5" BIRTHPLACE: LEMP/FIN

WEIGHT: 179 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 57 9 33 42 38 16

POSITION: CEN TEAM: WINDSOR/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'6.25" BIRTHPLACE: NC/USA

WEIGHT: 220 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 21 53 74 24 40



 
 DRAFTBUZZ #13

 
JAKE BEAN is a lethal offensive blueliner who 
has had a tough time shaking the 
misperception the he’s the biggest project 
defenseman out of the top group.  In reality, 
Bean outproduced the OHL’ers significantly 
and became an elite 1PTS/GP player in the last 
third after being an already elite .91PTS/GP 
player for most of the season. Polarizing most, 
Bean is a devilishly crafty puck carrier who can 
make plays in all three zones while specializing 
in the offensive zone. He can absurdly pick 
corners with any type of shot be it 
wrist/snap/slap, and from anywhere in the zone 
– he’s not just stapled to the point. He has 
every skating tool possible, and those who 
criticize his jump/first step likely are just seeing 
the clunky illusion his shinguards create. He’s a 
rover who instills trust at various high pressure 
areas such as at the line in offensive zone. Bean 
is great at slipping past checks, and evading 
them altogether to get a lane to shoot or pass. 
His two most common defensive mistakes: (1) 
trusting his teammates too much to where he 
waits off the play and isn’t ready to step in and 
clean up their mistakes; (2) doesn’t keep his feet 
moving defending the rush. With team-
adjusted #s (10%G and 28%PTS) that blow 2015 
and 2016 CHL D out of the water, the once 
WHL undrafted Bean gets a fresh start this 
June as a validated top pick in the NHL Draft. 
 

 

 

 DRAFTBUZZ #14

 
DANTE FABBRO is an NHL poised 
defenseman who is going to make scouts regret 
ever questioning his experience on his first 
shift at the NCAA level for BU next year. 
Penticton’s assistant captain, Fabbro doubled 
his point totals from last year (67PTS in 45GP) 
landing 16th in league scoring and taking top 
scoring D in the BCHL. Always the best 
defensive defenseman in showcases by product 
of his IQ, hands, and threshold under pressure, 
he improved with the cream of the crop going 
from 0PTS at Hlinka, to 3PTS at WJAC, to 
8PTS at the WJC U18. Fabbro has unreal puck 
possession making him a unique puck 
rusher/mover who looks out for the entire 
shift’s best interests, not just his own 
highlights. In fact, he can delay so well with the 
puck it’s almost as if he doesn’t have any 
interest in generating his own quality chance 
off an entry. He can play physical, but doesn’t 
need to because he steals pucks off sticks one-
on-one in daylight with ease. Passes are on 
tape, shots are through traffic, and decisions 
are the best ones available. The one area 
holding Fabbro back, literally, is not having an 
extra gear. It’s noticeable when he’s 
compromised on a play and can’t catch an 
opponent who has a step on him. Slated for the 
top 15, Fabbro is a grey area pick where after 
the top 5 it might be worth it to grab such a 
brainiac to lock down a D unit. 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: CALGARY/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.75" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 173 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 15D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 24 40 64 8 28

POSITION: DEF TEAM: PENTICTON/BCHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.5'' BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 191.98 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 4D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 45 14 53 67 N/A 30



 
 DRAFTBUZZ #15

 
JAKOB CHYCHRUN was supposed to 
challenge for 1st OA yet instead found himself 
floundering offensively until the team got an 
injection from Ottawa in Konecny. Chychrun 
spent his draft year fighting concerns of not 
being the #1D he was hyped as, with the sad 
culmination of not looking like one at the WJC 
U18. Chychrun ended his season plus as well as 
the playoffs, but out of the top three defenders 
his improvement is the sketchiest. While 
Chychrun improved his last third PTS/GP by 
47% from .68 to 1.00, it was because Sarnia’s 
G/GP increased 21% to an OHL 3rd best 4.22. 
Chychrun is a strapping skater with long, 
explosive strides. His feet are a big part of the 
game anteriorly, yet in reverse he gets burned 
way too much. Chychrun is at the cusp of being 
an elite puckhandler, but there’s something 
disconnected about his touch when he’s 
carrying the puck. He’s not a bad stickhandler, 
it’s just doesn’t look completely natural. His 
center ice and forward decisions are usually 
NHL quality and simple even. From chips, taps, 
dumps, and shots, he chooses quickly and 
wisely. A good point man, he even shows 
unique deployment capacity as Sarnia set him 
stationary on the right wing circle on the PP 
mimicking a forward-esque shooter. With 
irregular decisions in the defensive zone, it’s 
there where Chychrun hurts his image as he 
just does not bat at a high enough percentage 
with his choices. Chychrun might not be worth 
2nd OA, but his security soon as a #2D-4D will 
be valued. 
 
 

 DRAFTBUZZ #16

 
KIEFFER BELLOWS will be a coveted 
selection this June due to being a small PF 
sniper with a gamer mentality. Scouting Kieffer 
isn’t rocket science: son of 1000 career PT 
NHL’er Brian, 9G in 12GP as a 2014-2015 
USHL Clark Cup champ, 50G scorer at NTDP 
placing him 5th in all time goal scoring, and 
11GP-8G-5A-13PTS in 2016 U18 play. A 
miserable guy to line up against, Bellows spent 
his year expertly merging the brutish physical 
part of his game with the finesse side. A nicely 
complex player, Bellows is a pure shooter who 
seeks the shot above all else (draft eligible 
USHL leading 4.83SOG/GP), and does so with 
power and quickness. With a thick trunk and 
core, he’s a load to check as he does a great job 
using his body to shield the puck below the 
goal line when the play slows down. In open 
ice, Bellows is an underrated one-on-one 
forward who has very good lateral deking 
ability and just needs some more polish. For 
Bellows, it’s all about creating as little 
separation as needed to release and he will take 
the opening. Make no mistake, he’s still a top 
line forward who can roll with talent as seen by 
the lights out duo he made with Keller. Being 
small for his style won’t impact him in the 
slightest. Bellows is a winner, a warrior, and 
one of the safer draft picks in the top 20.   

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SARNIA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0'' BIRTHPLACE: FLA/USA

WEIGHT: 199.86 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 24D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 11 38 49 23 51

POSITION: C/W TEAM: NTDP U18/USDP

HEIGHT: 6'0'' BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 197.32 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 50 31 81 N/A 101



 
 DRAFTBUZZ #17

 
CHARLIE MCAVOY took over the title as best 
US based defenseman for the 2016 NHL Draft 
fairly easily while at BU, starting his rise late 
last year at the U18 as an underager. A smooth 
skating defenseman who has boundless skill 
with the puck, McAvoy is not far off the elite 
NCAA defenders from 2015 in 
Hanifin/Werenski. Clearly less of a shooter 
than either with just 2.5% of his team GF, an 
older McAvoy was right up against Hanifin’s 
leading 22.1% PTS of BC’s GF with 21.2% of 
BU’s GF. McAvoy has top 3 potential after 
growing considerably in the decision-making 
department this season. Okay at the Lake 
Placid camp, McAvoy was average at the CCM 
AAPG with some real shaky moments 
including a play where Kunin burned him for a 
goal. In the 2nd half, he cleaned up his act and 
it’s no surprise his production took off as well: 
with 11PTS in his last 12GP, McAvoy improved 
his last third PTS/GP 64% from .56 to .92. A 
mixed puck rusher/mover, McAvoy is one of the 
draft’s most mobile defenders who likes to 
explore the entire rink. He loves to glide 
around in possession looking for the perfect 
pass – something he can orchestrate to a fault 
as he needs to shoot more. At adequate height, 
McAvoy might not be a preferred D against the 
others this June, but may very well end up in 
the AHL quicker than anticipated.      
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #18 

 
MICHAEL MCLEOD has both the 
afterburners to put NHL’ers to shame, and the 
hard to read offensive traits that often come 
with maxed out skaters. There is no doubt that 
he will be an NHL player; rather, the focus is 
on what is the appropriate value for selection 
with a crystal clear floor and murky ceiling? 
One of the summer’s top revelations at the 
open of HC U18 Hlinka camp, ‘Mikey’ came in 
taller and bulked up after struggling through a 
rookie season hindered by a rail thin frame. 
Words can’t do justice to how fast McLeod can 
gear up ice, and he’s hard to veer off road 
because he has this slingshot type of lateral 
step around guys as he’s exiting his zone. A 
power center, he launches himself into 
challengers for loose pucks in open ice and will 
hit hard. He understands the importance of 
getting to HD area. Showing detail work, he 
went 58% on 1284 faceoffs and led CHL first 
year eligibles with 4SHG. McLeod’s shot is 
average, as is his breakaway repertoire because 
his leg kick won’t be fooling NHL Gs. A better 
passer, McLeod sets up a lot of plays in glide 
and/or on quick, slapped at passes. McLeod is 
dicey with the puck at times. He makes a lot of 
plays after he moves his feet, so at the NHL 
level it will be tough for him to puckhandle 
while moving his feet. With distinguished 
skating and pro size, there is no doubt McLeod 
is some team’s dream pivot.  

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: BOSTON COLLEGE/NCAA

HEIGHT: 6'0.25'' BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 199.3 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 3D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 37 3 22 25 10 56

POSITION: CEN TEAM: MISSISSAUGA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 185 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 21D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 57 21 40 61 10 71



 
DRAFTBUZZ #19 

 
PASCAL LABERGE had a statement CHL 
Top Prospects Game that signified the start of a 
rise after enduring a twice broken left hand 
during the first half of the year. Finding instant 
chemistry with fellow QMJHL’er Pierre-Luc 
Dubois, Laberge scored 2G and 1A displaying 
the offensive fireworks that make him a 
wildcard first rounder. To put his finish in 
perspective, Victoriaville dropped a 5th worst -
17% from 3.84 to 3.17G/GP while Laberge 
increased 28% from 1.11 to 1.42PTS/GP. 
Laberge is a pure offensive forward who has a 
sniper’s mentality and release, and playmaker’s 
read of the ice and stickhandling. What makes 
him so dangerous is the unpredictability with 
which he can support or drive the attack. He 
can deke the pants off defenders, has a strong 
shot, and can pass as well as a primary 
playmaker. 45.6% on 412 draws, Laberge is 
suited for wing barring complete overhaul of 
his faceoff ability. He’s a great transition threat, 
but needs to mature to regard the defensive 
zone with as much importance as he does the 
offensive zone. Simply put, Laberge prioritizes 
scoring right now and eases off the pedal in his 
own zone. With metrics that put him as a top 
20 pick, the fact that Laberge didn’t play a full 
season and has a lot more to offer on the PP 
gives him scary improvement potential. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #20 

 
MAX JONES might have a screw loose, but the 
nasty PF has more class to his overall game 
than most are leading on. 10th amongst CHL 
first year eligibles in both ESG with 21 out of 
28 and ESG/GP with .33, Jones also tied for the 
2nd most SHG with 3. Perhaps the most 
influential metric is not that his PTS/GP 
dropped (-33%) when his team GF did (-17), but 
that his PTS/GP skyrocketed 73% to 1.48 
during the WJC. With London’s bigs out of the 
lineup, Jones was living the good life taking 
prime PP minutes and even staying on the ice 
for long-winded shifts. Jones’ raw physicality is 
something to behold at 6’3 205lbs as he’s 
equipped with both accumulative explosiveness 
and fantastic fatigue index. Don’t 
underestimate the value teams will put on a guy 
who can make plays on fresh opponents after 
being out there for longer than a minute – 
Jones can and will. He’s not a natural offensive 
player sometimes falling flat on his face with 
pressure on him, but does have light bulb 
moments where he thinks and acts like one. He 
loves to cut back on a dime, and blow past his 
checks as well as use stops and starts to gain 
space to make a play. Jones is a pure shooter as 
seen in his 2G showing at the AAPG, and 
prioritizing goals at USDP, WU17, and now the 
OHL. Unlike most projects, Jones has 
intriguing supporting data and isn’t all too 
different than a prospect like 2015 9th OA Timo 
Meier. 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: VICTORIAVILLE/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 173.6 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 15D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 23 45 68 -3 64

POSITION: LW TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'3'' BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 205 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 63 28 24 52 30 106



 
DRAFTBUZZ #21 

 
GERMAN RUBTSOV has been Team Russia’s 
hero as a physically strapped, skilled top line 
pivot. Instrumental in single handedly 
dismantling the USA at the WJAC semifinal 
with a 2G-4A-6PT night, Rubtsov showed his 
dominance to take RUS on his back to the 
final. 6’2’’ 178, Rubtsov has a pretty low 
22.9BMI for a center who looks like he’s 
hulking over everyone else. His skating is 
powerful and he’s more agile with the puck 
than without it. It’s as if he’s still gaining 
coordination, and that’s a scary proposition to 
think of as he’s an athlete who will respond to 
maturity. Rubtsov is a physically gifted power 
center who thrives on contact and is still able to 
work with being hacked, hugged, and stepped 
into. A full 200 foot conscious player, he 
doesn’t drop off in effort or awareness in any 
zone. Rubtsov can do it all offensively, and he’s 
at the cusp of being elite 100% of the time. His 
hands are above average on reception and 
stickhandling in general. He can pounce on 
plays if opponents are soft on the puck, and has 
the intuition to fire his pass/shot without 
stopping to think. Although Rubtsov’s PTS/GP 
in the MHL dropped 46% in his last 10GP from 
.1.11 to .60, it’s not a big concern as the time 
period in question was when tournaments 
interjected. Rubtsov has top 15 intrigue with 
strong odds to be a #2C. 

 

 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #22 

 
RILEY TUFTE is not your typical skyscraper 
fantasy who needs years to pull himself 
together and is a risk for never materializing. 
2016’s Mr. Hockey was a jaw dropping force for 
Blaine all year (47G in 25 GP) and transitioned 
to the USHL’s Fargo Force late in the season 
with just as much excitement. Blaine High’s 
captain is a real draft wildcard because he’s 
part explosive, part good as a puck carrier, and 
has a direct approach in driving to his scoring 
chances. An athletic kid, he has massive legs 
that drive a wide stance and are the foundation 
of a winger who is going to be a load to handle 
at full maturation. Tufte has room to put on 
more weight, and fine-tune his skating ability, 
which can fall off on long shifts with fatigue. 
He gets off varied release points on his shot, 
which you really see when he’s in flight and 
trying to buy space with impressive movement 
unbefitting a guy his size. Though a bit one 
dimensional and offensively oriented at the 
USHL level, he is the type of bright talent who 
will absorb the details of becoming a pro 
prospect playing with better players as soon as 
next year at UM-D. At 6’5 and shockingly 
skilled with the puck, Tufte has a strong 
enough package to push for top 20, potentially 
even top 15, in this draft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: TEAM RUSSIA U18/MHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.5'' BIRTHPLACE: CHEK/RUS

WEIGHT: 189.74 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 28 12 14 26 12 10

POSITION: LW TEAM: BLAINE/HIGH-MN

HEIGHT: 6'5.0" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 211.16 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 25 47 31 78 N/A 53



 
DRAFTBUZZ #23 

 
WILL BITTEN endeared himself to NHL 
scouts this season by playing like nothing was 
happening in Flint when the team was 
headlining junior hockey for their 
controversy(s) stemming from disgraceful 
ownership. An elite manufacturer of offense 
this year, Bitten nearly doubled his production 
from last year (.48PTS to .97PTS) on a OHL 
bottom feeder (3rd lowest GF at 184). Mr. Flint, 
he led the team in goals, assists, and points, 
having 17PTS more than the 2nd highest scorer. 
If you needed any more proof he was a gamer 
who powered through poor external influences, 
80% of his goals came at ES. Bitten is a 
charged, high octane, offense generator who 
would have done unthinkable things with 
actual talent around him. His skating is turbo 
charged; he may have led the league in 
breakaways and penalty shots from breakaways 
– that’s how ridiculously fast he was. He’s an 
efficient handler who doesn’t overthink things 
and nails the right movements at Mach speed. 
He likes to put a lot of body English into his 
dekes against the goalie one-on-one, and if he’s 
going shot he loves to roof it hard from the slot. 
Bitten doesn’t get pushed out of making plays, 
and can get under checks to keep his position 
and edge on the puck. There really isn’t much 
to dislike other than him being a shade under 
5’10. A first round value, Bitten is a world-class 
skater, top six creator, well-rounded and 
passionate lead by example forward.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #24 

 
BRETT HOWDEN is that consistent employee 
whose efforts get overlooked because nobody 
cares that he brings the same boringly integral 
skills to the office with reliability. A former 5th 
overall Bantam pick, Howden’s WHL playoff 
(1.50PTS/GP) and WJC U18 (1.33PTS/GP) 
scoring uptick emphasizes the offensive growth 
he saw late in the season. Howden’s a big 
brother type for the Warriors who commands 
the middle of the ice with authority. Winning 
over 60% on 98FO in the WJC U18 shows his 
strength as a pivot on top of his acute defensive 
awareness. While Howden isn’t seen as an elite 
forward, he has the originality to playmake and 
score without being obvious and telegraphed. 
He’s a fine playmaker who can score from his 
wrister just as well as he can drive the net and 
score in HD areas. Just as easily as he can 
create offense from skill, he can plow forward 
with brawn using his 6’2.25’’ frame. Howden is 
a great support player as he is always right up 
against the play ready to pitch in. At the WJC, 
he showed exactly why taking care of your 
responsibility in the D zone unleashes you 
offensively. He’s engaged, and he’s smart 
enough to go to the areas he knows his 
teammates need him to be at. Howden’s skating 
isn’t refined as it needs to be, and he could 
improve his first two steps. A big boy still 
getting a grip on his changing body, Howden 
should be a lock first rounder with his resume 
and unshakeable hybrid #2C-3C potential. 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: FLINT/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 167 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 30 35 65 -29 32

POSITION: CEN TEAM: MOOSE JAW/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0'' BIRTHPLACE: MB/CAN

WEIGHT: 189.82 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 24 40 64 -7 61



 
DRAFTBUZZ #25 

 
VITALII ABRAMOV is a game breaking talent 
who crossed over and gave scouts exactly what 
they wanted to see on NA ice. Far and away the 
Olympiques leader scoring 20PTS more than 
the 2nd best scorer, Abramov played close to a 
full slate in the CHL maintaining his PTS/GP 
rate in the playoffs with 1.30. A true Russian 
wizard, Abramov signaled his draft year rise 
blowing up the WU17 Challenge with 9PTS in 
6GP and looking more dynamic than Sokolov – 
it just wasn’t acceptable to say so back then. 
Abramov had his way all year long in the Q 
with unlocking scoring plays as soon as he 
touched the puck. With a magnificent energy to 
spur a goal, it seemed as though he never had 
to try hard for something to come out of 
nothing. Abramov is a pure playmaker who has 
the shot mechanics and skill to also contribute 
as a sniper. He plays with his head up and his 
feet moving to hockey sense driven patterns. 
The closest thing to a European Brayden Point, 
Abramov checks in an inch smaller though 
heavier and potentially more durable. Amongst 
CHL first year eligibles: tied 6th in G% of Team 
GF with 16%, tied 3rd in PTS% of Team GF with 
40%, 4th in 8 categories: G (38), A (55), PTS (93), 
PTS/GP (1.48), ESG (27), ESG/GP (.43), first 
two thirds PTS/GP (1.48), last third PTS/GP 
(1.48). Abramov’s draft forecast is tricky to 
predict though everything else is transparent as 
he is a dominant forward who will get better.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #26 

 
JULIEN GAUTHIER earned the distinction of 
being the only draft eligible named to Team 
Canada and was a goal-scoring machine for 
most of the year. Inexplicably, former NHL’er 
Denis Gauthier’s nephew lost the one thing he 
delivered with regularity: goal scoring. Up until 
the end of January, Gauthier was scoring at a 
rate of .94G/GP with 34G in 36GP and then 
suddenly dropped 58.5% with only 7G in his 
last 18GP. Because Gauthier essentially is a 
one-dimensional goal scorer – albeit a huge one 
- losing that much of his one dimension is 
never a good thing. That said, Gauthier still 
tied 6th in QMJHL scoring at 41G with the 6 
ahead of him playing 8 to 14GP more than him. 
6’3.5’’ 225 pounds, he is lauded for his strength 
and conditioning background because of his 
father but is pretty underwhelming physically 
on the ice considering. He’s a powerful skater 
who is mobile, but not really quick on his feet. 
One of his hallmark habits is how well he can 
transition through the neutral zone with speed. 
He’s a very reassuring puck transporter. Past 
that, his creativity is limited and he’s not really 
a playmaker by definition. Every month or so, 
he will break out one unbelievable deke or 
dangle. Gauthier’s hot zones as a shooter are 
from the circles, cutting across the crease, or 
setting up back door. With NHL ready 
physique and skating, Gauthier will be over 
drafted and over scrutinized before he has a 
decent career.   
 

POSITION: RW TEAM: GATINEAU/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 5'9.0" BIRTHPLACE: CHELY/RUS

WEIGHT: 175 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 16D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 63 38 55 93 36 36

POSITION: RW TEAM: VAL D'OR/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.0'' BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 230.62 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 28.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 8M 9D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 54 41 16 57 24 24



 
DRAFTBUZZ #27 

 
ALEX DEBRINCAT has ice running through 
his veins to his scorching hot stick blade after 
scoring back-to-back 51G and 101PT OHL 
campaigns. Aside from a winter slip up where 
his astounding 1G/GP rate dropped to .25G/GP 
over 12GP, DeBrincat silenced critics who 
thought he was riding #97s coattails. Though 
he saw about .5SOG/GP less in the playoffs 
with 3.92SOG/GP, he still saw 83% 
improvement in PTS/GP from last year to this 
year. He was the top CHL first year eligible in 
team-adjusted stats at a 21% G and 43% PTS 
rate. A one of a kind goal scorer, DeBrincat has 
an uncanny calm right before the shot, and 
lives off of his ability to map his linemates 
movement and free himself for a pass. He is the 
perfect deployment in the slot for his small 
stature. He will block shots, but his ability to 
pressure offensively is his best defensive 
quality. Of course, the sparkling data/skill has 
to be ruined by the fact that he’s 5’7’’. It’s not 
DeBrincat’s skill translation to the NHL that 
will be a problem, it’s staying away from 
physical peril enough to validate his top ten 
profile in the long run. All it took was a 
towering junior aged Swede to knock 
DeBrincat out of whack and ruin a tournament 
he could have starred in. He’s not as 
flexible/elusive someone his size needs to be, 
and doesn’t pick his spots physically. With 5 
teams having two first round picks, DeBrincat 
could find himself as part of a historical shift in 
the draft’s history.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #28 

 
JONATHAN DAHLEN is a dangerous 
offensive talent who carried Timra on his back 
in both the regular season and qualification 
round. Son of 655PT pro Ulf, Dahlen has 
hockey running through his veins as seen by 
his incredible combination of hands, sense, and 
drive to score.  Not only did the young Dahlen 
lead his men’s team in PTS in the regular 
season as a 17-18YO, he also scored a 
astounding 6G in 5GP in the qualification 
series. With 360 passing radius, Dahlen is an 
average sized winger who has competitive 
speed and first line skill traits. A smart skater 
who understands how to position himself 
amidst the flow of movement, he thrives on 
finding openings in coverage. A skilled 
puckhandler who can troubleshoot on the fly, 
he’s super shifty with the puck and can pass 
around and evade his checks. Dahlen has a 
sniper’s attack, release, and shot power. 
Average defensively, it’s Dahlen’s ability to 
receive even the worst of passes that makes him 
an asset in his own zone. Some have criticized 
his skating, but it only lacks in fluidity because 
his feet/skates appear large and clunky. Dahlen 
is really agile and can get on his inside edges, 
pivot, or reverse just to face the play and be an 
option. There’s no excuse for a world-class 
talent like Dahlen with men’s experience – as 
an offensive leader nonetheless – to not go in 
the first round. 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: ERIE/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'7.0'' BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 165.36 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 6D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 60 51 50 101 18 28

POSITION: CEN TEAM: TIMRA/ALLSVENSKAN

HEIGHT: 5'11.25" BIRTHPLACE: OST/SWE

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 4D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 51 15 14 29 0 8



 
DRAFTBUZZ #29 

 
WADE ALLISON is North America’s biggest 
kept secret as an offensive force who was an 
exciting driver for Tri-City in the second half. 
Taking off in December and never looking 
back, Allison improved his PTS/GP by 103% in 
the last third of the season going from 
.62PTS/GP to 1.26PTS/GP. His development 
came primarily with the amount of offense he 
generated for others, considering his assist total 
skyrocketed 316% in the last third. He used the 
USHL TPG as an opportunity to really put 
himself on the map scoring a goal and adding 
an assist, but it was the manner with which he 
played that opened up scout’s eyes. Allison is a 
competitive SOB in a winning elite player way 
where he wants to deke you out of your pants, 
rip it past goalies, or set up the flashy pass. He’s 
a horse on his skates that will brush off players 
who come at him soft like flies. A lights out 
shooter, Allison increased his already high 
regular season SOG from 3.63 to 4.89 in the 
playoffs. He’s a really springy skater than can 
dangle it, rip it, and pass it like a top liner. 
Allison is a special scoring PF who believes in 
himself so much and has the star swagger to 
come out of this draft class a top NHL prospect. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #30 

 
ADAM FOX is an Ivy League recruit who 
showed top of the class hockey sense and 
offensive tricks to take 1st all time in NTDP D 
scoring with 59PTS. Enacting a flip-flop to 
adopt the #1D title ahead of Krys wasn’t easy, 
but the former Long Island Gull made it an 
obvious switch because of his reliability and 
star quotient to create. Fox is a proactive skater 
whose heady plays in his own zone are the 
catalyst for the fireworks that happen 
offensively. At 5’10.75’’ and 185 pounds, the 
Harvard recruit will never make it as a banger 
or check absorbing D, but that shouldn’t matter 
with his strengths. Fox may be the smartest and 
most effective D in his own zone regarding 
preventive stickwork. He’s a rapid processor 
who plays angles perfectly to deflect, strip, or 
poke pucks out from ending up as quality 
chances. He might make the unnecessary risky 
pass once in awhile, but just like a receiver 
should catch everything that hits his hands, you 
would be hard pressed to find him botch pucks 
in possession. Fox is a strong puck rusher 
because of his wheels, and excels as a passer 
because of top surveillance and shiftiness to 
find his targets. Putting an exclamation point 
on his season with 9PTS in 7GP at the U18, 
Fox emits eerie parallels to a bigger and more 
coveted 2015 Vili Saarijarvi. 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: TRI-CITY/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.75" BIRTHPLACE: MB/CAN

WEIGHT: 205 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 8M 10D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 25 22 47 16 46

POSITION: DEF TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.75" BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 185 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 9 50 59 N/A 12



 
DRAFTBUZZ #31 

 
SAM STEEL is a prospect who has endured 
bias against him this year for no reason all the 
while putting up a successful draft season. 
Steel has seen every inaccurate criticism you 
could think of this year: not big enough, not 
fast enough, not skilled enough, not physical 
enough, not defensive enough. If you caught 
Steel playing alongside two linemates with .30-
.40PTS/GP rates, you would have a lot more 
respect for his strong 70PT season and above 
average 1.33PTS/GP playoff. Steel is a high-end 
hockey athlete who is well rounded and just 
skilled enough. With strong IQ, Steel gets the 
game in the way that puts him a few steps 
ahead of the play. He’s a two-way presence who 
gets in the thick of the action and can disrupt 
defensively as well as steer things offensively. 
With constant leg drive, his skating is more 
level and even pace than it is blistering top end. 
Steel has a good amount of push back, and 
does a great job of handling physicality near the 
boards and net. An efficient player, Steel is 
stylistically close to the universally higher 
ranked Tyson Jost - a WHL proven version 
making him severely underrated. Steel merges 
striking historical production and recent 
indicators to earn an NHL #2C projection. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #32 

 
KALE CLAGUE needed a big 2nd half run after 
stumbling out of the blocks and nailed it 
resurrecting his draft status all the way through 
the Memorial Cup. Looking at Clague’s season 
as a whole statistically does an injustice to the 
streak he finished at in the regular season, 
which was comparable to first rounders Jakob 
Chychrun and Jake Bean at 1.00PTS/GP. 
Clague had a strong playoff with 14PTS in 
21GP helping Brandon get to the Memorial 
Cup, and once there got better as the games 
went on. Clague is a no panic D with a sharp 
stick and calm nerves. As the backbone to an 
elite offense, he wasn’t needed to be a puck 
rusher though he has ability. When Clague 
wants he can step out of the precise and 
unselfish tic tac toe persona to sink his skates 
on a hard to contain rush up ice. Clague has 
the kind of slick footwork and relaxed snap to 
his passes on the point reminiscent of 2015s 
Travis Dermott, maybe even springier as he’s 
lighter. Clague has average weight, but really 
needs to add physical strength. His 
effectiveness as a 6’ defender will be in being 
able to take just enough contact to recover the 
puck and move it quickly. With forward type of 
minor hockey stats, Clague has underrated 
shooting ability seen by matching his regular 
season goal output in the playoffs in 50GP less. 
If you thought Clague wasn’t that far off of the 
first round D logjam in the teens, you might 
not be wrong. 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: REGINA/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.0'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 178.08 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 21D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 72 23 47 70 -8 24

POSITION: DEF TEAM: BRANDON/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.75'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 184.38 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 71 6 37 43 25 54



 
DRAFTBUZZ #33 

 
LIBOR HAJEK came over a highly touted 
Czech with men’s league experience and did as 
much as humanly possible for the WHL’s 3rd 
worst Saskatoon Blades. Disregard his -19 
amongst a sea of negatives, Hajek was an 
explosive skating animal with range to lead the 
rush and shut one down. With through the roof 
genetic ability and conditioning, Hajek is a full 
length D with the intangibles to make plays in 
each zone. He’s strong as an ox, will hit and 
throw down hard, plays his angles well, and can 
spearhead a mixed puck rushing/moving game. 
With underwhelming offensive production, 
there are two factors that make a case for his 
potential to break out: (1) he has the wheels, 
puckhandling, and facilitative thought to do so 
IE he’s not just a plugger; and (2) this is his 
floor on a terrible team with only 219GF and 
one 70PT scorer. Becoming a better goal scorer 
is no guarantee, however, as it depends on him 
gaining more interest to shoot and giving him 
chances he didn’t really go out of his way for 
this year (8SOG in 5GP at WJC U18). Hajek is a 
European Chychrun without the offensive 
results, giving off about as pro look as you can 
get from an 18 year old.  

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #34 

 
TRENT FREDERIC is a guarantee to be some 
team’s dream selection as a rugged, big, two-
way centerman that is multi dimensional and 
underappreciated offensively. He’s going to go 
higher than consensus, and it will be justified. 
Since the beginning of the year, Frederic has 
been sharpening each individual tool so that 
they came together really nicely by the U18. 
With long powerful strides that accumulate, 
Frederic can gear up through the neutral zone 
with steam and does a great job of handling the 
puck at top speed. His hands are pretty deft, 
allowing him to deke and wow, and he can 
really rip the puck without notice. He’s a 
forceful body checker and gets his way in the 
NHL areas of the ice because he’s such a 
physical player. It’s a real sight to see Frederic 
swoop back into the zone down the middle of 
the ice, as he radiates support and ability to 
assist in making the stop. Statistically, Frederic 
increased his PTS/GP production 164% from 
.25PTS/GP with U17 last year to .66PTS/GP 
with U18 this year, and looks to extend his 
growth past the draft. It’s not out of the 
question that Frederic finds himself in the 2C 
role next year with Wisconsin. Final food for 
thought: if you subtract some of the out of 
control flailing around from a guy like McLeod, 
you’re left with a complete C like Frederic who 
might have better puck ability and has the same 
3C floor and 2C ceiling. 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SASKATOON/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5'' BIRTHPLACE: SMR/CZE

WEIGHT: 196 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 20D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 69 3 23 26 -19 76

POSITION: CEN TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.75" BIRTHPLACE: MO/USA

WEIGHT: 203.98 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 61 20 20 40 N/A 73



 
DRAFTBUZZ #35 

 
CAMERON MORRISON skates with the sole 
purpose of getting to the front of the net and 
revels in scoring the ugliest goals a productive 
forward could score. Morrison takes the award 
for the most average skill based skater with 
through the roof intangibles and nuts and bolts 
play. Specifically those intangibles are his 
adjustment to the play as he treads towards the 
net, concentration under contact, and stick 
calm when the puck pops loose and a glorious 
chance stares him right in the face. A tap home 
monster, it’s as if there’s a magnetic pull getting 
him to the net the fastest. Morrison’s puck 
protection and bump and grind game is NHL 
quality right now. The USHL Rookie of the 
Year had a stunning 31G at ES out of 34, and 
scored a high  .98PTS/GP at ES. For frame of 
reference as to his contribution to team GF, 
Morrison’s 18% GF rate tied for 2nd in CHL first 
year draft eligibles with Julien Gauthier and 
ahead of Alex Nylander/Pierre-Luc Dubois 
(16%). In addition, his 34% PTS rate tied 8th 
with Logan Brown and Michael McLeod. 
Morrison was jump-out-of your-seat to select 
him productive, and teams shouldn’t be fooled 
by his lack of superficial skill. A pitbull 
determined to get to the puck first, he’s an 
average stickhandler and skater in a 
complimentary way. He’s going to Notre Dame 
next year and in a few years will be a rugged 
top 9 forward who will have success blitzing 
NHL blue paint.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #36 

 
JORDAN KYROU had a disappointing 
developmental season as a dripping-wet-with-
skill forward who lived off of better players at 
every level of play this year. It was with 
Canada’s best at the U18 where Kyrou had a 4G 
game, it was at the CHL TPG where Kyrou 
picked up 2A, and it was with the Konecny 
trade that saw him improve his PTS/GP 26% 
when Sarnia’s G/GP increased 21%. The fact 
that he was a mooch and shapeshifted his game 
this season gives confusing signals that (1) he 
can’t do it alone; but (2) can merge with others 
like a star.  Kyrou’s speedy, lithe, can see and 
flutter passes other can’t, and on top of all this 
can score. What you don’t get is consistency in 
effort or integrating his skill into the attack. At 
his best, he can look like one of the OHL’s top 
forwards. At his worst, he’s bumbling into his 
teammates way and clumsily destroying 
chances. He’s also a non-factor defensively and 
physically. Kyrou is an unfortunate instance of 
a good player just simply not being ready at the 
time of his draft to realize his inevitable value 
as a pick. What that does mean is with some 
patience, Kyrou might be a huge steal. 

 

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: YOUNGSTOWN/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 208.78 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 60 34 32 66 38 42

POSITION: CEN TEAM: SARNIA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 169.48 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 10M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 65 17 34 51 13 14



 
DRAFTBUZZ #37 

 
TAGE THOMPSON was a sight to behold at 
UCONN as a freshman when he wasn’t stirring 
up polarizing viewpoints. A 6’5’’ forward who 
happens to possess a ridiculously low BMI of 
21.9 is likely the cause of controversy with 
coordination changing by the day. Thompson is 
a massive finesse winger who loves to dangle 
and has a small man’s mentality in his 
movement. There’s no denying nearly every 
aspect of his game was volatile this year. There 
were times when he looked slow, lethargic, 
unresponsive as a skater and elusive and 
powerful on others. There were times when he 
looked like he was handling a grenade, and 
others when he looked like a deking madman. 
Thompson gets involved physically, but as he’s 
weak and unbalanced it’s anyone’s guess if he’s 
going to end up on his ass - even as the 
aggressor. Not even his data is clear-cut with 13 
out of 14G being on the PP, which some will 
see as a negative. Thompson saw success on the 
PP because his strength is as a heavy stationary 
shooter. Certainly boosted by Letunov’s puck 
magic, it’s also a blessing he was exposed to a 
quality linemate to create with on such a low 
scoring team. Thompson is a similar long-term 
project as last year’s gangly Gabriel Gagne. At 
6’5’’ and earning points on 36.5% of UCONN’s 
GF as a true freshman, the Oyster Bay native 
won’t last for long if he even makes it past 20.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #38 

 
JANNE KUOKKANEN is Finland’s gem after 
the top two as one of the few blue and white 
prospects who sparkled in both international 
showcases and Jr. A. Packaging all of the 
necessary tools needed to thrive at a higher 
level, Kuokkanen slapped some high end skill 
execution this year to the already speedy play. 
The ability to wheel was Kuokkanen’s most 
dominant aspect in his pre-draft year, but this 
year it has been all of the components pulled 
together with a lot of thought and a little 
excitement too. One of his best qualities with 
or without the puck is he’s very hard to track 
and pin down. In open ice, the sneaky 
Kuokkanen will find a way by or around 
defenders. You can never count him out of 
play, and he does a great job of exploding off 
the walls in the offensive zone to set up plays. A 
natural passer, Kuokkanen is great at driving to 
exposed areas to set up his teammates as shown 
by his 19A in 24GP at 2015-2016 U18 
tournaments. As good as he is on zone entries, 
he excels as support that can skate and help his 
D on zone exits as well. A viciously underrated 
forward just like Aho last year, Kuokkanen has 
a first round offering that won’t last long in the 
2nd round if he even makes it there. 

 

 
 
 
 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: UCONN/H-EAST

HEIGHT: 6'5.5" BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 195.22 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 25D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 36 14 18 32 -14 12

POSITION: LW TEAM: KARPATJR/FINLAND-JR

HEIGHT: 6'0.75" BIRTHPLACE: OUL/FIN

WEIGHT: 175 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 30D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 47 22 31 53 18 53



 
DRAFTBUZZ #39 

 
TYLER BENSON went through one of the 
harshest injury riddled draft seasons a first 
round-billed prospect has seen in recent 
history. Benson’s trials and tribulations dealing 
with a pilonidal cyst and ensuing lower body 
complications derailed what could have been a 
nice draft year accented by a CHL TPG 
captaincy in his home rink. In the patches of 
games Benson did get in, he still managed to 
score at team-adjusted rates comparable to 
Mikey McLeod and Logan Brown (11% G, 34% 
PTS). This is a remarkable feat as Benson 
looked way out of sorts and disoriented based 
on historical scouting assessments. The real 
Benson that didn’t get to evolve over the year 
would have been a PTS/GP player who could 
play a complete game as the Giants leader. For 
a volume shooter, Benson has above average 
vision for distribution and can thread some 
really nifty passes. Great in the trenches, he is 
the type of physical forward who can still 
operate when the game gets rough. One of 
Benson’s chronological flaws is his skating 
fluidity that bleeds into having a rough 
acceleration. With the minor hockey resume of 
an Albertan King, Benson presents a pretty 
obvious Colin White type of steal should he 
fall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #40 

 
BORIS KATCHOUK combines the fierce 
passion and unselfish skill it takes to win at the 
pro level. With 3 fights to his name this season, 
one against London skyscraper Martenet, 
Katchouk demonstrates the ‘go through the 
wall’ attitude that sets him apart. A versatile 
winger, Katchouk has the outside speed to 
barrel into loose pucks and he has the 
fearlessness to take it straight to the cage. Part 
of what makes him an underrated forward is he 
is an open book when it comes to choosing 
whether to pass or shoot, and has the talent to 
wait for the opportunity. At 6’1’’ 181 pounds, 
Katchouk plays a mans game where he can take 
hits, give hits, and push forward. It is rare to 
see Katchouk worry about physicality. Showing 
a decrease in PTS/GP at -8% while his team 
ballooned 21% would have been worse had he 
not picked up 10PTS in 12GP in the playoffs 
with a goal scoring rate of .50G/GP. Over the 
season, Katchouk scored big with 6GWG tying 
for 9th of CHL first year eligibles. Katchouk has 
considerable room for growth on the PP, 
especially in playmaking as he only picked up 
3A with the man advantage this year. Katchouk 
has just the right notes of X factor to make it 
over some higher rated, perceived higher 
skilled 2016s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: LW TEAM: VANCOUVER/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.5'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 196.7 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 9D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 30 9 19 28 0 46

POSITION: LW TEAM: SSM/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.25" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 190.3 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 6D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 63 24 27 51 7 61



 
DRAFTBUZZ #41 

 
RASMUS ASPLUND is a jack-of-all-trades 
centerman who is going on his 6th season with 
Farjestad accruing 90 games of experience 
playing with men the last 2 years. A decorated 
captain for Sweden internationally as an 
underager, Asplund plays an attentive, 
defensively sound game with an offensive twist. 
He’s not elite in any one category, though his 
hockey sense is very close. Asplund’s puck 
ability and skating are two tools that show his 
all around capability. They are more effective, 
than standout as individual traits. Asplund has 
the talent to deke defenders and goalie 
laterally, as well as rip distance based shots. His 
passes can get crafty, and his positioning in the 
offensive zone puts him in HD area ready to 
react to rebounds/passes. His 5PTS in 5GP at 
the U18 last year, and 5PTS in 7GP at the U20 
this year, prove the closer he gets to his age 
group the better he plays. Asplund plays at a 
consistent pace and can react quickly to plays 
with his mind causing a good amount of 
turnovers. He’s not unlike a forward like 
Michael Spacek. Emitting safety as an advanced 
prospect, Asplund could find himself a solid 
#2C if he hits all of his developmental 
milestones. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #42 

 
DENNIS CHOLOWSKI started a meteoric rise 
at the WJAC and never looked back as a 
slender D with a lot of offensive pop and room 
for growth. Cholowski made waves playing side 
by side with top BCHL defender Fabbro and 
looking the competent mate not just for the 
WJAC, but also the CJHL Top Prospects Gam . 
He finished the BCHL regular season strong 
with 40PTS in 50GP and kept momentum in 
the playoffs with 15PTS in 20GP. With a BMI 
of 22.9, Cholowski has substantial room to add 
mass and he looks it. With mobility, agility, and 
crossover fluidity, the stronger Cholowski gets 
the more powerful his skating will become. A D 
who plays 200 feet without fear, it’s obvious 
Cholowski has the confidence to become a #1D 
at St. Cloud State in the next few years. 
Though the offensive potential is through the 
roof, Cholowski is rounded and can defend 
well with excellent reverse skating ability and 
wise shadowing/stick checking technique. He’s 
hard to beat because of his feet, head, and 
annoyingly sharp stick. Cholowski is an 
effortless point man who isn’t afraid to rove 
deep in the offensive zone both from stationary 
or moving starts. The tools, physique, skill, and 
smarts are there for a possible #2-#4D at the 
NHL level making him a potential first round 
darkhorse candidate.  

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: FARJESTAD/SHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.25" BIRTHPLACE: FIL/SWE

WEIGHT: 176.32 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 21D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 46 4 8 12 10 16

POSITION: DEF TEAM: CHILLIWACK/BCHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 177.4 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 9D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 20 12 28 40 2 16



 
DRAFTBUZZ #43 

 
FILIP GUSTAVSSON is classically trained 
SWE goalie who has the components to be a 
franchise goaltender, but saw some dips in 
confidence during the year. Gustavsson’s 
season boils down to excellent play everywhere 
else except in his primary league (J20). With 
.942SVS% at the WU17, .930SVS% at Hlinka, 
.953SVS% at U18 5Nations in Feb, and 
.906SVS% at WJC U18, Gustavsson over time 
has proven to be an undisputed top of the class 
goalie internationally. His addition to Team 
SWE at the WJC U18 energized them to a 4 
game win streak after barely beating LAT and 
losing to the US. Strong in ‘SMS’ or ‘Skridsko 
mot Stolpen’, which translates from Swedish 
literally to ‘Skate on the Post,’ it’s where 
Gustavsson and many others get the short angle 
and post-to-post movement tactics.  One of 
Gustavsson’s long standing trademarks has 
been his repeated save ability from close range 
and in a laterally shot stuffing manner. He not 
only has quickness moving from post to post, 
but he also knows how to gravitate forward and 
really challenge forwards on their shot moving 
horizontally through his slot/crease. He’s 
exceptional blocker side, and his stand up 
skating patterns are well developed. 
Gustavsson’s J20 struggles were a large part in 
losing focus at the SuperElit level and failing to 
stop easy, direct pucks that found ways through 
his body. Gustavsson’s 4W in 6GP as well as 
132SV on 145SOG for .910SVS% in the SHL 
shows he could easily be considered the top 
goalie prospect in the 2016 NHL Draft.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #44 

 
LUKE GREEN is yet another gifted Saint John 
blueliner who unlike last year’s first rounders 
Zboril and Chabot, won’t get his reward until 
he steps out of their shadows. Green is a really 
smooth skater who has all of the ingredients 
you want on the backend – he’s just more 
introverted than he should be because of 
dynamic players ahead of him. One of the few 
players whose stats you should just throw away, 
Green stagnated from his pre-draft year at .60 
vs. .57PTS/GP, as well as dropped 29% in 
PTS/GP in the last third and then another 49% 
from his last third to playoff rate. Green is a 
two way defender who slants more towards 
being an attacking slasher who can create and 
interject along the way. Because he’s so mobile 
he can buy time in his own zone to move the 
puck with sense, but really excels when he 
turns the jets on and heads up ice. It was not 
uncommon to see Green step up in the 
offensive zone like a forward, which is why his 
heat map of goals makes him look like HD area 
slot goal scorer. Consistently capable and 
smart, Green wasn’t consistently offensive nor 
passionate. Getting Green out of his shell might 
lend visions of Thomas Chabot clone making 
him a potential steal outside of the first.  

 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: LULEA/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: SKEL/SWE

WEIGHT: 189.54 CATCH: R

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 17D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 20 3.22 0.893

POSITION: DEF TEAM: ST JOHN/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.25" BIRTHPLACE: NS/CAN

WEIGHT: 189 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 61 10 25 35 18 29



 
DRAFTBUZZ #45 

 
GIVANI SMITH is a rough around the edges 
mean yet skilled PF who has a lot of room to be 
molded in the upcoming years. Smith managed 
23G despite being on the lowest scoring OHL 
team (156 GF) and third worst team in the 
entire CHL. Smith’s nose for the net landed 
him as the 11th best CHL draft eligible in PTS% 
of team GF with 15% of Guelph’s goals. Smith 
is a powerful forward in every sense of the 
word ranging from skating to hitting to 
shooting. He is a hard driving winger who has a 
little bit of finesse showing he has potential to 
be more than just a plugger. He’s physical, 
agitates, and has no problem cutting to the 
middle of the ice with authority. He lacks in 
fluidity and coordination – temporarily, as it 
seems he is organizing his physical capacity as 
we speak. While he doesn’t possess high-end 
skill items, his puckhandling and passing will 
get smoother as he adds dexterity and settles 
into his body.  A full slate scorer who could top 
6’2’’ 220, some team is going to fall in love with 
the two-way Smith and might even consider 
him in the late first. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #46 

 
LUCAS JOHANSEN needed to step up 
offensively this year and he did just that after 
inheriting a large role on the blueline as a 
result of elite departures in Madison Bowey and 
Josh Morrissey. Increasing his PTS/GP 492% 
from last year to this year shows just how much 
ground Johansen covered in his draft year to 
produce what his skillset was capable of. 
Though a late NOV DOB, Johansen still 
flashed a 49% increase in PTS/GP from .61 to 
.91 when Kelowna’s G/GP barely budged in the 
last third (3.73 to 3.75). A cool customer in 
possession with strong bloodlines, Johansen is 
an offensively inclined defenseman with raw 
defensive application. Johansen is skilled with 
the puck, and very aware when it’s on his stick 
and he’s looking ahead. He is poised enough to 
keep his calm along the boards and find his 
forwards once he gets the puck. He’s a good 
point man, who will get even better with more 
confidence. Not yet a two way D, Johansen’s all 
around growth will come with improving his 
reactions to fast events specifically in the D 
zone. He needs to attack more aggressively in 
his stands, and roves too much throwing his D 
partner off. His skating arrogance bites him in 
the ass sometimes because he outrageously 
bails on the switches he makes himself, leaving 
forwards uncontested as they drive to the net. 
A work in progress physically at 22.8BMI, 
Johansen is the newest flavor from the Kelowna 
Factory of Defense. 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: GUELPH/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 204 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 65 23 19 42 -27 146

POSITION: DEF TEAM: KELOWNA/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.75" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 175.44 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 8D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 65 10 39 49 11 20



 
DRAFTBUZZ #47 

 
TYLER PARSONS miraculously went from 
erratic starter to cornerstone, highlight reeler 
in the blink of an eye. Parsons always gave the 
quintessential flash of his talent, but didn’t 
start to put it together until the New Year in 
2016. Parsons’ playoff explosion as top OHL 
goalie is validated by his regular season last 
third split: in his last 16GP, he dropped down 
to 1.75GAA from 2.48GAA and rose from 
.914SVS% to .937SVS%. Parsons is a big game 
goalie whose emphatic style makes you think he 
doesn’t have technical command, but he really 
only needs subtle work to become a highly 
efficient netminder. An unbelievable 2nd and 3rd 
effort stopper, he has an innate ability to zero 
in on next potential shot after the puck hits 
him. In tight to the net, he absorbs pucks in the 
butterfly and moves around with power. 
However, part of what makes him so special is 
also his downfall. Parsons will migrate too far 
to the top of his crease because he’s 
comfortable diving back and does so often. He 
seems to give up a lot of clean snipes on direct 
shots in front of him from the slot or just above 
and he falls victim to broken plays where he’s 
left scrambling to dive with a wide open net. 
Already an OHL champion, Parsons could 
muscle his way into the top 60 and be some 
team’s shocking preference over bigger names. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #48 

 
CARL GRUNDSTROM spent the majority of 
2015-2016 as a quality two way SHL regular in 
spite of his age. More important than 
Grundstrom’s low involved 1G in 7GP at the 
WJC U20, and MODO’s pitiful relegation 
making him bound for Frolunda, was 
Grundstrom’s uptick in offense at the 
heartbreaking series.  The thick winger used 
the 7 game series to increase his PTS/GP by 
73% - no small feat for a kid playing with men. 
A sturdy skater with a short, low to the ice 
cadence, you notice Grundstrom’s skating not 
because he’s technically gifted or explosive, but 
because he always keeps his legs moving and 
fights through checks. He plays with edge, and 
it’s his well-rounded approach that makes him 
a capable player defensively. Assessing true 
offensive upside is always difficult with young 
players in pro European men’s leagues, but 
Grundstrom is just an economical talent. Not 
too flashy, but still pretty skilled with good 
stick skill and solid instincts.  A lot of his 
production comes from always circling the net 
and staying aware of where the play is headed. 
How do you not like a kid who combines all of 
these critical elements and isn’t afraid to get his 
nose dirty? He has been an elite winger coming 
up through the SWE system, scoring 
1.37PTS/GP as recent as last year in J20 action. 
Projecting Grundstrom as a versatile top 9W 
who could even fit in on the first line might be 
different, but not unreasonable.    

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.25" BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 184 CATCH: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 9M 6D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 49 2.33 0.921

POSITION: RW TEAM: MODO/SHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.5" BIRTHPLACE: UMEA/SWE

WEIGHT: 194.66 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 23D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 49 7 9 16 -2 53



 
DRAFTBUZZ #49 

 
ADAM MASCHERIN is a stealth fire hydrant 
with first line skill. 17th in OHL scoring in the 
regular season with only Tkachuk and 
DeBrincat ahead as first year eligibles makes 
his lack of press shameful. His 6th best 258SOG 
in 65GP tells you all you need to know about 
what makes this winger go – a heavy stick. Not 
just a rubber pounder, Mascherin has very slick 
mitts and can work the puck possession game 
like a playmaker though he’s not blind to the 
cause. With Mascherin, Kitchener rolled out a 
full-fledged forward capable of keeping 
defenders on their toes. The kind of sniper who 
can call out his shot, his release is quick and 
powerful as pucks fly off his stick. With 
misconception around his skating, he’s a quick 
hefty little guy who can reach top speed just 
fine, but does glide around making it look like 
he’s slow. Gliding is okay, but his gap to the 
play needs to shorten as it will improve his 
defensive strength as well as his opportunistic 
forechecking. Mascherin is commanding in 
one-on-one board battles with anyone under 
5’11’’ and can lean back into those who are 
bigger. The Kirill Kaprizov of 2016 as an 
undervalued short forward, Mascherin presents 
great return on investment should he slide past 
the first round. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #50 

 
EVAN FITZPATRICK sits all alone in the 2016 
NHL Draft as the highest caliber netminder 
who boasts the prototypical, coveted size in net. 
A former 4th overall selection in the QMJHL 
Draft, Fitzpatrick gradually rehabilitated his 
prospect status formerly on the fence to about 
two tiers below the cornerstone G he was 
originally hyped as. Having an average to 
decent season of 3.42GAA and .896SVS% (a top 
10 QMJHL goalie actually owns 3.27GAA and 
.899SVS%), it was in the spotlight where 
Fitzpatrick shone. In the 2nd half, Fitzpatrick 
strung together a perfect game at the CHL TPG 
with 17SV/17SOG, .920SVS% in 5GP during 
the Q playoffs, and very good WJC U18 until 
meeting USA in the bronze medal game where 
he allowed 44% of his GA. Fitzpatrick won’t be 
classified as ‘athletic,’ but does have an ability 
to make clutch stops with glove and kick saves. 
His long legs and lower body reflexes help him 
manage his crease. Fitzpatrick has clean crease 
movement in stand up, and will hug the post 
without going into butterfly. Because of his 
detail in positioning, Fitzpatrick will always see 
a shot and get a piece of it, but struggles with 
rebounds mightily. Sometimes, it’s as if just 
letting it him is good enough. The big guy in 
net is not far off from having #1G NHL 
potential, however, he isn’t a unanimous choice 
to be first off the board.  

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: KITCHENER/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'9.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 192.8 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 28.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 18D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 65 35 46 81 19 16

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: SHERBROOKE/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: NL/CAN

WEIGHT: 202.96 CATCH: L

BMI: 26.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 27D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 54 3.42 0.896



 
DRAFTBUZZ #51 

 
CARTER HART brings skill pedigree, results, 
and a professional mentality to improvement as 
a star goaltending prospect. As soon as you 
want to think his success is a result of Everett’s 
stingy play, there are quite a few other 
benchmarks that show his worth outside of the 
WHL. Hart has over 100 career GP notching 
.915SVS% to .929SVS% and 2.14GAA to 
2.39GAA. On top of that, he has plus showings 
at the CHL TPG (15S on 16SOG), U18 summer 
camp (2.61GAA and .929SVS%), and Hlinka 
(1.50GAA and .903SVS in 2GP). Showing 
dedication to improve unseen in most 17YO, 
Hart devotes time to seeing Braden Holtby’s 
sports psychologist and receiving eye training 
to improve tracking. Hart is the most efficient 
goaltender in the 2016 NHL Draft, using 
quickness to get in and out of butterfly. While 
down he’s not explosive, but it doesn’t really 
matter at this level because he arrives square 
and doesn’t have unnecessary movement. Hart 
has the ability to corral in an unusual amount 
of awkward to absorb shots that aren’t clean 
blocker, glove, leg. Hart has some highlight 
saves in him, but because of his smooth 
mannerisms doesn’t often need them. 
Recipient of the Del Wilson Memorial trophy 
as top WHL goaltender, Hart should be a lock 
for the top half of the 2nd round. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #52 

 
JACOB MOVERARE has the potential to 
redefine a stylistic category if he makes the 
NHL as a progressive defensive defenseman. 
For being one of the youngest players in the 
2016 draft class, it is impressive that Moverare 
has been one of the most reliable international 
defenders for about 2 years straight now. The 
quality with which he defends is an immediate 
feedback as he stands out for being the type of 
player who can progress the play even if it looks 
like he is at a disadvantage in battle. A mobile 
skater who owns agility with the puck and soft 
hands to guide him, Moverare has the type of 
magnetic stickwork that reels in or advances 
the puck even if it’s a toss up along the walls or 
in crowds. Though his skating is a light 
blemish, specifically linear 
technique/acceleration and leg strength/power, 
he has pulled off multiple 360’s in flight 
through the neutral zone showing off his neat 
footwork/stickhandling. As he travels up in 
level, he needs to improve his shot volume as 
1SOG/GP is very light. He’s not a bad shooter, 
however, and is most noticeable when he takes 
the puck to the net releasing near the circles. 
Moverare isn’t the flashiest, but most of the 
league should be hoping to grab this puck 
moving safety net with skill in the second 
round.  
 

 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: EVERETT/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 180 CATCH: L

BMI: 23.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 10M 11D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 63 2.14 0.918

POSITION: DEF TEAM: HV71/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'2.5" BIRTHPLACE: OST/SWE

WEIGHT: 198 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 24D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 41 5 16 21 3 22



 
DRAFTBUZZ #53 

 
NOAH GREGOR did all he could this season 
to dispel talk of being a passenger as a top 6 
forward for Moose Jaw. Gregor had a fantastic 
draft year as a WHL rookie showing a full slate 
of production, preparation through training, 
and tools. Not only did Gregor improve 
PTS/GP rate by 39%, but he also topped a 
combine test at the CHL TPG with importance: 
#1 in vertical jump with 32”. Gregor wasn’t able 
to show much of his offensive personality at the 
WJC U18, but it was good experience for him 
to show off his wheels and he did. Gregor is a 
speedy, shifty two-way forward whose hands 
can match the scale with which he moves. He 
generates a lot of speed in open ice, and is a 
breakaway threat defenders must always watch 
out for. Playing with Brayden Point taught him 
a lot about merging his game with elite talent, 
and as a result Gregor can also play to a tactical 
flow reacting to others. He’s not big, nor 
incredibly dynamic, and his 15G our 28 on the 
PP suggest he needs to score more at ES before 
he can be deemed a star in his own right. With 
similar contour to 2015 WHL’er Ryan Gropp, 
Gregor will strike the same chords with NHL 
speed and versatility. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #54 

 
DILLON DUBE persevered through injury to 
his eye only to trend downward in the 2nd half 
of the season and drown in a regression in the 
WHL playoffs. To be fair, Dube still ended up 
with 1.02PTS/GP and his last third drop of 27% 
brought him to .82PTS/GP on the regular 
season. Dube is a small winger with jam who 
fits into pockets of space and can explode out 
of them for scoring chances. A strong skater, 
Dube can rag the puck as well as he can fire it 
showing an ability to score at ES (20G). His 
strong possession is a marker of his puck 
protection more than it is naturally smooth 
puckhandling. Dube does a great job utilizing 
gravity when he skates, as you can see in his 
sharp turns and stops. Though he’s small, his 
consistency a bigger issue than his size. At 
5’10.25’’ he’s above threshold and likes to play 
physical going as far as throwing multiple big 
hits in a shift. However, if Dube isn’t dialed in, 
he can really disappear and that’s what 
happened late in the season. A fine talent who 
was first round rated before the flop, Dube is a 
JUL DOB who has the makeup to write over 
the subpar ending to his draft year. 

 

 

 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: MOOSE JAW/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.25" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 174.8 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 10M 27D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 72 28 45 73 -2 33

POSITION: CEN TEAM: KELOWNA/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.5" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 183.4 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 4D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 65 26 40 66 8 50



 
DRAFTBUZZ #55 

 
BENJAMIN GLEASON played the most games 
from Hamilton’s defensemen stabilizing the D 
corps when multiple key players were lost due 
to injury. Most affected by the loss of Justin 
Lemcke, Cole Candella, and even D partner 
Jesse Saban for a few games, Gleason saw his 
PTS/GP drop 48% from .64 to .33 in the last 
third of the season. Cousin of former NHL’er 
Tim, Gleason had a tremendous start to the 
year in a bigger role with Hamilton after being 
traded by the deep London Knights. Gleason is 
an explosive puck rusher who brings a 
fearlessly assertive look to the blueline. 
Previously seen as more of a stay at home 
defensemen with no real minor hockey 
indicators of being offensive, Gleason really 
expanded his skillset this year with more TOI 
and looked great leading the attack. Gleason 
has the jets to wheel and weave his way up ice 
to the zone entry forging his own path. It’s not 
unusual to see Gleason go straight at double or 
triple coverage and emerge solo ready to dish. 
His puckhandling, passing, and shooting are all 
fit for the first pairing, though his hard 
shooting mechanics can stand to refine in 
technique. Gleason has great recovery speed 
and isn’t a liability because of his puck rushing 
interest. If Gleason can prove his drop-off was 
related to a rocky environment on D, he has 
potential to be one of the top scoring OHL 
defenders next year. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #56 

 
SAMUEL GIRARD ignited his draft stock early 
on and kept adding fuel to the fire throughout 
the QMJHL season landing as top D and top 25 
scorer in the league. The writing was on the 
wall for Girard to have a monster season with 
the way he graced the HC Hlinka camp in 
August. 2nd in PTS% of team GF with 27%, 
Girard led all CHL first year draft eligibles in 
A, PTS, PTS/GP, and tied for 6th in PP goals. 
With a small rate of change in scoring in the 
last third of 5% going from 1.09 to 1.14, prelim 
research shows Girard has a high probability of 
exceeding his already gaudy totals next year. 
Girard is a quality skater who has exceptional 
agility and evasive turning ability specifically in 
the defensive zone and on the point. He misses 
out in top end speed, but it doesn’t really 
matter because he’s fluid and his endurance is 
elite. A player who conserves his energy with 
forwards bearing down on him, Girard prefers 
to use positioning and stickwork to break up 
plays. Once out of the defensive zone, you will 
see Girard take calculated runs and try to hit 
pretty hard. Girard is an A+ passer with vision 
and space attainment to dish. His shooting 
needs a lot of help (7PPG vs. 3ESG) to become 
more of a rounded threat. The reality is an elite 
offensive defenseman like Girard probably 
misses a first round selection by an inch, 
literally. 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: HAMILTON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'0'' BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 168 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 30D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 7 25 32 -31 44

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SHAWINIGAN/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 5'9.0'' BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 160.02 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 10 64 74 24 10



 
DRAFTBUZZ #57 

 
ARTUR KAYUMOV is a layered pure skill 
winger who worked on missing key ingredients 
to finish the year a more complete top line 
forward. An unquestioned talent with 14PTS in 
13GP at the international U18 level this year, all 
it took was more effort for Kayumov to go from 
soft, perimeter, point collector to skill 
enforcing puck whiz. At the U18 5 Nations, 
Kayumov was still seen imaginatively 
puckhandling and deking his way around the 
ice. However, off the puck Kayumov was 
backchecking with more intent, heading into 
puck battles without pulling up, and dangling 
into traffic more. This was the lightbulb 
moment that moved the needle for the smaller 
Russian. One of the draft class’ best one-on-
one forwards, Kayumov is a generator who can 
survive on his own and lead an attack without 
much help. His agility is top, and he’s able to 
keep tight control of the puck while moving 
quickly especially along the boards. At 
22.7BMI, he’s working compromised as one of 
the less developed players yet is able to star as 
one of the best. Showing his ability to lead 
amongst some big names/bodies like 
Rubtsov/Maltsev, Kayumov was the top point 
getter for the new Team Russia U18 team in 
MHL. Consider him less distinguished and also 
not as settled physically than 5th round Kirill 
Kaprizov at the same point. While teams aren’t 
rushing to add small Russians, Kayumov may 
benefit from a weaker group and still find 
himself a steal 4th-7th round selection.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #58 

 
LOGAN STANLEY made a statement early to 
open the year as one of the most improved 
players over the summer and kept his 
development trending up throughout the year. 
An uncommon prospect as a towering 6’7’’ 
defenseman, Stanley is more skill based and 
offensively inclined than defensively oriented. 
Scoring only 17PTS, it says something that that 
isn’t even his biggest concern. On a given shift, 
Stanley is the ultimate challenge in scouting: 
he’s a potential top 4 NHL defenseman when 
the puck is on his stick, yet if he doesn’t have it 
he’s a complete train wreck saved once in 
awhile by his reach. Stanley is a nimble puck 
carrier, and can remarkably deke his way 
around the ice like a smaller player. His passing 
is strong as an extension of his nifty hands. As a 
skater, Stanley’s strong in a straight line and is 
eyecandy for his fluidity, however, the 
important NHL ingredients like acceleration 
and agility are missing and may never be 
realized. He’s simply so big, he isn’t able to 
move his body fast enough to react to high 
importance events on the back half of the ice. 
His recognition of the play off the puck is poor 
to average, and even if he can see the one-on-
one coming at him from distance still might not 
be able to close on the opponent. Stanley is an 
atypical boom or bust pick with huge warning 
signs whose scouted puck skill slants towards 
boom. 

 

 

POSITION: LW/RW TEAM: TEAM RUSSIA U18/MHL

HEIGHT: 5'10'' BIRTHPLACE: POD/RUS

WEIGHT: 158 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 10D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 32 12 19 31 28 12

POSITION: DEF TEAM: WINDSOR/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'7.0'' BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 224 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 29D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 5 12 17 7 103



 
DRAFTBUZZ #59 

 
CLIFF PU went from nobody to hot prospect 
with a surge in the playoffs showing spiked 
confidence in his speed, grit, and finishing 
ability. A solid 6’1.5’’ 192 with breakaway 
speed, Pu in all seriousness was a steady top 9C 
for London this year. When London’s G/GP 
plummeted a league worst 17% in the last third, 
Pu’s production only dipped 4% from .50 to .48. 
Not an increase, but it certainly shows Pu can 
insulate himself and not be affected by team 
changes in play. Showing dimension to his 
game, he went 52.3% at the dot on 851 
attempts, and was a threat on the PK scoring 
1SHG in the regular season and 2SHG in the 
post season. Projecting as more of a goal scorer 
by way of not having the most stick flexibility, 
he really came alive in the OHL playoffs. Pu 
increased his goal scoring 134% with 8G in 
18GP, and it’s no wonder things opened up 
because he also increased SOG by 49% to 
2.39SOG/GP in the playoffs. Pu has a little bit 
of everything you want in a pivot: speed, grit, 
effort, sense to go where the puck will be, 
quickness on the cycle, and quickness to break 
out. He just needs to develop his overall skill 
more to handle the puck smoother and pass 
quicker. Tailored made to be a 3C in the NHL, 
Pu should off the board by the end of the 3rd 
round. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #60 

 
ANDREW PEEKE is a hunched over specimen 
on the blueline who’s bigger than he looks and 
is on a steeper curve than he seems. The Notre 
Dame commit has risen since August’s Hlinka 
tournament where he established himself as a 
prospect to watch in the USHL in 2015-2016. 
In a very difficult league to accumulate points 
for skaters, not just D, Peeke scored a 
respectable .54PTS/GP through his common 
sense and flexible combination of 
skating/stickhandling. With a bent over look at 
the hips and good knee bend as well, he is a 
compact fluid presence on duty. The beauty of 
his game is that it all starts from calculated calls 
on the backend from sharp puck movement. 
He’s not overly explosive, but he’s a buttery 
smooth skater in all directions who borders on 
being immovable at 6’2.75’’ 205. Peeke had a 
great WJAC, USHL TPG, and managed to 
improve his PTS/GP 53% in the last third when 
GB dropped 1.6% G/GP. A consistent, albeit 
low-mid volume shooter (1.57SOG/GP), an 
older Peeke will command more time with the 
puck on the point. Peeke is the type of player 
whose intensity increases as the play moves 
towards his own cage, making him a 
competitive blueliner well in demand.  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

POSITION: RW TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 192 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 21D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 63 12 19 31 12 24

POSITION: DEF TEAM: GREEN BAY/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.75" BIRTHPLACE: FL/USA

WEIGHT: 205 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 4 26 30 7 30



 
DRAFTBUZZ #61 

 
JOSH MAHURA managed to get through the 
playoffs and Memorial Cup just fine after 
having his season wrecked by a torn MCL and 
partial meniscus tear back in October. 
Recovering as best as he could with little to no 
lingering effects was about the most he could 
have asked for. Even out of rhythm and getting 
his newly patched (one atleast) legs underneath 
him in WHL primetime, you could see the vast 
tools Mahura lost the chance to mold over the 
year. Fortunately, those late glimpses 
corroborate exactly with his U17 Development 
camp views where he looked poised as a 
striking puck mover. The Mahura we left off 
with right before the combine is a two way 
house that can really rush the puck and take a 
pounding to make a defensive play. Mahura is 
built solidly for being just a shade over 6’ and 
just appears strong. He’s balanced like a tank 
and even at suboptimal strength and reps 
looked like an above average skater. The talent 
is there, he has quality hockey sense, he just 
doesn’t have the season’s data to prove the 
offensive upside. Mahura is probably 
considered a risk, but shouldn’t be as he’s 
going to be a top 4 WHL defender on a steep 
growth curve over the next few years. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #62 

 
AXEL JONSSON FJALLBY is a dream 
SuperElit prospect who has the skill, skating, 
sense, and passion to hang with top liners. 
With eyes on other top Swedish juniors, 
Fjallby was a consistent workhorse who really 
grew in the J20 playoffs (8PTS in 7GP) and at 
the WJC U18 tournament (4PTS in 7GP). A 
worthwhile draft prospect because of how hard 
he plays the game, Fjallby saw a 25% increase 
in PTS/GP and even greater 45% increase in 
SOG/GP in the last third of the season. At 6’0’’ 
170lbs, he’s strong for 23.1BMI and is a hungry 
puck hound. Fjallby is a sharp support player 
both defensively and offensively in that his 
sense for where to be and intensity to be there 
puts him right up against the play and ready to 
pitch in. His straight line speed is elite because 
of his hard charging nature and leg drive, and 
he’s able to make plays at top speed. Fjallby 
showed an ability to fly down the right wing, 
point his hips to the slot at the right circle, 
receive cross-ice passes, and fluidly fire it. A 
forward you just don’t care to find any flaws 
with, he’s not just a plugger. Fjallby’s game is 
innate, it’s passionate, and he has enough skill 
to come out of the blue in a few years as one of 
the top forward prospects from Sweden. 
 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: RED DEER/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.25" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 2 0 1 1 1 0

POSITION: RW TEAM: DJURGARDENS/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'0.0" BIRTHPLACE: STOCK/SWE

WEIGHT: 170 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 39 13 16 29 11 8



 
DRAFTBUZZ #63 

 
FILIP HRONEK is a risky, high-end offensive 
defenseman who has shown up in tournaments 
against older competition and fared well. 
Hronek is a river gambler who has severely 
opposing traits of being mature in the offensive 
zone, like NHL mature, and immature 
everywhere else. In the U19 5 Nations 
tournament, Hronek showed an energetically 
loose style of play that spoke to his skill in 
pressing as much as it did his lack of hockey 
sense to making the right plays. Hronek is 
lights out offensively on the point and 
compares well to a Czech version of the WHL’s 
Jake Bean. Pucks rocket off his stick for both 
crisp passes and shots peppering the goalie. 
Hronek’s an above average skater who has 
agility and swagger in the form of great range of 
motion. He can pivot back and forth, edging all 
the while whipping his whole body into the 
turning pass or shot. Give him the puck in the 
defensive zone and he has escape ability to 
move the puck, or set up himself as a streaking 
target through the neutral zone. Hronek is 
physical, but does get caught out of position 
and trails the play late often. Bizarre because 
he’s a good skater, Hronek seems to get caught 
stationary quite a bit in open ice. If you don’t 
mind your high reward coming with high risk, 
Hronek is your animated blueliner as a natural 
talent with the puck.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #64 

JONATHAN ANG is a love him or bury him 
type of flex forward who fits better on right 
wing than he does at center. Fortunately the 
former 9th overall priority selection showed a 
spark in the playoffs going from .72PTS/GP in 
the regular season to 1.29PTS/GP in the 
playoffs. A top player for the Markham Waxers 
in minor hockey, Ang is a mesmerizingly 
smooth skater with a wide stance and soft 
hands to match. With 22.8BMI, it sure looks 
like Ang took to the postseason as a reset and 
really focused in on connecting with his skill. 
Ang is a great playmaker who can fend off 
checkers with his lower body while maintaining 
a top 6 type of finesse hold of the puck. 
Because of his talent level, Ang is also a threat 
as a scorer doing most of his damage right in 
front of the net and keeping his attempts to 
between the circles. The numbers speak for 
themselves: 16/20 goals at ES, 78% of PTS at 
ES, and only 4G on the PP means he has 30G 
potential with first unit deployment. Take it 
one further and you can project Ang to net a 
couple of more SHG because of his jets and 
breakaway skill. Ang needs to protect the puck 
better and diminish the few lapses in thought 
he fights here and there. Ang could easily step 
into Hunter Garlent’s shoes next year and 
accomplish the same as a top flight forward 
prospect. 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: HR.KRALO/CZREP

HEIGHT: 6'0.0" BIRTHPLACE: HK/CZE

WEIGHT: 163.06 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 22D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 40 0 4 4 3 22

POSITION: CEN TEAM: PETERBOROUGH/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.25" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 165 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 24D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 21 28 49 -5 44



 
DRAFTBUZZ #65 

 
MARKUS NIEMELAINEN is one of the most 
breathtaking projects in the draft as many of his 
components are still far from settled – and 
that’s a good thing. Niemelainen still comes 
with question marks offensively, just like there 
were over in Finland in his pre-draft year, but 
his rangy frame, smooth stride, fundamental 
puck ability, and challenging Saginaw 
environment that has room to improve are all 
factors to like. 6’4.75’’ 189 pounds equating to a 
slender 22.6 BMI, the fact that he makes as 
many plus plays on the puck defensively is a 
testament to his read of the ice, mobility, reach, 
and emerging strength. Niemelainen has a 
strong defensive posture that accomplishes a 
lot of deflected pucks, blocks, and non-chalant 
chip passes along the boards due to his 
wingspan and stick length. He’s neither a puck 
rusher nor mover, but can handle the puck well 
enough to do both with a refreshing simplicity. 
Though his mobility is good for a kid his size, 
it’s his agility and explosiveness through his 
pivots and transitions that needs work. He can 
get caught in reverse if he’s not ahead of the 
play on the read of a fast opponent. His TOI 
and usage was questionable at times, making 
his 70% of PTS at ES very enticing offensively 
even though his true max is blurry. A top 90 
lock, Niemelainen has #4D potential with #5D 
being his floor.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #66 

 
MAXIME FORTIER was the heartbeat of 
Halifax until they made some big trades at 
which point he became the Halifax 
Mooseheads. With no help outside of his rag 
tag rookie linemates in Somppi and 
Durandeau, Fortier somehow managed to pull 
off scoring 77PTS in 68GP to join the top class 
of forwards in the 2016 NHL Draft from a 
production standpoint. Fortier tied for 6th in 
G% with 16% of Team GF with forwards like 
Alex Nylander and Pierre-Luc Dubois, and tied 
for 3rd in PTS% with 40% of Team GF with 
Vitalii Abramov and Matt Tkachuk. Fortier is a 
willful open ice threat who barges ahead in a 
straight line and can move E-W when inspired. 
Fortier has explosive speed, but does it in an 
average not so pretty manner. His choppy 
stride is magnified the longer he stays out, 
which on that team happened often. A basic 
stickhandler, it’s Fortier’s mentality to beat a 
check however he has to that makes him a 
deker who can be elusive. He is at his best 
shaking and baking the closer he gets to the 
slot and near the net. Fortier’s passing has 
strength when it’s a perfect play executed at a 
max speed. Otherwise, he can be a sloppy 
playmaker diving into the boards and throwing 
pucks back out to open ice in hopes someone 
grabs them. Fortier is a kid who will not quit 
until he makes the NHL as a gritty winger who 
won’t go away no matter how much he doesn’t 
fit an NHL lineup.  

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SAGINAW/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.75" BIRTHPLACE: KUO/FIN

WEIGHT: 189 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 16D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 65 1 26 27 -23 28

POSITION: RW TEAM: HALIFAX/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.0 BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 177 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 9D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 31 46 77 -23 22



 
DRAFTBUZZ #67 

 
ZACH SAWCHENKO is a showy goaltender 
with a golden glove that has seen significant 
WHL experience with 2 seasons as the Moose 
Jaw Warriors starter. As a goalie who can rise 
up and make difficult stops, Sawchenko saw an 
exceptional draft year in the WHL as a top 6 
regular season G and top 4 playoff G. He 
improved in all major categories over the 3 
years except for shutouts (down 2): GP (26 to 
51), W (9 to 28), GAA (3.63 to 3.04), SVS% (.885 
to .916), SV (583 to 1671). A decorated 
international player prior to this year that HC 
loved, Sawchenko saw limited action in the 
CHL TPG and SSS showcases. Sawchenko is 
an average sized goaltender who more than 
makes up for it with explosiveness in net. His 
catch is magnified because of an extended arm 
position that’s as if he’s showing the whole rink 
what he pulled in. Aggressive on cross-ice 
plays, Sawchenko shows an ability to lunge 
forward and throw his body into the shot near 
his crease. His capacity to make big lateral 
moving stops is notable, however, it’s the 
power he moves with that diminishes 
technicality and gets him moving too much at 
times. If he’s not on point and focused, GA can 
pile up as seen by 23GP out 61GP with 4+ 
goals. Not far off a similar sized goalie like 
Nedeljkovic, draft history shows goalies of 
Sawchenko’s caliber and size usually go top 75. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #68 

 
MAX ZIMMER is bursting at the seams with 
homerun potential combining pure skill, 
skating, and booming performance indicators. 
A top 4 forward at the Junior Club World Cup, 
and top 2 forward at the WJAC next to Tyson 
Jost, Zimmer quietly G/GP’d both on his way to 
obliterating his boring USHL statline. In 
addition to short-term pumping up his 
numbers away from the USHL, Zimmer spiked 
his USHL PTS/GP 135% in the last third of the 
season going from .46 to 1.09. Validating the 
first liner seen in a different environment, 
Zimmer is not the ordinary forward you 
thought he was. A shade under 6’, Zimmer has 
just enough size and more than enough puck 
skill. Zimmer loves to shoot from the right 
circles, and likes to drive down the left wing 
and loop behind the net to get there. He’s an 
effortless skater with suave acceleration and 
crossover, and never looks to be skating too 
hard because it’s easy for him. His hand skill is 
above average, can see the right pass quickly 
and flick, and he has a loaded trigger (150SOG 
for 7th amongst eligibles). He’s ineffective 
physically, with some minor balance issues, but 
doesn’t shy away as a guy who’s just more 
interested in scoring on you than physically 
affecting you. Despite his late DOB, Zimmer’s 
top-notch adjustment in season signifies he’s 
not done growing into his body and as a player. 

 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: MOOSE JAW/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'0'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 178 CATCH: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 25D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 51 3.04 0.916

POSITION: LW TEAM: CHICAGO/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 187 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 55 16 21 37 -2 14



 
DRAFTBUZZ #69 

 
JOSEPH WOLL without specialty is still one 
of the better NTDP goaltenders to come out of 
the program in recent years. Woll combines 
technical ability with movement skill, though 
he doesn’t really stand out in either. Woll is 
fluid in stance as he repositions to face the play 
standing, which is unlike other choppy goalies 
who have abrupt starts and stops. He’s not 
overly athletic, but can get across his crease and 
square up to the lateral threat pretty well. The 
problem in scouting a goalie like Woll in NTDP 
is that he’s simply decent in too short of a time 
period to truly gauge his upper limit when 
tested. He can go entire periods with a few 
insignificant shots against, and if it’s not a full 
period is routinely a considerable chunk of 
time. In 12GP in the USHL, he posted 
.898SVS% and 2.60GAA going above 
.905SVS% in 8 out 12. Oddly enough, his only 
two shutouts on the season came against SUI in 
separate U18 tournaments. It might be hard to 
scale USHL production, but Woll’s intrigue 
increases when you look at his performance vs. 
better competition: .916SVS% and 2.30GAA on 
216S vs. 8 NCAA D1 opponents (above 
.900SVS% in 7 out of 8). 1.5 inches taller and 
owning better USDP and tournament totals 
than 2015 5th round NTDP’er Opilka, Woll has 
a tight range from 3rd to 5th round and is 
heading to BC as a timeshare G skewed to 
starter. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #70 

 
NATHAN BASTIAN is a power forward 
prospect who improved on his rookie season in 
Mississauga playing with two top 2016 talents 
this year. On the surface, Bastian is a forgotten 
prospect who lost steam late in the 2nd half and 
showed inconsistent impact throughout the 
year. What some NHL teams have to be 
thinking of is his 8GP with #1C Michael 
McLeod out and how well he played assuming 
his position. Not only did Bastian play some of 
his most activated and inspired games there, he 
scored 1.13PTS/GP looking like a totally 
different player. Bastian is a decent skating flex 
forward with versatility who does a good job of 
reading off of high end linemates. He’s a low-
mid height shooter who nails the obvious 
passes to his open targets and shows deft touch 
on difficult ones here and there. He’s not thin, 
but can add a lot more strength as his skating 
and hitting lacks oomph. Bastian sees time in 
all situations and is a reliable forward in his 
defensive zone because of his size and ability to 
handle the puck decently. One of the biggest 
concerns on Bastian is more the slow nature 
that he acts with offensively. His shots take 
awhile to release, his skating slows to handle 
the puck or pass it; things are just not executed 
quickly in general. Bastian draws intrigue with 
potential convertibility as a 6’4’’ #3C should 
being a top 6 winger not be in his cards. 

 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.5" BIRTHPLACE: MO/USA

WEIGHT: 198 CATCH: L

BMI: 25.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 12D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 33 2.14 0.918

POSITION: CEN TEAM: MISSISSAUGA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.5'' BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 206.34 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 18D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 19 40 59 -3 50



 
DRAFTBUZZ #71 

 
JOEY ANDERSON quietly rode in the Robin 
sidecar alongside Clayton Keller and Kieffer 
Bellows this year, detaching here and there to 
release a heavy shot around the net. More 
inventive on his own last year in his pre-draft 
year, Anderson had a rough start with only 1G 
by November 4th - 13GP in. Going for .51G/GP 
the rest of the season heated up his ice-cold 
draft stock. Anderson is essentially a knock off 
Jack Roslovic in every sense. Not as big though 
still sturdy at 5’11’’, not as fast though a solid 
skater, not as much of a playmaker though he 
can give and take with top 6 players, not as high 
of a ceiling though he could make it with the 
right adjustments to his game. Anderson 
flaunted his nose for the net at the WJC U18 
with 7G in 7GP by showing uncanny 
positioning, release, and shot power, and 
despite being fed the puck by talent this speaks 
to his strengths as a shooter. Not a true grinder, 
he can operate just fine when things get tough 
though he can stand to add a bit more chutzpah 
to his game in all facets. Because he’s not a 
dynamic prospect at the moment, a team 
selecting Anderson will do so after the second 
round with the plan to mold him into a 3rd line 
NHL’er by investing a lot of time and energy. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #72 

 
DYLAN GAMBRELL was tabbed by DraftBuzz 
back in 2014 as an ‘interesting player for long-
term investment’ and ranked 108. Two years 
later, fast forwarding over his boring post draft 
year, and that investment has paid off dearly by 
means of a D1 breakout with Denver. 
Truthfully, there were serious concerns about 
his hockey sense in the USHL back then based 
on his awful decision making defensively. 
Gambrell now looks to have drummed up the 
perfect storm of self-improvement on skills, 
learning through good coaching, and natural 
development to become a pretty hot prospect in 
his own right. A PTS/GP+ force with top 
Pioneers Heinen and Moore, Gambrell has 
explosive skating ability, offensive arsenal, and 
command of both ends of the ice. Scoring the 
most GWG on the team with 4, Gambrell is a 
threat who opponents had to key on all year. 
Not only is his speed above average, but his 
ability to react at top speed and shoot/pass is 
exceptional. Pucks come off his stick with 
velocity, but have placement and direction to 
them. He’s a prospect who now doesn’t have 
much to fix other than get drafted and keep his 
offense flowing. Gambrell is a talented 19 year 
old whose out of the blue on-ice improvement 
has many salivating at the chance to get him in 
their pipeline. 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.0" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 192 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 5D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 27 30 57 N/A 20

POSITION: CEN TEAM: DENVER/NCAA

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: WA/USA

WEIGHT: 179 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 9M 29D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 41 17 30 47 14 19



 
DRAFTBUZZ #73 

 
JESPER BRATT is a small two-way forward 
who has dynamic speed and puck ability that 
can stun defenders in open ice. Playing up with 
AIK in Allsvenskan and scoring 17PTS in 48GP 
tells you all you need to know about the skill 
level on Bratt. He and Nylander were 
inseparable for their pre-draft years last year, 
and their impact was actually similar at the 
time. Bratt is now underrated, and tossed to the 
side because he’s a quarter inch below 5’10. 
Forward hunched, making him look smaller 
than he is, and propulsively forward bearing, 
Bratt has strong skating technique with A+ 
acceleration. He’s a very active skater 
directionally, always pivoting and going on his 
edges to give him better view of the ice. His 
shot is strong, but because he’s such an 
advanced skater, he is relied upon as a puck 
carrier and playmaker first. Bratt can take any 
kind of entry and find his linemates, and 
especially loves to find the open players trailing 
the play since most D don’t expect him to see 
them. He’s a complete player, but he’s not as 
loud defensively because of his size. Bratt is a 
leader with the skill and skating to make it, 
earning a ranking that is higher than his draft 
pick prediction because of uncertainty in 
stature.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #74 

 
BRANDON GIGNAC delivered on the tough 
task of making himself relevant while playing 
for a loaded Shawinigan forward lineup. With 
two waves of roster adds that kept pushing him 
down the depth chart (Yan, Beauvillier from 
NHL camps and then Moynihan, Gagne, 
Timashov from trades), it’s a credit to Gignac’s 
character and top 6 skill for still coming away 
with a productive year. Gignac’s diamond in 
the rough exclamation starts and ends with the 
first 5GP of the season where he had the team 
reigns: 4G-5A-9PTS, 1.80PTS/GP, and 
4.8SOG. Super smart, Gignac is a true two way 
center with a playmaking focus. His hands are 
very good, almost too good for a player cast to 
the side as much as he is. A guy you can run 
the attack through in the offensive zone, 
Gignac’s full ice surveillance is as good as it is 
offensively as it is defensively. He’s a 
competitor on the puck capable of reeling in 
clean takeaways from elevated thinking and 
skating back hard defensively. A skilled but 
responsible center who scored 16PTS in 20 
playoff games, Gignac is a prospect that will 
make scouts anxious to select because of his 
telegraphed breakout potential. 

 

 

 

POSITION: LW/RW TEAM: AIK/ALLSVENSKAN

HEIGHT: 5'9.75" BIRTHPLACE: STOCK/SWE

WEIGHT: 171 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 10M 25D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 48 8 9 17 1 6

POSITION: CEN TEAM: SHAWINIGAN/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.5" BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 173 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 17D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 24 37 61 9 41



 
DRAFTBUZZ #75 

 
RYAN LINDGREN has been a rock for the 
NTDP defensive unit as captain of his class for 
the last two years as a U17 and U18. While he 
hasn’t grown much in height over that time, it’s 
clear the Minnesota recruit has worked on 
strength and conditioning because he is now a 
tank with vicious hitting ability. In the mold of 
a Travis Dermott with less agility through his 
movement, Lindgren is a decisive skater who 
takes a focused approach to following the play 
and injects himself with precision. He’s a 
defensive defenseman first because he’s 
suffocating in his own zone, yet fits the mold of 
a two-way defenseman who can also rush and 
pass the puck. He is the kind of competitor who 
will continue to set the tone physically even 
with a sizeable lead. When Lindgren goes on 
the attack, it’s almost as if he stops himself 
because he has embraced his role patrolling the 
backend. What he ended up producing against 
NTDP’s GF/GP (17% in PTS) was better than 
some marquee top 60 names: Juolevi (16), 
Green (15), Clague (14), Niemelainen (14), Mete 
(12), Hajek (12). As steady as they come, 
Lindgren’s mind for the game as well as clever 
skill puts him as a potential breakout player by 
his sophomore season. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #76 

 
TAYLOR RADDYSH is a big bodied forward 
who fortuitously played his draft year alongside 
two OHL 100+ point scorers. Always a more 
complimentary forward wherever he has gone, 
Raddysh tailed off late in the season dropping 
28% in PTS/GP from 1.20 to .86 in the last 
third. Two more concerning notes are (1) 
staying at that lower .86 rate during the playoffs 
with 10PTS in 12GP, and (2) his goal scoring 
per game rate not changing one bit from last 
year’s .362 to this year’s .358. Raddysh is a meat 
and potates shot gun winger who has above 
average command of the slot. He has pretty 
good stickhandling for a slower skater, and 
although he’s more of a shooter can pass with 
flexibility. Raddysh runs the slot buying prime 
shooting space and also finding ways to deflect 
and tap home easy goals. An average skater 
who doesn’t have the engine to sustain much, 
he ends up looking like a lazy and flawed 
skater. The boots are heavy, but he does have 
good positioning that helps him avoid getting 
left out of scoring plays. Raddysh has the frame 
and awareness to pitch in defensively, though 
he lacks footwork to be anything more than 
average. Raddysh could be a draft day faller as a 
forward with peak, maxed out OHL conditions 
who will need to prove capable of sustaining 
offense on his own. 

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 203 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 61 6 19 25 N/A 60

POSITION: RW TEAM: ERIE/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 203.2 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 6D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 24 49 73 19 18



 
DRAFTBUZZ #77 

 
COLE CANDELLA assumed a bigger role 
than anticipated this year prior to dealing with 
a fractured wrist in December and setback in 
February. Had he not missed a little less than 
half of the season, we might be talking about 
Candella in the same top 60 candidate manner 
as we are defenders like Markus Niemelainen 
and Luke Green. Tied for 10th in CHL first year 
defensemen in PTS% of team GF, Candella 
steered the ship when he was in the lineup with 
poise and effective play. At 6’1’’, Candella is a 
defender who can do a little bit of everything in 
an intriguing way. Rather than the being the 
typical boring jack-of-all-trades defenseman, 
Candella has potential to round out into a very 
smart and productive D. He’s a mobile, strong 
skater who excels at executing plays people 
might not notice because he plays within safe 
boundaries. Not to say he doesn’t rush the puck 
with confidence, but against teammate and 
fellow draft eligible Ben Gleason, Candella 
certainly picks his spots more and is less 
liberal. With a well-rounded skillset, Candella 
is a prospect whose safety is undermined by his 
injury. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #78 

 
FREDERIC ALLARD is more of a mystery 
than he should be as a sizeable scoring 
defenseman with nagging question marks in 
both subjective and objective realms. A top 50 
QMJHL scorer, Allard by most metrics is a top 
CHL first year eligible D tied 2nd in G% of 
Team GF with 7%, tied 1st in PTS% of Team GF 
with 28%, and tied 2nd best 1.05PTS/GP rate 
matched by the OHL’s Mikhail Sergachev. He 
improved his PTS/GP rate in the last third by 
22% while Chicoutimi’s G/GP stayed level 
pointing to personal growth. Allard is a 
buoyant skater who has a firm grip on his stick 
and executes the majority of plays to standard. 
He lacks top end in all areas, but does put forth 
a hard first pass and an efficient point shot. 
He’s average athletically, and is unusually light 
for his age at 23.6BMI given he’s a late DEC 
DOB. Mobile to the point of roving all over the 
offensive zone, Allard doesn’t have the 
acceleration to get away with that in the pros. 
He appears sturdy in his own end, but actually 
is poor defending outside speed and cannot 
stop and start well against the cycle. Allard’s 
production is inflated by his 11G on the PP, 
and might not be able to exceed his output next 
year. If Allard’s physical measurements were 
underreported, going with the notion that he is 
at/close to his peak would be easy. Still, a high 
scoring D has top 100 value even if he is a Q 
one. 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: HAMILTON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 189 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 11D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 37 4 16 20 -12 12

POSITION: DEF TEAM: CHICOUTIMI/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 14 45 59 -7 34



 
DRAFTBUZZ #79 

 
RILEY STILLMAN wouldn’t even recognize 
himself if you showed him game tape from the 
beginning of the year as a rapidly developing 
two-way force for Oshawa. Son of former 6th 
overall and 1000+ NHL GP Cory, Stillman’s 
hockey bloodlines certainly helped him earn 
the AC distinction around the end of January. 
Part of the leadership core that helped an 
offensively weak team steal a 6-3-1 record to 
finish the season, Stillman is a prospect with a 
booming outlook. Showing individual growth 
in the last third of the year, he improved his 
PTS/GP rate 159% from .22 to .57PTS/GP. 
Stillman is a very mobile defenseman with 
interesting puck skill and bite all bound 
together by smarts. A puck rusher who picks 
his spots, and puck mover who can funnel zone 
exit passes, Stillman possess above average 
acceleration and maneuverability with the 
puck. He’s a very good passer, and developing 
shooter with velocity. He’s not afraid to lay out 
the big hit, and has shown a willingness to fight 
(though the opponents have been lightweights 
or less) with 25 of his 69PIMs being from 5 
fights. Stillman is an attentive defender who 
uses a quick mind and stick to clog lanes and 
break up plays. Stillman is an attractive pick 
because of the growth curve he will be on 
through and after draft day.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #80 

 
ILIA KARPUKHIN was one of two or three 
Russians who lost the most by the doping 
scandal ruining his last chance to play in front 
of scouts in April. Fortunately, Karpukhin was 
on a robust ascent from his WJAC in 
December to 5 Nations in February by taking 
momentum away from the hyped Yakovenko. 
Karpukhin immediately jumps out for his size, 
4 way mobility, and capable passing yet it’s his 
decision making that wins you over. At 6’1.5’’ 
189 pounds, he has such a wide build that you 
don’t expect him to be as swift or skilled with 
the puck. In his own zone, he already shows 
NHL inspired puck moving techniques as he is 
great at spinning away from hits at the right 
time to ensure delivery of his passes. That 
doesn’t mean he’s soft as he sticks his 
assignments and uses his frame to his 
advantage. His footwork is just the right 
amount of agile when combined with his 
puckhandling. Karpukhin isn’t a natural puck 
rusher, but all of his skill combines to allow 
him to exit the zone and cross center ice in 
possession with success. Karpukhin has 
indicators at the U17 level that he has first 
pairing offense in him, making the projection 
of a 6’2’’ 200+ NHL’er as a #4D real. 

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: OSHAWA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 180 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 15D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 6 15 21 -9 69

POSITION: DEF TEAM: TEAMRUSSIA/RUSSIAJR

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: CHEL/RUS

WEIGHT: 189 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 11D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 21 1 4 5 9 22



 
DRAFTBUZZ #81 

 
TOBIAS EDER was Mr. Everything for Team 
Germany this year to the point of playing in so 
many different tournaments and leagues that it 
burnt him out by the end of the year. With the 
most games played in Germany’s third tier of 
pro hockey (26), Eder was on loan to 4 different 
teams and played in two U18’s, and one U20 
tournament. By far Eder’s greatest performance 
was at the Vlad Dzurilla tournament in 
February, where he looked every bit the do it 
all #1C and scored 3PTS in 3GP. Eder is a 
natural born leader whose stick skill flourishes 
because of his command of the mental side of 
the game. He’s an organized, high percentage 
passer who has a very hard and accurate shot. 
Eder’s skating is fluid, and he’s agile with the 
puck yet lacking in top end gear ever so 
slightly. He skates hard down the middle of the 
ice, and is often the first on pucks defensively 
because he’s usually the top talent on ice. With 
uncertainty in the training and education he 
has received this year, scouts will find it hard to 
compare him against NA players and even 
Europeans in more known leagues. Eder can be 
considered a comparable prospect to 2015’s 
Michael Spacek – a touch taller and less 
distinguished. Eder has the intangibles needed 
to grasp the game at a higher level, and has the 
hockey community wanting to see him there.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #82 

 
TY RONNING is a chip off the old block so 
much so that when Vancouver needed him to 
be the go to guy he stepped up with maturity 
and results. Ronning had an exceptional season 
after missing 67% of his pre-draft year with a 
collarbone injury. In addition to leading the 
Giants scoring 59PTS with captain Tyler 
Benson in and out of the lineup, Ronning also 
took his place at the CHL TPG when Benson 
was shut down for the season and scored a 
stylish goal in front of the home crowd. 
Ronning is a sturdy little bugger who is 
unselfishly selfish at all of the right times. You 
can just see all of the pro tips and advice he has 
gotten from his father Cliff, as Ronning always 
faces his passers, readies his stick, and drives 
the slot hard for rebounds. Amongst CHL first 
year eligibles he placed 3rd in G% of Team GF 
with 17%, tied 8th in ES/GP with .34, and 7th in 
ES goals. You would think that with scoring 
12G more than the next highest goal scorer he 
would have tunnel vision, but he doesn’t. He’s 
a fine playmaker who knows in an instant the 
best times to dish. He’s small, but still 
competitive and isn’t a skating liability. 
Ronning will be shortlisted as a heart and soul 
player who can buck the odds and make it with 
a stick and skates on fire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: RW TEAM: TOLZER LOWEN/GER3

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: TEG/GER

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 20D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 26 9 13 22 N/A 30

POSITION: RW TEAM: VANCOUVER/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'8.75" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 165 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 8M 4D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 31 28 59 -7 18



 
DRAFTBUZZ #83 

 
VICTOR METE is a tiny, but deceptively 
strong two-way defender who had his draft year 
thunder stolen right from his grip by the 
addition of a top Finnish Import. Listed at 
5’9.5’’, Mete is an unconventionally wired talent 
who is fearless and physically capable in his 
own zone unlike most his size.  The 
ridiculously deep London lineup put an 
offensive cap on him at unfortunately the 
wrong time, but he was a steady competitor 
who helped stabilize the D unit. Most of Mete’s 
stats are average, both outright and team 
adjusted, but there are some other strong 
indicators.  His OHL career has substantial 
weight for his role with 61PTS in 126GP 
regular season, and 19PTS in 28GP playoffs. 
This year he also was one of only 5 CHL 
defensemen to score a SHG. In the playoffs, he 
improved his PTS/GP 9% and G/GP rate 90% - 
the latter is no small feat for a small D. A great 
breakout option, Mete has trail blazing straight-
line speed that is elite. His skating is close to 
maxed out in a good way in that he’s strong, 
powerful, and quick. He does have choppiness 
to his skating that stops his lateral movement 
from being smooth. In the D zone, Mete is a 
pestering shadow with annoying range and his 
one-on-one coverage is surprisingly stout. Odds 
are Mete breaks out with London at some 
point, but he will still be a boom or bust pick 
with a small #4D window. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #84 

 
CARSEN TWARYNSKI was Calgary’s most 
improved player who straddles the line playing 
as physical as one’s body can handle while 
being disciplined. 71% of Twarynski’s 42PIM 
on the year were composed of 3 fights and a 
charging misconduct showing he can play a 
gritty clean kind of game. Twarynski is a power 
forward with on the verge offensive skills – 
meaning he’s way more skilled than you would 
think and needs more TOI to keep developing 
them. Twarynski will go right through a wall for 
his team, or drill an opponent through one, 
making him the kind of kid who flies off the 
shelves in June. His skating is balanced, strong, 
and he has good top speed showing care to 
make an impact in all three zones. Twarynski’s 
data is radiant: exceeded Calgary’s G/GP 7.5% 
increase in the last third with his own 37% 
increase going from .60 to .82, and tied for 1st in 
CHL with only 2 other draft eligibles in SHG 
scoring 4. Twarynski has no trouble scoring at 
ES with 14G out of 20 (more like 14/16 with 
4SHG), and will see his improvement next year 
come on the PP. Backing up his skill with 
sweat, Twarynski is still on an ascent and could 
even see another boost in the next 6 months. 

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'9.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 174 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 17D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 8 30 38 53 18

POSITION: LW TEAM: CALGARY/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 198 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 0D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 20 25 45 21 42



 
DRAFTBUZZ #85 

 
OSKAR STEEN presents a difficult eval for 
scouts as he was much more impressive in the 
second half this season over in SWE than he 
was internationally. Steen is a short and stocky, 
well rounded center who earned a promotion 
to the SHL late in the season with Farjestad for 
a total of 22GP. While Steen can certainly 
process the game at the men’s level, his 
statistics prove his call-up worthy: Steen jolted 
his J20 production in the last third of the 
season for an increase of 123% from .77PTS/GP 
to 1.71PTS/GP. That’s an incredible spike that 
reinforces his rise in the 2nd half. Steen is a very 
quick, fluid skater who both drives the play and 
can strike opportunistically. Very efficient with 
the puck, he doesn’t look to overhandle it and 
has a strong handle on it allowing him ease of 
setting up a potential pass/shot. Quite a few 
times, Steen was able to create separation 
against defenders in the SHL showing off his 
speed and instincts. Although he looks a small 
5’9, he handles contact well and is very aware 
and subtle off the puck and defensively. There 
is some question as to how dynamic his 
offensive skill is, as his 1.71PTS/GP rate 
suggests an elite forward and many would 
debate that. However, Steen is a stronger 
prospect than he is a draft selection, as the 
NHL isn’t too fond of small European first 
years with a lot to overcome. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #86 

STEPHEN DHILLON spent the majority of 
the 2nd half as backup in one of the OHL’s best 
goaltending tandems with Alex Nedeljkovic. 
Playing 71% of his 24GP this season in 2015, 
the 6’4’’ Dhillon saw 4 out of 6 months with 
.920SVS% + and offers exactly what scouts 
covet in terms of NHL tools. There is no 
doubting Dhillon is an intimidating goalie to go 
up against with his size as he surveys the ice 
with a relaxed demeanor. He’s so big he saves 
in economy compared to the average goalie 
because his size allows him to effortless peak 
over or around traffic. Dhillon’s butterfly 
doesn’t relinquish much net over his shoulders, 
and he owns above average push off and 
quickness for his size. Owning great reflexes, 
it’s Dhillon’s post save positioning that 
highlights his sleeper ability. When most his 
size are sliding around out of proper angles, he 
is capable of stopping his movement and 
getting square again quickly. Dhillon shows 
good anticipation of the shot and when he has 
the time likes to charge up in his crease into a 
closer stance. With a similar profile to 2014s 
Brandon Halverson, Dhillon should assume the 
reigns from Alex Nedeljkovic next year and 
evolve into a top OHL goalie. 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: FARJESTAD/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 5'9.0" BIRTHPLACE: KARL/SWE

WEIGHT: 188 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 27.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 15D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 33 8 24 32 12 37

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: NIAGARA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.75" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 182 CATCH: L

BMI: 22.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 10D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 24 2.69 0.908



 
DRAFTBUZZ #87 

 
HENRIK BORGSTROM rose out of Nordic 
oblivion to catch fire in the fall as one of 
Finland’s top players in their Jr. A SM-liiga. 
Stuck there busy earning a US college 
commitment to Denver, Borgstrom 
unfortunately couldn’t challenge himself at a 
higher level this year. Since it’s highly doubtful 
there are GM’s kicking themselves over not 
scouring Jr. B Finnish hockey for him last year, 
Borgstrom is a draft+1 who won’t bring shame 
for the late interest. Having missed being 
eligible for the 2016 NHL Draft by 5 weeks, 
Borgstrom is a physically slow developing 6’3, 
22.0BMI, 18 year old. Skill wise, Borgstrom led 
HIFK as their top forward and brought a #1C 
game full of pure offense. An effortless coast-
to-coast skater, he skates at an even pace 
showing premier puck possession. Sort of 
pigeontoed on strides, he misses explosiveness 
in his feet, but more than makes up for it with 
dangerous lateral ability and crazy 
stickhandling flexibility to match. Missing 
structure to his game, Borgstrom has only 
played U20 while some 97s already have near 
100GP in Liiga. Borgstrom is used to having a 
lot of time and space to work with; he will need 
to move the puck – and skate – faster. 
Harnessing his talent with Denver while still 
growing puts Borgstrom as an exciting prospect 
just beginning to scratch the surface.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #88 

 
MIKHAIL MALTSEV dazzled at times this 
year for RUS U18 as a sneaky skilled 6’3 power 
forward who can stickhandle on the fly and 
invent on his own. Right up there with Rubtsov 
in MHL production (.79PTS/GP), he also 
turned in 4PTS in 4GP at the WJAC showing 
as a consistent top 6 rugged and reliable 
forward. The foundation of Maltsev’s offensive 
surge is his puck possession that puts his soft 
hands and shielding ability on display. You 
can’t put a price on the type of forwards, 
especially 6’3 ones, who desire to deke the heck 
out of a defender. Maltsev loves to, attempts 
often, and can. Generally a mobile skater, he 
has average top end and acceleration. It’s 
almost as if he knows he can handle the puck 
better than most and opts not to skate as hard 
as he can, because when he does he generates 
enough power to win a puck race down the ice. 
He keeps his head up and looks to make plays 
off the puck, and doing so either with 
physicality or smart stick work. Maltsev has 
fallen off in offensive effectiveness, which is 
due to coming into his own while amongst 
higher rated RUS prospects. Once Maltsev 
becomes property of an NHL team, he has the 
type of package to become a feature top 6 
forward.  

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: HIFK/JR A

HEIGHT: 6'3.0" BIRTHPLACE: FIN

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 10M 18D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 40 29 26 55 23 20

POSITION: LW TEAM: TEAM RUSSIA U18/MHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.0" BIRTHPLACE: ST.P/RUS

WEIGHT: 198 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 29 11 12 23 13 20



 
DRAFTBUZZ #89 

CAM DINEEN is every armchair GM’s choice 
for sleeper of the draft on defense as a guy who 
took 2nd in OHL D scoring right after Calgary’s 
2015 2nd rounder Rasmus Andersson. Surely a 
top 90 prospect for the 2016 NHL Draft, 
Dineen is going to be a pivotal call on draft day 
for some team. Despite the impressive stats, 
some metrics red flag him for staying stagnant 
or even regressing next year as well as taint his 
NHL outlook. Dineen is maxed out in ESG and 
PPA being the top scoring D in both categories. 
In addition, Dineen’s PTS/GP rate dropped 
20% in the last third of games from .93 to .74 
while NB increased G/GP a healthy 13%. Heat 
mapping Dineen’s goals shows a defender 
scoring most of his goals in non-defenseman 
way: between the circles in the slot and in front 
of the net. Not by his point shot. Dineen simply 
doesn’t have the speed to sustain and score like 
that in the pros. Dineen is an average skating, 
elite processing passer who relies on his stick to 
guide him more than any other tool/trait. As 
long as his gap control is tight, he is a fastastic 
stick checker. Otherwise, he’s useless standing 
still in front of the net, weak to clear the front, 
and the only reason he is in front of the net is 
because his stop/start shadowing and footwork 
can be slow. Dineen has the smarts and skill to 
succeed, but if the inflation is real he will need 
to reinvent his game. 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #90 

MARKUS NURMI has a revved up motor to 
make plays all over the ice treating defensive 
and offensive ones with equal weight. 
Truthfully, Nurmi was discredited for the top 
211 because of his skating initially, but kept 
coming, and coming, and coming until he was 
blue in the face. Nurmi is big and gangly, yet 
with tremendous leg power - you can almost 
see his shin guards flop off his legs as he gears 
up. He is an incredible mixed 
forechecker/backchecker who is capable of 
stripping pucks and shutting down plays on his 
own. He’s so annoying with his stick, slashing, 
tapping, jabbing at the puck carriers he goes 
after. A top 3 forward for TPS, Nurmi wants the 
puck despite still being a relatively ‘young’ and 
wet behind the ears offensive talent. His 
puckhandling and grip on the puck is great for 
a kid whose body is so far away from it’s 
maturation. His shot is his best asset, with a 
wicked release and coordination to get it off 
compromised. His skating is rough admittedly 
with acceleration and crossovers in dire need of 
smoothing, but he is listed at 6’4 176, so it 
might just be a transitional period of 
adjustment. It’s almost as if his brain processes 
what he wants to do faster than his legs can 
take him there, so he fights like hell to match 
the two. Nurmi is a slow bake long-term 
prospect to keep an eye on even if this isn’t the 
year he’s drafted.  

POSITION: DEF TEAM: NORTH BAY/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.0" BIRTHPLACE: NJ/USA

WEIGHT: 185.34 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 5D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 13 46 59 18 18

POSITION: LW TEAM: TPS/JR A

HEIGHT: 6'4" BIRTHPLACE: TUR/FIN

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 21.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 49 19 17 36 6 34



 
DRAFTBUZZ #91 

 
CONNOR HALL is one of the more dynamic 
OHL 9PT, inexperienced resume defenseman 
to come through the draft in some time. A 
bottom pairing D on a vet heavy Kitchener 
Rangers defense unit, Hall battled through an 
11 game suspension for checking to the head 
and missing 16 games from a broken jaw to 
finish with serious hype. With significant 
weight behind Hall’s dramatic uptick in playoff 
scoring (.56PTS/GP) vs. regular season scoring 
(.23PTS/GP), he also finished the season with 6 
of his 9PTS in his last 11GP. This was likely the 
reason for Hall’s inclusion to the WJC U18 
where he further displayed his package on D. 
Hall is a physically intimidating defender who 
can skate well enough to keep up with speedy 
forwards and punish them. He loves to set a 
physical tone and thrives along the boards. 
Overall, there’s a lot of power and breadth to 
his game similar to 2015’s Connor Hobbs. Hall 
is more of a D-to-D, outlet-passing guy than 
puck rusher and does a good job hitting his 
targets accurately and hard. With evolving 
point ability, Hall needs to continue to add 
more offensive element to his game. His hockey 
sense is a tick north of average, and is 
something he will sharpen the more TOI he 
gets. Hall offers a combination that is hard to 
find after the first round with size, nastiness, 
and upward trending skill/production. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #92 

 
WILLIAM LOCKWOOD has the high-octane 
speed, passion, and complimentary skill to turn 
into a force of a player at Michigan over the 
next few years. Red Berenson is licking his 
chops to get this utility NTDP player who has 
so much more to offer given a stable role. 
Lockwood is fast, he hits to go through players, 
and was always on the edge of showing top two-
line skill with dangles that just missed. He’s a 
three-zone shift disturber: he back checks like a 
demon, can speed through the neutral zone on 
the attack, and has very creative cutting 
patterns once inside the offensive zone. He has 
first step acceleration in a straight line, but is 
also an elusive deker who utilizes pro 
movements to shake free. Lockwood’s 
projection lies in how good his hands are and if 
he continues to improve his stickhandling, he 
will surprise offensively. Used all over the 
lineup as a testament to his versatility, 
Lockwood came on in the 2nd half registering as 
a top 4 scorer for USA at the U18 5 Nations in 
February with 3PTS in 4GP and scored 7PTS 
in 7GP at the WJC U18. Lockwood is a gut pick 
for his heart, and a hopeful swing at landing a 
surefire 3rd liner at minimum. 

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: KITCHENER/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'2" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 192 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 27D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 39 2 7 9 7 49

POSITION: RW TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.25" BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 172 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 4D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 13 20 33 N/A 35



 
DRAFTBUZZ #93 

 
MATHIAS FROM is what a non-first round 
Jesse Puljujarvi would look like at 6’1’’. From 
used the WJC U20 to debut on a huge platform 
and showcased dynamic skating ability despite 
being on a DEN team with only 1G/GP and 1 
win to show. Despite a low goal total in J20, 
From’s SOG/GP were above average at 3.14 
and part of the reason why he was called up 
and played 16GP for Rogle’s SHL team. A pure 
treat to watch, From’s strides generate 
considerable power and speed that makes him 
a rinkwide presence. A closer in every sense of 
the word, From can realize checks on 
defenseman in the offensive zone like few 
others. In motion, if From is behind you as an 
opposing puck carrying D, you are in trouble. 
He’s very strong on his stick, and has a good 
blueprint of where he needs to be on the ice. 
From’s offensive instincts aren’t polished, but 
he shows a lot of raw upside. His hands are 
deceivingly good, and his passes are of 
playmaker quality despite not being a handsy 
guy. With only 1PPG, there are signs From 
wasn’t used as well as he could have been in 
J20. From has a genetic capacity that screams 
pro making the journey to see how much skill 
development he can add worthwhile.  

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #94 

 
MATT FILIPE is a hybrid winger who can do a 
little bit of everything, including lose his cool. 
Once in a while crossing the line playing a 
questionably physical brand of hockey, 64% of 
Filipe’s PIM came from fights, misconducts, or 
dubious hits. Players who can merge the grind 
game with skill are always at a premium, and 
that is exactly why Filipe will be in demand at 
the draft. A two-way presence for his ability to 
exit the zone and drive the entry on the other 
end with explosive straight line speed, Filipe 
has just the right amount of puck draw to pull 
off skill plays. Filipe has shown diversity in his 
scoring profile: PP (4G), SH (2G), GWG (3), and 
ESG (68%). While he’s often seen driving the 
left wall, he’s just as capable of taking the puck 
off the boards and heading up ice. He’s not 
afraid to bull straight ahead, so for the few D 
that can catch him along the boards, he takes 
contact very well and keeps it moving. Typically 
scoring more goals than assists, Filipe has 
underrated passing skill that will likely show 
with better talent. He can identify open 
teammates and hit them with quick passes, 
especially the closer he gets to the net. A very 
aware forward for the hard-hitting style he 
plays, Filipe is/has been on the fast track to 
Northeastern and might take time to settle in 
completely. 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: ROGLE/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: FRED/DEN

WEIGHT: 187 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 8D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 36 6 15 21 -2 42

POSITION: LW TEAM: CEDAR RAPIDS/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

WEIGHT: 196 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 24D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 19 17 36 5 99



 
DRAFTBUZZ #95 

 
NICHOLAS CAAMANO is a two-way winger 
with a profile that screams mid round steal. In 
watching Caamano’s progression over the year 
you could see the positive change. Physically, 
he grew about one and a half inches and put on 
25 pounds from last year to this year, and it 
looked like it in the fall. From views in October 
to views in February, Caamano looked like a 
completely different skater. Adjusting to his 
new frame, Caamano added back coordination 
and really stood out for his skating ability in the 
2nd half. He’s explosive, agile with and without 
the puck, and owns great top end speed. 
Caamano doesn’t get enough credit for the 
growth he showed in the same poor 
environment as his championed teammate 
Bitten: Caamano improved his PTS/GP 39% in 
the last third going from .51 to .71 while the 
team improved only 4.1%. Caamano’s favorable 
metrics don’t just end there as his team 
adjusted goal scoring (12%) is comparable to 
some first rounders (McLeod at 12%, Tkachuk 
at 11%, Brown at 10%) and team adjusted points 
(21%) is comparable to some top 60 players 
(Kyrou at 21%, Jones at 18%). With 15/19G at 
ES and 1SHG, Caamano is an athletic, 
improving forward just like sleeper Mathieu 
Joseph was last year. Caamano is the type of 
prospect who it’s not wise to talk about flaws 
until you see his current growth to the finish. 
Brimming with positive data and physical 
measurables, Caamano outside of the top 100 
on draft day will end up a tremendous bargain. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #96 

 
DMITRY SOKOLOV got off to a rough start 
with Sudbury as a CHL Import who showed up 
heavy on his skates and out of it on NA ice. A 
rookie 30G scorer, Sokolov’s shooting prowess 
never wavered, but it was his toughness to 
battle through a continually dislocated 
shoulder and commitment to drop his weight 
from 222 to 208 during the course of the season 
that is critical to consider. Even with this injury 
that wasn’t operated on until the offseason in 
mid-April, Sokolov managed to pull off 
improving his PTS/GP 43% to .96PTS/GP in 
the last third and tie for 6th out of CHL first 
year eligibles in G% of Team GF with 16%. 
Sokolov is goalie peppering shot beast who is 
very slick and flexible with the puck. His 
conditioning improved in the 2nd half due to the 
drop in weight, and getting slightly faster 
impacted his defensive game greatly. Towards 
the end of the year, Sokolov could even be seen 
pushing and shoving forwards off his goalie. A 
dominant winger off the right circle with a 
variety of releases, Sokolov was a PP God for 
Sudbury scoring 6 more goals with the man 
advantage than the next highest scorer. A 50G 
OHL post draft season won’t erase the skating 
concerns, but it will be the next milestone to 
hit in continuing to help resuscitate his 
prospect status. 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: FLINT/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 188 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 17D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 60 20 17 37 -22 40

POSITION: RW TEAM: SUDBURY/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.25'' BIRTHPLACE: OMSK/RUS

WEIGHT: 220 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 30.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 10D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 30 22 52 -40 13



 
DRAFTBUZZ #97 

ONDREJ NAJMAN did most of his U18 
damage in one monster game with 5PTS 
against the relegated Danes, but the message 
was a long time coming for this under the radar 
C. Najman has everything you want in a top 
prospect except for dynamic skating ability, and 
that’s not to say he’s a poor skater. Across the 
rest of the tournaments over the year, Najman’s 
production never matched how well he played 
(6PTS in 12GP) and that is partly a result of the 
lack of talent that surrounded him. Najman 
skates with consistent pace, not pop. He is 
strong on the puck and always has top end 
control fit for a playmaker. With open ice 
ability to make guys miss, it’s a treat to watch 
how well he works with restriction in ice and 
contact. Time and time again, Najman dealt 
with checkers bumping him and was able to 
step off the boards and into the HD zones to 
either set up a teammate or shoot. Najman has 
equal distribution of these qualities over the 
full 200, as his defensive zone effectiveness is 
the same. His D trust him and look for him on 
outs. While lackluster skating ability dampens 
the well put together piece, Najman has too 
much of an unquantifiable impact quotient to 
overlook. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #98 

 
NIKOLAJ KRAG is a puck hound C who 
might just be one of the craftiest forwards 
available after the top 60 in this draft. Hailing 
from the same Rodovre system that saw Lars 
Eller and Mikkel Bodker pass through, Krag 
spent 30GP with the Mighty Bulls of the top 
Danish league this season. Appearing in the 
WJC U20 for Team Denmark with limited 
production (1PT in 5GP), Krag still managed to 
show off impressive stickhandling ability as an 
underager. Against his age group at the U18, 
Krag showed to be a smart, slick, vocal, and 
conscientious two-way centerman that could 
get the job done (.86PTS/GP). His skating 
needs to see improvement, especially straight-
line speed and acceleration, but his hands more 
than make up for this weakness by buying him 
time and helping him navigate collapsing 
coverage. With a heck of a lot of agility, Krag 
can juke, shift, and dodge his way out of checks 
while keeping a stranglehold on the puck. He is 
the type to be able to miraculously maintain 
possession in traffic when you expect it to be 
lost. Krag profiles as an elite playmaker, but 
does have a selective shot that can get through 
from the point, which he is given full range to 
dominate. Krag will be a value pick as a top 
puck handler and passer with a matching IQ.  

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: DUKLA/CZE U20

HEIGHT: 6'1.0'' BIRTHPLACE: CZE

WEIGHT: 187 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 25D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 38 18 26 44 16 30

POSITION: CEN TEAM: RODOVRE/DENMARK

HEIGHT: 5'11.0" BIRTHPLACE: ROD/DEN

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 10M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 30 2 2 4 -1 10



 
DRAFTBUZZ #99 

 
JACK KOPACKA is a very skilled winger who 
has an air of youth and non-chalance that 
makes him a part gamble, part excitement 
generating prospect. On one hand, Kopacka 
was the only draft eligible to increase his 
PTS/GP (46%) when the team G/GP surged 21% 
from 3.33 to 4.04 pointing to him as one of the 
drivers of the increase. On the other hand, 
there’s nothing rounded or gritty about his 
game to give his profile substance. Kopacka 
currently sits as a 6’2’’ fresh-faced winger who 
does most of his work from center ice forward. 
Missing dimension along the boards, in front of 
the net, and in his own zone, Kopacka could 
really elevate himself into a top OHL forward 
by being less one trick pony. In open ice, he 
has an above average first step and acceleration 
and can match his feet with his soft, drag and 
pull hands. He’s a very slick finesse winger who 
needs his high-end plays to connect the first 
time through. Kopacka is not known for high 
battle quotient or fight through contact at this 
juncture. As a streaky pure skill forward, 
Kopacka has the frame and upside the NHL 
loves to take a chance on. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #100 

 
COLTON POINT has built his reputation 
outside the walls of the Canadian Hockey 
League/USHL and done so torching the 2nd half 
of the season. With the WJAC as a blip in play 
(5.40GAA, .814SVS% in 3GP) on an average 
team, the North Bay native elevated his play 
using the CJHL Top Prospects game as a 
launchpad. Co-player of the game for Team 
East with 23S, Point managed to elevate his 
game in the CCHL playoffs in 16GP winning 
12, racking up 5 shutouts, and improving both 
his GAA (2.16 to 1.82) and SVS% (.915 to 
.933SVS). Point is big, technical, overly 
cautious, and capable of shutting down 
onslaughts should his last line of defense falter. 
A Cornell recruit, he does a great job of sealing 
the post paddle down as well as getting flush 
coverage of his pads post to post. He keeps his 
cool on flurries, and doesn’t overdo line drives 
by leaving no holes and absorbing those shots. 
Able to flash his glove, he has also shown an 
ability to nail across the grain kick saves, which 
are jaw dropping. It takes madness/contact in 
front of him to lose focus on pucks, though he 
does show weakness if challenged high blocker 
side. Point has desirable size, results, and a 
reassuring quality he will make stops, putting 
him into consideration once the 3rd round hits 
as a top 5 goalie. 

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: SSM/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.75" BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 190.88 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 20 23 43 -5 12

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: CARLETON/CCHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 219 CATCH: L

BMI: 27 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 20D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 33 2.16 0.915



 
DRAFTBUZZ #101 

STEPAN FALKOVSKY has attracted a lot of 
attention because of his size towering over his 
opponents at 6’7, though if his rookie season is 
any indication, it isn’t only because of his size. 
Falkovsky is a big bodied defenseman who can 
serve as a double threat offensively as well as 
defensively. Though he could use his body 
more to his advantage, his large frame allows 
him to physically intimidate his opponents and 
separate them from the puck. Falkovsky’s a 
double overager and his maturity as a late 
96DOB shows. Considering his size, his 
mobility and balance is very good. Falkovsky 
represented Belarus at the WJC U20 logging 
substantial TOI as their go to player. The extra 
space at the U20 allowed Falkovsky to show off 
his good set of hands. One of Falkovsky’s best 
attributes is his rocket of a shot and was often 
seen quarterbacking the 67’s power play. With 
only 7/32PTS on the PP, he has room to 
develop his offense with the man advantage. He 
became more comfortable joining the rush as 
the season wore on, exhibiting patience with 
the puck and entering the zone with ease. 
Falkovsky has had trouble reading the play at 
times, which catches him out of positioning 
and gives his opponents too much space. 
Falkovsky didn’t have things easy, being 
benched near the WJC for poor play, but 
earned his coach’s trust back and will surely 
have scouts eyeing him starting late 2nd round. 

DRAFTBUZZ #102 

TRAVIS BARRON has way more talent than 
he showed this year, and has the makeup and 
bloodlines to show it in the coming years. 
Andrew Cassels nephew and Cole’s cousin, 
Barron spent the year as a smart grinder until 
he showed top 6 power forward game in the 
playoffs with 6PTS in 5GP. Fighting for better 
ice all year after seeing a bottom 6 role, 
Barron’s worth is seen in his point distribution 
of 89% of his 37PTS being at ES. Over 6’1’’, 
Barron is a swift skater who is a full rink asset 
because there’s not a part of the ice he’s afraid 
to go. With complimentary skill in open ice, 
Barron is a valuable winger who makes life easy 
for his linemates by barreling into the 
forecheck and having the hands/vision to pass 
his way out of battles. It was disappointing to 
see a torn Barron who split his energy between 
trying his best to create offense or be physical – 
it was never consistently both. There were 
times where Barron laid some thunderous 
checks, and others where he underwhelmed in 
taking the body. It might not seem like it now, 
but Barron’s minimal PP involvement gives him 
interesting potential to regain the momentum 
his draft stock had coming into the year. 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: OTTAWA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'7.0" BIRTHPLACE: MIN/BLR

WEIGHT: 224 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 6M 6D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 58 9 23 32 17 35

POSITION: LW TEAM: OTTAWA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.25" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 195 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 10M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 60 13 24 37 7 26



 
DRAFTBUZZ #103 

 
BRETT MURRAY is more polished than his 
resume and 6’4 stature would suggest as a 
finesse top six staple for the CCHL’s Carleton 
Place Canadians. Not only is Murray advanced 
in 3 zone understanding and read of the play, 
but his skating and puckhandling is unusually 
good as well.  Unlike most big men projects 
who are raw, Murray is the ultimate support 
winger with size. He is strong down low, and 
has enough skill and touch to step out and 
make a difference near the circles/slot. He 
won’t wow out in open ice, but does churn his 
legs to get good top speed and make a 
difference on the attack. Statistically, Murray’s 
season got stronger little by little: .96PTS/GP 
across 48GP in the regular season, 4PTS in 
4GP at the Fred Page Cup, and 13PTS in 16GP 
in the playoffs with 92.3% at ES. Murray still 
has way more to give, and looks like he will 
translate very easily to higher level of 
competition despite the light experience. While 
the Penn State commitment in 2017-2018 is less 
than ideal, he will be relied on heavily from the 
get go. Because the questions on skating and 
puckhandling are minimal, he’s one of the safer 
bets on tools/style to hit as a 3W in the NHL. 
Murray has an outside shot to be a top 90 pick 
for a team who predicts the strapping, skilled 
forward will elevate against better competition.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #104 

CONNOR BUNNAMAN is a raw power forward 
who has more to him than the simple role he 
has been played in. Illustrating the effects a 
stronger lineup had on his output, Bunnaman’s 
late season 30% dropoff in PTS/GP concided 
with Kitchener’s OHL 2nd worst decrease from 
3.98 to 3.35 G/GP. Despite being listed at an 
pro level 27.3BMI at a thick 6’1’’ 207 pounds, 
Bunnaman’s hunched over skating style and 
choppy mechanics point to a kid still growing 
into that frame. A checking forward with bursts 
of skating power and offense, Bunnaman is a 
winger who will grow into a hybrid role 
because he can hang with better talent 
offensively. A strong skater in a straight line 
with decent mobility, he has a troubling first 
two-steps and a general lack of jump. A master 
at peeling away from the boards and off the 
cycle in possession, he shows above average 
puck protection and shielding to set up his 
pass/shot. With 13ESG, 2PPG and 1PPA, and 
even 1SHG, his scoring profile shows a forward 
who can survive during 5 on 5 and has potential 
to improve his PP scoring once he gets time. A 
trusted penalty killer, he is responsible 
defensively and able to use his physical gifts to 
his advantage. With key elements to improve 
upon, patience will be needed for Bunnaman’s 
slow and gradual post draft progress.   

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: CARELTONPLACE/CCHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.25" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 216 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 4D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 48 14 32 46 N/A 16

POSITION: CEN TEAM: KITCHENER/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 207 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 8D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 16 22 38 18 14



 
DRAFTBUZZ #105 

 
JOACHIM BLICHFELDT is a 6’2, sniping bull 
on his skates who has spent the last two years 
as a Dane developing in the Malmo Redhawks 
system. While an ordinary contributor with 
Malmo J20 (.62PTS/GP), Blichfeldt showed 
upside as a shooter at the U18 with great hand-
eye coordination as well intensity on the puck. 
When possession is in the offensive zone you 
can expect Blichfeldt to station himself at the 
West circle with his stick locked and loaded - 
his linemates acknowledge this and openly 
accept the formation. He and Krag formed the 
perfect duo, and even though Blichfeldt was 
the lesser playmaker of the two, still owns 
above average stickhandling where the puck 
always seems to go his way. He’s a horse on the 
puck and gets his way because he has a strong 
lower body, which is disproportional to his low 
BMI (22.6). Strong in possession, he can 
operate with forecheckers hugging him. His 
footwork and pickup lag slightly, but this will 
refine as he adds mass and reps. At the U18, he 
scored 4G in 7GP on a team leading 3SOG/GP. 
As a shot maniac with a pro frame who things 
just seem to go right for, there’s not much to 
dislike with Blichfeldt.  

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #106 

 
VLADIMIR KUZNETSOV is the Russian 
enigma we’ve all seen before only this one 
comes with better moldability. A secondary 
threat, more than an offensive leader at this 
point, Kuznetsov’s 32% dip in PTS/GP shows 
this by directly aligning with AB’s 25% dip in 
G/GP in the last third. More fit to blend in on 
the periphery, Kuznetsov had a troubling WJC 
U18 where he was invisible aside from a few 
nice saucers. Kuznetsov is a big boy on the 
right wing who has decent skating and above 
average puck skill. He’s a guy who is explosive 
at times and can take control in all three zones, 
but flourishes stationary on the right wall 
where he uses his great vision and hands set up 
his teammates for slam-dunk goals. Looking at 
Kuznetsov’s shot/goal heat maps shows a kid 
who definitely follows the cliché of get pucks to 
the net with shots spanning from point to point 
down to the goalline, but there’s more: 
Kuznetsov scored within a really tight range no 
further away than the top of the circle, clearly 
in between the circles, and right smack in front 
of the crease. He’s a HD shooter who is likely 
to sustain himself as a goal scorer. Defensively 
average, Kuznetsov’s easygoing ways see him 
disappear at the wrong times. Kuznetsov is an 
early 2nd round talent whose ambivalence leaves 
him susceptible to being passed over as teams 
gun for prospects with a stronger pulse. 

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: MALMO/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: FRED/DEN

WEIGHT: 187 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 45 15 13 28 1 10

POSITION: RW TEAM: ACADIE-BATHURST/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: YEK/RUS

WEIGHT: 210 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 6D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 25 33 58 -7 34



 
DRAFTBUZZ #107 

TANNER KASPICK is a beefy leader who has 
been on a snail’s pace development curve 
because of the stacked Brandon forward unit. 
Never viewed as more than the 7th best forward 
has him behind schedule, but he still brought 
winning intangibles, versatility when needed, 
and some good data points along the way. 
Kaspick’s character is seen in his goal scoring: 
11ESG, 1SHG, and only 1PPG. Kaspick is a 
pounding, decently skilled power forward who 
takes the most efficient route to the puck. 
Kaspick doesn’t beat around the bush, and 
that’s what makes him effective and gives him 
some upside moving forward.  If you were to 
visualize the heat map of his goals, you would 
end up with a picture of him bowling over both 
a D and goalie - that’s how disruptive he is in 
the slot. He bangs in the corners, and applies 
himself the same hard way in the defensive 
zone. He will never bring fans out of their seats, 
but does have the flexibility to play a rough or 
skill game. He wasn’t able to show much of the 
latter this year, but does have it in him with 
more rope. Kaspick gets how execs want the 
game to be played and metrics say he is due to 
break out soon. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #108 

 
LUCAS CARLSSON was a questionmark no 
one wanted to draft last year, but really 
blossomed as a regular for Brynas in the SHL. 
A July DOB, Carlsson showed a lot of 
variability last year and went through growing 
pains, but not without showing skill. All over 
the place, it looked as if he just didn’t know 
how to play his game with so many other more 
touted guys ahead of him (G.Carlsson, 
Kylington, Larsson). Fast forward to this year, 
and you get an overager who expanded on his 
strengths of skating, puck ability, and sense ten 
fold. He was Team Sweden’s top defender 
(ahead of TOR prospect Jesper Lindgren) at the 
U19 5 Nations in February scoring 3G-2A-5PTS 
in 4GP. With an already fluid stride, and 
capability to move swiftly with the puck, 
Carlsson really improved on his explosiveness. 
This was a noted weakness that was identified 
as the key to unlocking his game. Getting 
quicker overall helped his decision-making like 
predicted, as Carlsson fit right in with men 
reinforcing his IQ. Carlsson still has to work on 
his discipline picking up a head butting match 
penalty in the J20 Quarterfinals vs. Rogle. Last 
year Carlsson showed offensive ability he 
hadn’t figured out to harness, well, harness he 
did and now sits more reward and way less risk 
of a D.  

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: BRANDON/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.25" BIRTHPLACE: MB/CAN

WEIGHT: 200 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 27D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 53 13 18 31 15 37

POSITION: DEF TEAM: BRYNAS/SHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.0" BIRTHPLACE: GAV/SWE

WEIGHT: 189 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 11M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 35 4 5 9 -4 8



 
DRAFTBUZZ #109 

 
NICK PASTUJOV didn’t start off like the 
projected top 60 pick he was billed as, but 
NTDP seemed insistent on punishing him for it 
the whole season. Pastujov looked neutered 
through the fall to the point of being relegated 
to playing on the 4th line with Suthers and 
Walker. However, he fought and fought to do 
what he could with whatever ice he was given. 
Here’s the proof something’s off: in his three 
years at Honeybaked, Pastujov was an elite 
scoring captain with 2.32, 2.05, and 
1.27PTS/GP. Not only was he decorated prior, 
but he even scored 30PTS in 45GP last year 
with U17. Skilled players like Pastujov don’t 
just automatically drop off a cliff to scoring 9 
less PTS in 15 less GP the next year unless 
someone is screwing with them. Once realizing 
how efficient he needed to be to make an 
impact in a lesser role, we saw the same gritty 
Pastujov dangling, using his vision to feed 
inferior linemates, and doing his best to shoot 
the lights out (6G in 11GP in 2 U18 
tournaments). Rounding out his shot presence 
around the net, Pastujov also led his rag tag 
line combinations and showed an ability to 
emerge from crowds with the puck. Admitting 
himself into Michigan rehab, Pastujov will be 
able to shake the bad energy from 2015-2016 
and jolt his offensive totals with better 
Wolverine talent.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #110 

COLBY SISSONS might not have a single part 
of his game that isn’t underrated and 
skyrocketing through the roof as you read this. 
With eyes on others, fortunately the time came 
where Sissons stepped into the spotlight and 
delivered. Paired up with Minulin in 2nd half 
views, the two youngsters were the most 
impressive tandem on more than a few nights. 
Sissons is the most improved CHL first year 
eligible D with the highest scoring rate factored 
in: he increased his PTS/GP a staggering 241% 
from .17 to .58. Sissons is an already matured 
defender with budding puck-rushing exploits. 
It was one thing to see Sissons consistently 
defend like a first rounder stonewalling attempt 
after attempt to beat him with diversity. It was 
another to see him explore on the rush with 
burst of power and strong control. For a 
22.6BMI kid who just scored his 1st career WHL 
goal on Dec 30 2015, it’s not wise to say he 
can’t develop there either. Managing 
expectations on a raw kid who shows every 
possible indicator you want in a prospect on 
the move is important with Sissons. Sissons 
could very well find himself ala 2015 defender 
Will Borgen where the potential starts being 
realized as early as his post draft season. 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'0'' BIRTHPLACE: FLA/USA

WEIGHT: 202 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 3D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 60 13 8 21 N/A 68

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SWIFT CURRENT/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'2" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 9D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 71 3 19 22 -13 26



 
DRAFTBUZZ #111 

 
SEAN DAY couldn’t be a less interesting draft 
prospect formerly granted Exceptional Player 
Status by Hockey Canada. Meant in a neutral 
way, Day has been overly criticized because of 
this distinction and is not viewed as the 
growing 17-18YO he should be. Any real 
criticism should come down to (A) lack of 
progress on noted issues from day 1 in low 
intensity and poor decision making, (B) 
regression in production from pre-draft year 
(.59PTS/GP) to draft year (.39PTS/GP). After 
getting off to a terrible start showing up to HC 
Hlinka camp reportedly out of shape and not 
making the team, Day proved he could focus 
and churned out a strong, minimal mistake 
CHL TPG. Day combines power and fluidity in 
an effortless stride that fuels comments of him 
looking disengaged. He’s a linebacker massive 
high-end skater who lacks direction in puck 
rushing and is a decent puck mover. Most of 
Day’s mistakes come from dense moments in 
his own zone and near his net where he 
lackadaisically does something peculiar with 
the puck. With the addition of Alex Nylander 
and growth of others, Day saw his PP role 
diminish as seen in his drop in PPG from 4 last 
year to 1 this year. Day should be treated as no 
more than the classic third round project D he 
is, and no less than the uncertain prospect 
mostly everyone else in the draft is.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #112 

REM PITLICK destroyed the USHL as a low 
center of gravity forward only 5.5 months older 
than 2016’s September Late 97 NHL Draft 
eligibles. With a 28.7BMI, Pitlick is not your 
average small forward as he is already built 
thick like a pro with a stocky, solid frame. The 
USHL’s Player AND Forward of the Year, he 
was USHL Forward of the Week 5x over the 
course of the season. On top of leading the 
league in G, A, and PTS, Pitlick also tied for 1st 
in GWG with 8, Tied for 8th in PPG with 9, and 
was 2nd in PPA with 22. Pitlick is an elite 
offensive center whose above average 
possession also makes him a 3 zone player. 
Pitlick’s skating is short and choppy, likely due 
to his fairly heavy physique, yet still generates 
very good top end speed. Pitlick isn’t very 
mobile, but has the ability to point his hips to 
find his passing targets especially down the 
right wing. Pucks come off his stick naturally as 
a playmaker, and his PP totals show how much 
of a set up man he is with space. A dual threat, 
he uses compounding outside speed, body 
adjustments, and sickening hand skill to score 
some pretty goals. Son of an NHL defender, 
Pitlick is heading to Minnesota as a forward 
who could end up one of the best in the nation 
fairly soon. 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: MISSISSAUGA/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: LEU/BEL

WEIGHT: 224 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 28.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 15D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 57 6 16 22 -13 27

POSITION: CEN TEAM: MUSKEGON/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'9.25" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 196 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 28.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 2M 22D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 46 43 89 6 74



 
DRAFTBUZZ #113 

 
JACOB CEDERHOLM might have the type of 
first round measurables teams look for 
physically in a defenseman, but his offensive 
outlook is too low to align with it. As much of a 
brick house as a 17-18 year old can get, that’s 
Cederholm. With a physique you simply can’t 
teach, strength and stability emanates from his 
stance and stride. Cederholm isn’t a natural 
puck rusher, but can fend off checkers his age 
carrying the puck simply by leaning back into 
them like a running back going for yards after 
contact. He’s deliberate and points his body to 
make or receive passes. He shows no panic in 
defending and can shut out simple plays with 
reliability. You can see Cederholm is a smart 
player who picks the right options the first time 
around and for that reason has been an 
unquestioned choice as captain amongst peers. 
Unfortunately, he is handcuffed by poor 
acceleration/quickness that renders him unable 
to improvise or adjust after any initial action. 
Overall his skating is fine, but it’s this very 
important aspect that shows he can’t handle 
flurries of activity or movement that crosses 
direction on him. As a back half, stury, natural 
defender, he’s offensively disinterested (5PTS 
in 35GP), but did enact change in terms of shot 
generation going from .78SOG/GP to 
1.35SOG/GP in the last third of J20 play. 
Cederholm is as transparent as a prospect can 
get: he will get picked much higher than his 
best-case stay at home #5D projection is worth. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #114 

BRANDON HAGEL is a long-term project who 
as a rookie in the WHL found a way to make 
himself relevant during the season on a deep 
Red Deer Rebels team. One of the youngest in 
the class (Late AUG DOB) and underdeveloped 
physically (21.3BMI), Hagel picked up 
.65PTS/GP on a team where he ended up a 4th 
liner in the Memorial Cup. No matter the role, 
Hagel showed an ability to step in and get 
quality touches on the puck – likely why he 
increased PTS/GP ever so slightly at 3% when 
the Rebels dropped 8% in G/GP in the last 
third. A speedy winger still pulling together his 
strength and coordination, Hagel is an asset for 
his ability to drive and find his teammates. Or 
race to a loose puck and find his teammates. 
The consistent theme with Hagel is he is always 
feeding others the puck, as seen by his assist 
slant in both the regular season and playoffs. 
Hagel is more of a forechecking asset than 
defensively effective, but is not soft and will 
stick up for himself (2 fights: Clague, Davis). 
He’s just unable to do much physically at this 
point in time. With a truly impressive first 
season, Hagel can do some damage offensively 
in a lineup destined to open up with 
departures.  

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: HV71/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'3.5" BIRTHPLACE: HEL/SWE

WEIGHT: 187 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 25D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 35 1 4 5 3 28

POSITION: LW TEAM: RED DEER/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 156 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 21.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 72 13 34 47 22 46



 
DRAFTBUZZ #115 

 
CHAD KRYS took a nosedive in ranking over 
the course of the year after failing to live up to 
expectations, but that doesn’t mean he needs to 
be written off completely. On draft day, Krys 
won’t be the impact player deserving of the 
prior year’s high first round ballot, but he still 
is a very slick skating defender who can pass 
the puck deftly. A year older, Krys still 
managed to regress in both USDP (.91 to 
.55PTS/GP) and U18 (.71 to .43PTS/GP) 
tournament play. On the ice, he performed 
okay for an underager at the U20 WJC camp in 
Lake Placid and started the year with mixed, 
dull play. Instead of the flashy puck rushing, 
saucer flying top pairing D everyone was 
expecting, scouts kept catching a #4D who 
managed the puck with 50-50 results. With a 
combination of lazy puck movement, poor 
decision-making, and slow recovery, Krys 
surprisingly lost his shine the more the season 
wore on. Reframing his forecast helps overdo 
the bad vibes he gave off this year. It’s possible 
heading to BU rectifies the dejected USHL 
play, but if true, that will also open up other 
questions about his drive. Krys is hanging on 
by a thread, and looks like a good bet to go in 
the third round or fourth round. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #116 

OTTO KOIVULA is a massive boy amongst 
boys who was a top 5 forward for Ilves U20 this 
past season. A large kid at 6’3.75’’ 219, Koivula 
is also one of the youngest in the draft as a 
SEPT DOB likely being the reason he only saw 
1GP at Liiga this year. Koivula has been a 
dominant forward in Finland’s junior hockey 
circuit, scoring at well above PT/GP pace from 
Jr. C to Jr. A hockey. Koivula is a playmaking 
power forward who generally gravitates towards 
the front of the net to score and just outside the 
slot to pass. His skating is smooth and easy on 
the eyes, although pushing 220 shows in his 
slower movement and reactions. He’s the 
ultimate showroom car for his impressive look, 
yet can go periods of time without doing much 
despite the point totals. Koivula fights with 
balance issues almost like he’s trying to skate 
too fast and can’t handle the stride frequency, 
and doesn’t create with haste. Koivula has a 
defensive conscience and can be seen 
backchecking hard and covering for his 
teammates. Bound to have an NHL smitten 
match this June, Koivula might be enough of a 
playmaker to overcome being the classic 
overrated big guy. 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: NTDP U18/USDP

HEIGHT: 5'11'' BIRTHPLACE: CT/USA

WEIGHT: 185 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 53 3 26 29 N/A 78

POSITION: LW TEAM: ILVES/JR A

HEIGHT: 6'3.75" BIRTHPLACE: NOK/FIN

WEIGHT: 219 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 23D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 49 26 32 58 25 18



 
DRAFTBUZZ #117 

 
WILLIAM KNIERIM is the prototypical big 
bodied, mean linebacker SOB winger that the 
NHL overvalues and drafts too high. If you 
truly look at Knierim’s last 14-16 months, he 
hasn’t really made gains in any one area and 
could be stagnated in development. His skating 
ability is still average, his skill on the perfect 
day is at most 2nd line level in the USHL, and 
his production as – a second year – only 
increased from .47 to .51PTS/GP. He’s big, 
though, and does a great job at utilizing his 
size. He’s a punishing hitter who goes about his 
assignments as if the button on the remote is 
being held down his entire shift. He’s a menace 
in front the net, and tough to battle along the 
boards. His stickhandling and skating is 
actually fluid, but lacks the quickness and is 
noticeably drawn out. He commits to the 
defensive zone in a big brother way IE he’s so 
much bigger than everyone else he can exert 
influence. Knierim should be off the board 
within the top 90, but a team should be wary of 
what type of player they’re getting if he’s not 
maximizing his strengths 110%. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #118 

 
JORDAN STALLARD is one of the oldest 
eligibles in the draft as a big and moderately 
skilled classic Calgary Hitmen style of forward. 
Stallard is known for his soft hands and 6’2 
frame, and not much else. Truthfully, he’s an 
interesting prospect because he is a capable top 
6 forward who can playmake at the junior level, 
but has some concerns both subjectively and 
objectively. He’s an older prospect who past the 
spike in G/GP from last year to this year of 
181% to 21, not only stalled but showed a drop 
in PTS/GP in the last third of 22% from .78 to 
.61. From a guy who was almost eligible for last 
year’s draft by 4 days, you don’t want to see 
that. Stallard is an average skater lacking in top 
end speed and stride turnover, though his 
movement is fluid especially in crossovers. His 
hands are very good. He might be able to mosy 
around at the WHL level and pull plays off, but 
the pace that he makes plays at is noticeably 
slow. Playing opposite of the relentless 
Twarynski was terrible for Stallard’s cause as 
he often just looked soft, perimeter, and not 
interested in applying himself. Stallard is a 
decent stash and wait prospect for his size and 
hand skill if you can look past the lack of 
positive momentum/indicators.  

 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: DUBUQUE/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.75" BIRTHPLACE: IL/USA

WEIGHT: 210 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 2D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 53 14 13 27 -2 161

POSITION: CEN TEAM: CALGARY/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: MB/CAN

WEIGHT: 188 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 9M 6D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 68 21 28 49 0 20



 
DRAFTBUZZ #119 

 
SIMON STRANSKY is a master of the 
perimeter as a dripping with skill late DOB who 
hasn’t changed much in his 2 years in the 
WHL. A red flag vanisher with intermittent 
highlight reel breakouts, Stransky saw a 
correlated drop in PTS/GP of 20% with PA’s 
drop G/GP of 12%. Even with this decrease, 
Stransky still ended up a top 15 player based on 
PTS% of team GF with 32% - right up against 
34% first rounders in Logan Brown and 
Michael McLeod. What this means is that while 
you can certainly critique the effort, 
effectiveness, and desire, it might be that he 
went as PA did with a noticeable lack of talent 
around him. A top stickhandler in the draft, 
Stransky is an all around offensive wonder who 
has a golden stick. Just as good of a shooter as 
he is a passer, Stransky loves to control the 
puck and can run the attack in the offensive 
zone. He’s an average skater with above average 
weave as he can really make defenders miss in 
all three zones. Unfortunately, Stransky shies 
away from getting his nose dirty and prefers his 
plays to come to him on the outside where he 
gravitates. Boom or Bust, Stransky is a puzzling 
case of strong projectables vs. tough to get over 
flaws. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #120 

 
MAX LAJOIE struggled mightily to start the 
season and eventually saved his draft status by 
overcorrecting things late and producing like a 
top CHL D. Lajoie is one of those boringly nice 
players who has ample skill with the puck yet 
lacks something intrinsic of a pick destined for 
success. Lajoie is an offensive defenseman only 
by way of his passing and the fact that he’s 
average defensively. He is a rudimentary passer 
who doesn’t mess up often, but doesn’t really 
hit any high notes that make you think he’s a 
plus playmaker. He’s soft more often than not, 
though he will take a hit against the boards in 
his own zone. He has this weird habit of 
turning his back to anterior plays that he’s 
making, which is not often seen in teenagers 
playing juniors. It’s a trait born out of necessity 
in the NHL because the game is so fast and 
abusive, but it’s concerning he’s already playing 
this way because it’s mostly unnecessary. With 
only 1G out of 8 at ES, and 48% of his assists 
on the PP, Lajoie’s 106% increase in PTS/GP in 
the last third is certainly tainted somewhat. 
While it’s likely Lajoie will become a notable 
WHL defense prospect, he is guaranteed to be 
left off some NHL draft lists. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: LW TEAM: PRINCE ALBERT/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.0" BIRTHPLACE: OST/CZE

WEIGHT: 185.44 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 3D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 19 43 62 16 19

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SWIFT CURRENT/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.5'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 180.12 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 8 29 37 -21 28



 
DRAFTBUZZ #121 

 
VOJTECH ZELENAK is a hulking mixed 
breed defenseman who might not even know 
what his end style will end up being because of 
his diversity. A Slovak playing for Sparta Praha 
in Czech, Zelenak has always played up in level 
due to his edge in sheer size and has seen 
average production. Going back to 2013-2014 
when he was a 15YO playing U16, he managed 
.84PTS/GP showing the closer he is to his age 
group the better the output. A strapping 
blueliner always on patrol, he has a massively 
commanding wide based stride that is 
powerful. He is really strong backing up with 
speed as he takes up a lot of ice and closes on 
guys stick to body. One flaw to pick out is if he 
doesn’t have enough speed from a pivot, his 
reverse acceleration can be short and shallow. 
Zelenak is a freight train who doesn’t mind 
gearing up with the puck from his own end. 
Also showing his explorative spirit, he looks to 
step up from the point and seeks direct scoring 
opportunities from the slot/circles. He plays the 
position hard, and doesn’t limit himself to 
playing within one role. A Vlad Malakhov type, 
Zelenak is just beginning to scratch the surface 
with top 4D potential.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #122 

 
VOJTECH BUDIK fell short of his European 
hype as a potential first rounder after the 
Hlinka tournament, but still showed he could 
be a defensive defenseman with some signs of 
upward skill movement. Granted, Prince Albert 
has been a wasteland for defenders trying to 
show off their offensive ability, and Budik 
improved his PTS/GP by 60% when PA 
dropped a 6th lowest 12% in G/GP from 3.21 to 
2.83. Budik is a strong overall defender whose 
game is summed up best by keeping his play 
contained and simple. A revelation early on for 
how well he took to the WHL grind, he made 
his mark in the bends of the corners in his own 
zone by showing advanced physicality. Budik is 
robust and really excels in being rudimentary 
physical – he doesn’t look to send kids out of 
the game, but will pin his checks and work 
them hard along the boards. He may have more 
than he’s shown in the tank, but he’s currently 
average in skill with the puck. Short and sweet, 
he’s a first pass, chip, tap, and dump kind of D 
with a decent, hard shot from the point. Not far 
removed from when he was an elite CZE D 
within his age group, Budik is on probation to 
see if it’s part overseas adjustment and part 
environment that has capped him thus far. 

 

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SPARTA PRAHA/CZE U20

HEIGHT: 6'5.5" BIRTHPLACE: SVK

WEIGHT: 223 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 34 2 11 13 17 24

POSITION: DEF TEAM: PRINCE ALBERT/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'1'' BIRTHPLACE: HOL/CZE

WEIGHT: 189 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 70 3 13 16 0 20



 
DRAFTBUZZ #123 

DAVID BERNHARDT kicked off the season 
with a tantalizing first round package, but 
didn’t realize change much of the course of the 
year. Brother of NYR’s 2015 4th rounder Daniel, 
Bernhardt has strong Swedish hockey roots 
with Djurgardens where he has played since 
2012. A springy skater with a lot of leg and pop, 
Bernhardt visually stands out for a striking 
NHL quality image. An effortless skater, and 
beyond swift, Bernhardt is strong in a linear 
fashion and can work laterally well.  His hands 
are above average, but his puckhandling and 
passing acumen is limited from being elite 
because of his application. Bernhardt is a risky 
passer, who doesn’t hesitate to launch a low 
percentage pass up ice. Product of his entire 
rink approach, he’s lax and doesn’t really have 
an ON switch nor think things through much. 
This affects how he moves the puck as well as it 
does keep him from being a dominating 
presence, which he has the ability to be. His 
23.9BMI may have a little bit to do with it as he 
is still light for 6’3, but he has to come harder 
and with more purpose. A high volume shooter 
with the most SOG by a first year SWE JR, 
Bernhardt also needs to put more velocity 
behind his shots. Bernhardt is a marked talent, 
but doesn’t always show the drive you expect 
from a player of his caliber.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #124 

TIM GETTINGER underwhelmed as an 
overwhelmingly big man on skates ending the 
year as the least impressive draft eligible on 
SSM. The 6’5”+ Ohio native showed minimal 
growth in skillset development ending his draft 
year as close to same player we saw at the end 
of last year. An assistant captain, Gettinger 
didn’t lead on ice seeing his PTS/GP in the last 
third drop -11% while SSM saw a 21% increase 
in G/GP. Additionally, he scored a meager 
4PTS in 12GP in the playoffs. Gettinger is the 
kind of prospect where his grade on tools 
comes in the form of ‘good for his size’. 
Nothing hits over the average line, and he sure 
doesn’t intimidate with his size. His skating in 
open ice is okay, and his decisions in puck 
movement can sometimes catch defenders by 
surprise. Gettinger’s main role in the offensive 
zone is to smother the net, and peel off towards 
the boards to make a basic pass. He has always 
been well liked in the hockey community, and 
was given as much role as even being the only 
forward on 5on3s. His goal scoring data looks 
stable, and he could potentially rack up 25G 
with an increase on the PP (only 3PPG). 
Gettinger has a long road in front of him 
despite the NHL ready appearance as a top 90 
shoe in. 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: DJURGARDENS/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'3.0" BIRTHPLACE: SWE

WEIGHT: 191 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 23D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 45 10 28 38 13 30

POSITION: LW TEAM: SSM/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'5.75" BIRTHPLACE: OH/USA

WEIGHT: 200 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 10D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 60 17 22 39 -4 32



 
DRAFTBUZZ #125 

 
JD GREENWAY is a project pick who needs a 
lot to come together to execute at a pro level as 
a Jekyll and Hyde type of performer. On some 
nights, Greenway thrilled as a massive blueliner 
pulling off highlight reel scoring plays IE that 
breakaway pivoting WJC U18 stuff home 
shortie wasn’t the first goal he scored this year 
like that. On others, you got a Greenway 
allergic to the puck that looked like he was 
playing with his stick upside down. A 
conflicting D to forecast, it’s hard to tell if 
Greenway just needs more time to pull his tools 
together or if he doesn’t have the hockey sense 
to get better. Greenway has fantastic skating for 
a guy his size, is mobile, and likes to engage 
physically. He is capable of randomly rushing 
the puck with flair. However, there’s a 
frightening disconnect with the puck that is 
hard to ignore. The gaffes are sizable and 
consistent, and unacceptably affect his team in 
terms of pressure against. He was on his best 
behavior at the U18 and completely hid these 
warts while spiking his production – 7PTS in 
7GP. Offensively, 100% of his 10 USHL PTS 
were at ES, strengthening the idea that his 
recent outburst might just be the start of a new 
era. It’s buyer beware with Greenway, with the 
gamble increasing in potential value the further 
away from the first round it gets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #126 

 
MICHAEL O’LEARY is a Nova Scotian, Notre 
Dame commit with slick mitts who has played 
the last three seasons in the US and fit right in 
with Hockey Canada’s best U17’s. A guy who 
you must grade with caution when looking at 
his suspect USHL production (.46PTS/GP) this 
year, O’Leary is a creative center who elevates 
his game as their importance increases. He was 
a playmaking fiend at the USHL TPG where he 
took home 2nd star with 4PTS, and has posted 
considerably different numbers in the USHL 
playoffs (.83PTS/GP). O’Leary is a skilled 
forward with size who can stick with plays until 
they connect because he has the frame to 
absorb contact, sticky hands to maintain 
possession when most would lose it, and has 
some juking ability to evade. He’s a decent 
skater with good linear speed, but looks off-
putting because his stride needs work as there’s 
a bit of flail accent to it. He’s a smart athlete 
and his puck ability is an asset deep in his own 
zone. Oftentimes, he supports his D by drawing 
opponents in and buying them space to move 
the play forward or he can outright hit difficult 
outlets. Originally bursting on the scouting 
scene with 5PTS in 3GP in HC’s 14-15 U17 
camp, it’s clear O’Leary has underrated 
offensive potential that wasn’t showcased 
properly and consistently enough in the USHL 
this year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'5.0" BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 213 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 5 23 28 N/A 62

POSITION: FWD TEAM: DUBUQUE/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'2'' BIRTHPLACE: NS/CAN

WEIGHT: 196 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 23D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 8 19 27 3 108



 
DRAFTBUZZ #127 

ONDREJ VALA brought his lunch pail all the 
way from the Czech Republic to help stabilize 
the WHL’s Blazers defensive unit. Vala 
immediately catches your eye for his 6’4.5’’ 207 
pound stature, consistent effort, and decent 
overall ability as a puck mover. Though he does 
have some prior signs of potentially having 
offensive future, notably at the CZE U16 level 
as a 15-16YO, Vala is not currently known for 
his attacking skill. Vala is mobile guy for his 
size, and while he lacks quickness, has decent 
mean skating power. A good two-way soldier 
whose PTS/GP stayed even at .29, Vala is a 
huge safety net - especially from center ice and 
back - who can handle the puck. He loves to 
rub guys out and be physical along the boards, 
and has the puck skill to immediately initiate 
the zone exit from his battles in the defensive 
zone. He still needs to add more strength to 
contain opponents better and improve his 
balance with contact. Though he doesn’t have 
the same mean streak, Vala soaked up the 
experience playing with a prospect on a similar 
developmental path in Devils 5th round pick 
Rehill. Expect Vala to be overrated slightly, 
presenting an NHL executive favorite mix of 
low risk and enough potential reward to 
generate excitement.  
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #128 

 
KRISTIANS RUBINS is a big, Latvian born 
defender who has been in the VIK Vasteras 
system in Sweden for the past three years. 
While Rubins missed most of the first 2/3rds of 
the season only coming back to play a few 
games before the DEC J20 break, he had a very 
strong rebound in the last third scoring 11PTS 
in 18GP and averaging 2.17SOG/GP. Rubins is 
a very mobile, not speedy, offense pushing 
defenseman who still handles his business 
defensively. Opponents take notice when he’s 
on the ice because he’s huge, is tough to get 
around, and can surprise by lugging the puck 
from exit to entry shift after shift. Rubins is a 
smooth navigator who’s so amped up about 
creating from the backend he will go too deep 
too often for the lack of explosiveness he has. 
His hands are slick, and he can get around with 
agility that you notice especially when things 
are going right. Defenders as big as Rubins 
shouldn’t have the evasiveness he does in tight 
quarters behind the net.  He’s not shy as a 
shooter, but profiles as a puck rusher who 
passes well. He’s active in front of his net using 
his long reach and naggingly forceful stick lifts. 
Rubins has the potential to piss some scouts off 
by not skating hard enough after he takes the 
risk to rush or pinch. He’s very liberal about 
trusting his forwards to cover his ass. With 
31GP pre draft in J20, Rubins has enough 
SWE street cred to bet on his two way 
potential. 

 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: KAMLOOPS/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.5" BIRTHPLACE: PAR/CZE

WEIGHT: 207 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 11D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 72 4 17 21 1 52

POSITION: DEF TEAM: VASTERAS/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'4'' BIRTHPLACE: RIGA/LAT

WEIGHT: 216 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 21 3 8 11 -5 14



 
DRAFTBUZZ #129 

 
DAVID QUENNEVILLE has big league 
everything, and his finish to the season has 
some doubting if size is even an issue. One of 
the most enjoyable defensive prospects to 
watch for his grizzled play, Quenneville is even 
better than the last 5’8 WHL fire hydrant we all 
loved in Hicketts. Aside from the odd hiccup, 
Quenneville is so special because every skill 
you could possibly want in a D he has in 
spades: skating – check, stickhandling – check, 
passing – check, shooting – check, hitting – 
double check, positional and defensive stick – 
check. Quenneville’s fire is thorough hockey 
thirst that pertains to making the most 
influential plays possible. He will go and knock 
the daylight out of his 6’2 partners check if he’s 
stronger than him, he will break up the play 
with his stick and then drill the opponent 
mercilessly in one fell swoop. He can do all of 
this while thinking at a high level. What seals 
the deal, is that Quenneville applies the same 
intensity to generating offense and finishing his 
shots. Tied for 2nd in G% with 7%, tied for 1st in 
PTS% with 28%, Quenneville is a top CHL D. 
He even improved his PTS/GP 17% when 
Medicine Hat’s G/GP dropped a 5th worst 12% 
in the last third of the season. At 11PPG 
already, his growth will come at ES and 
playmaking a touch more. Quenneville is a first 
round talent who will slide: key word as slide 
because he damn well deserves to be drafted. 
 
 

 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #130 

 
ROSS COLTON was an offense thirsty captain 
of Cedar Rapids as a late blooming double 
overager from New Jersey. Committed to 
Vermont, Colton was a top two forward in the 
USHL with 66PTS and took Team East MVP at 
the USHL TPG scoring 3G and 2A for most 
PTS in the showcase. Although Cedar Rapids 
saw a 15% decrease in G/GP in the last third, 
Colton showed no drop staying firm at 
1.20PTS/GP. Hitting important milestones 
along the way, such as 5PTS in 5GP at the 
WJAC as assistant captain, Colton never 
wavered from his strength as a sniper with a 
golden touch all year. While Colton’s skating 
doesn’t look pretty, especially subpar 
acceleration and fluidity, he is able to generate 
top speed that allows him to pounce on 
opportunities off the rush. He’s used on the PK 
for this ability to react and create on the fly, 
rather than his outright defensive skill. He’s 
really smart about how he maneuvers in the 
offensive zone, and routinely falls into loose 
pucks he just rips and buries instantly. You can 
see just in the way Colton holds his stick that 
he is capable of playmaking while having all the 
mannerisms of a pure shooter (3rd in USHL 
with 209SOG). Though he will turn 20 in a few 
months, Colton still needs refining so he isn’t 
just a one-dimensional scorer with skating that 
won’t cut it at the pro level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: MEDICINE HAT/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'8'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 182 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 27.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 11D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 14 41 55 -21 30

POSITION: LW TEAM: CEDAR RAPIDS/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'0" BIRTHPLACE: NJ/USA

WEIGHT: 193 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 9M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 55 35 31 66 32 79



 
DRAFTBUZZ #131 

 
ONDREJ KACHYNA had a lot to grow into 
with a 6’3.5’’ frame and as a rookie import 
really started to adjust to life in NA by being a 
WJC standout at the U18 tournament in Grand 
Forks. An explosive skater, Kachyna is a 
springy defender whose adventurous nature 
doesn’t really match his low 13PT total. With 7 
of his 13PTS in his last 17GP, Kachyna spiked 
his PTS/GP rate by an organic 141% as 
Hamilton dropped slightly from 2.91 to 2.87. 
Having come a long ways in one season, 
Kachyna still has a lot of progress to make. He 
has all of the tools minus the shot volume 
(1.10SOG/GP) right now as a rangy, lanky, 
powerfully skating defenseman who can handle 
the puck. At the U18, Kachyna looked like a top 
4 D who made it his duty to chase offensive 
loose pucks and keep the play alive. He’s an 
enabling type D of who uses his size, skating, 
and hands to start or move along plays for his 
teammates. His ability to cover both ends of the 
ice with his feet and reach is exceptional. He’s 
still very skinny and weak for his size, and it 
shows when he tries to play physical. Classified 
with standard hockey sense, Kachyna isn’t 
immune to gaffes though for his roving playing 
style it doesn’t happen as much as it could. 
With Philadelphia stealing Philippe Myers as a 
FA, Kachyna presents a shot in the dark with 
similar qualities.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #132 

TYLER STEENBERGEN can thank Jake 
DeBrusk for chasing the Memorial Cup in Red 
Deer as the shift in Swift Current’s forward 
lineup really vaulted him in the 2nd half. A 
crafty, skill based forward with small stature 
from back in his HC U17 days, Steenbergen 
took his rookie season and half of this year to 
adjust to grind of the WHL. Once he did, he 
improved his PTS/GP 43% ending at a rate of 
.86 in the last third. With G% of Team GF at 
11%, Steenbergen’s scoring on SC is identical 
to first rounders Matt Tkachuk and Pascal 
Laberge. A flex forward who spent time 
switching with Glenn Gawdin in taking draws, 
Steenbergen is a small forward who lives off his 
ability to harness his speed and hands. A subtle 
puckhandler, he is an above average straight 
line skater who can really push the transition 
game through the neutral zone. He is the type 
of competitor whose steady navigation in 
possession and smart movement of the puck 
wears on you over time. With his first PP goal 
coming on January 9th, 74% of Steenbergen’s 
points came at ES. Though his weight is 
average, he needs to get stronger: on one 
memorable play he peeled off the boards and 
got laid out by a stationary REF in a moment 
that screamed ‘come on kid’. Steenbergen is 
stealthily productive and could be a gem for 
where he will be available.  
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: HAMILTON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.5" BIRTHPLACE: HOD/CZE

WEIGHT: 192 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 25D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 52 2 11 13 -17 25

POSITION: CEN TEAM: SWIFT CURRENT/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'10'' BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 181 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 17D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 20 26 46 -18 18



 
DRAFTBUZZ #133 

 
MATTHEW CAIRNS had some down 
momentum individually to end the year despite 
being an integral part of the Raiders getting to 
the OJHL championship round. The OHA’s 
top prospect stood out defensively at the WJAC 
and CJHL showing he could stifle top talent, 
but his overall game fell off in the OJHL 
playoffs. Losing reliability with the puck could 
be the reason he actually saw a spike in output 
going from .72PTS/GP in the regular season to 
.86PTS/GP. Opening up his game appeared to 
take him away from the defensively conscious 
puck mover he was earlier in the year. Against 
Trenton, on more than a few occasions he was 
uncharacteristically careless with the puck and 
was the focal point of turnovers. These plays 
magnified his lack of acceleration, top end 
speed, and overall slow reaction and 
adjustments. A Cornell recruit, it’s obvious he’s 
a student of the game and his entire body of 
work outweighs this spotty period of time. After 
all, it’s hard to be too critical of a rookie 
champion with the Toronto Patriots and 
sophomore runner up, especially when his 
showcase views this season were stellar. Cairns 
is a puck-swatting beast one-on-one, and can 
really shine as a game manager who can handle 
the puck and move it precisely. An otherwise 
smart but boring prospect, Cairns’ late season 
uptick offensively boosts him to a #4D top end, 
#5D reality, with a draft day projection for the 
3rd-4th round. 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #134 

JACK LAFONTAINE is a minimalistic 6’3’’ 
Canadian netminder with pre draft OJHL 
experience and now a full NAHL season under 
his belt as well. The Mississauga born Michigan 
recruit has a near flawless profile leading 
Georgetown in 30GP with .923SVS% last year, 
and Janesville in 41GP with .921SVS% this 
year. Lafontaine is big and looks it, playing a 
technical style based on little to no movement 
at all. On one hand he’s not very athletic and 
suffers when the play forces him to react 
rapidly, yet he finds a way to diminish the 
occurrences by his elite positioning and 
tracking. Lafontaine is well organized in the 
crease, and is always able to find himself in 
front of the play. He is a great breakaway goalie 
– he’s big, won’t fall for dekes, and has as good 
of a command on high shots as he does low. 
Lafontaine is above average with the blocker, 
which is hard to find. He needs to develop 
handling the puck outside of the crease as his 
passes aren’t always strong enough, nor is he 
quick enough to deal with forecheckers up 
against him. A steadfast goalie who maintains 
his elite play in the playoffs, Lafontaine will 
turn into a real prize if he can develop some 
more athleticism and NHL speed reaction at 
Michigan. 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: GEORGETOWN/OJHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 202 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 46 9 24 33 N/A 42

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: JANESVILLE/NAHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 197 CATCH: L

BMI: 24.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 18D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 41 2.16 0.921



 
DRAFTBUZZ #135 

 
KEATON MIDDLETON is a defensive 
monster who could have shifted in the NHL 
this past season based on physique and 
footwork alone. At 6’5.5’’ 233 pounds, 
Middleton and his 27.3BMI is one of the more 
NHL ready prospects in the draft. Middleton is 
a stifling nightmare for opposing forwards to go 
up against because he can keep up with them 
due to his mobility and explosiveness. Brother 
of LA’s draft pick Jacob, Middleton has limited 
offensive ability and doesn’t go out of his way 
to create as seen by his stagnant year to year 
production. He knows what he’s good at and 
did a good job this year of not sacrificing any of 
his defending strengths to add onto his 
offensive weakness. A fine puckhandler, he 
takes care of the puck well and can hit his first 
pass with reliability. While he’s not much of a 
shooter with 1.10SOG/GP, his size, reach, and 
agility make him an unconventionally decent 
point man. He engulfs opponents on his hits, 
and will fight guys his own size. The #5-#7D 
you see is what you will get with Middleton, as 
the value of a massive shutdown defenseman 
who can skate and pass continues to be high 
regardless of the lack of production.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #136 

 
TIM WAHLGREN is an unspectacular forward 
who is good at everything, yet has the streaky 
capacity for spectacular offensive eruption. A 
master of lurking and then sinking the dagger 
with sniper’s tendencies, Wahlgren blew up in 
the WJC U18 against SUI with a natural hat 
trick and ended with 3G in the other 6GP. In 
J20, Wahlgren dominated some of the most 
important categories as a draft eligible: #1 in 
ESG with 17, 2nd in ESG/GP with .44, and a 5th 
best SOG/GP rate in the last third of the season 
with 3.33. Wahlgren is a good two way forward 
who slants towards being more offensive. He’s 
a great skater who is noticeable for staying in 
motion and taking pucks in stride and creating 
quickly. Wahlgren has a great shot off the rush 
and on breakaway. Though he is good skater, 
he does tend to blend in and out of the play 
opting to wait for opportunities rather than 
dominate possession all by himself. In the 
defensive zone, he can play with an intensity to 
move pucks out. With 10GP at the SHL level 
this year, Wahlgren is already being groomed 
to take the next step into becoming a full time 
player next year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SAGINAW/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'5.5" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 233 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 66 1 6 7 -24 66

POSITION: CEN TEAM: MODO/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'0'' BIRTHPLACE: KRAM/SWE

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 16D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 39 20 25 45 13 55



 
DRAFTBUZZ #137 

 
GRAHAM MCPHEE has the unique 
opportunity to play for the same college hockey 
HC, Jerry York, that his NHL exec father 
George played for more than 30 years ago at 
Bowling Green State University. A top 5 
forward with 1PTS/GP+ in Shattuck at the 
Bantam and U16 level, McPhee got away from 
those scoring days and toiled in the bottom half 
of the NTDP U18 forward lineup this year. 
Regressing from 12PTS in 31GP with the U17’s 
at the USHL level last year, McPhee scored 
only 5G in 20GP with the U18’s at the USHL 
level this year. Despite not getting prime ice, 
McPhee played a physical, energy role and 
stood out for how hard he played when he did 
get ice. He’s a wide based, bowlegged skater 
who great balance and strength on his skates 
for his size. With a little bit of dance with the 
puck, McPhee isn’t afraid of the rough stuff and 
can stick through some nice plays setting 
linemates up. He’s the kind of utility forward 
who can dig in and be the first back to disrupt a 
potential breakaway and then pin the attacker 
against the boards until help comes. With 
throwaway stats because of limited role, 
McPhee’s eventual upside is unknown and hard 
to gauge. With BC, he looks like he could 
progress to being a capable two-way 2nd line 
winger. McPhee is a telegraphed NHL Draft 
pick around the 4th-5th round because of his 
NHL upbringing, overall game, and tenacity. 
 
 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #138 

 
MITCHELL MATTSON found a way to 
dominate USHS MN and hurt his draft stock at 
the same time. A tall and lanky finesse 
centerman, Mattson was a man amongst boys 
for Grand Rapids throughout the season and 
into section playoffs (60PTS in 31GP), but 
failed to translate that success to Bloomington. 
In fact, comparing his USHL play from the fall 
to spring shows regression based on playing 
with inferior competition. They say bad habits 
can form as a result, and it certainly looked like 
Mattson got too used to playing a slower pace. 
A skilled forward with great stickhandling, 
smooth skating, and star aura in USHS, 
Mattson looked slow to react and bottom liner-
ish in his USHL time post USHS playoffs. 
Skipping out on Bloomington ensured Mattson 
would be behind the curve when Grand Rapids 
season finished, and is now a risky long-term 
proposition. To his credit, the skill level was 
there and he has a lot of growing into his frame 
to do. Statistically, the North Dakota commit 
shouldn’t be expected to seriously contribute to 
the program until his junior year, but he has 
the tools to beat the forecast and prove that the 
rocky year this year was a fluke caused by 
external dynamics. 

 

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.25" BIRTHPLACE: MD/USA

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 11M 0D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 58 10 8 18 N/A 51

POSITION: CEN TEAM: GRAND RAPIDS/HIGH-MN

HEIGHT: 6'4.0" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 186 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 22D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 25 17 29 46 N/A 22



 
DRAFTBUZZ #139 

GRIFFIN LUCE is a shutdown defender with 
NHL ties and a lot of road to travel to make the 
NHL as a bottom pairing/7th D. Considering his 
father, Scott Luce, is Florida Panthers Dir of 
Player Personnel, it is a good bet he will either 
be a Panther draft pick or someone else’s late 
round favor to his dad this June. A bottom of 
the rung D for NTDP this year, Luce had the 
inside edge on the merry go round of similar D 
because of his size, physicality, and good 
handle on the puck. A technically sound skater 
for a guy with such low output, you could say 
he generally moved the puck better than 
Greenway. Offense isn’t his thing, and likely 
never will be, as his embarrassing 10SOG in 
25GP shows. Unfortunately, because of feeling 
the need to make his mark being low on the 
totem pole, Luce gets into the habit of running 
around and chasing plays he shouldn’t. 
Whether it’s to pinch, hit, or collect a puck that 
isn’t his to get, it makes him look erratic and 
uncontrolled. This leaves him open to getting 
burned, and really stressing his D partner 
should he read the play incorrectly. With years 
of waiting around for a probable limited 5D at 
best, Luce’s value should land as a 5th.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #140 

 
GRANT JOZEFEK was a steady, offensive 
piece for Lincoln all season building on his 
solid USHL rookie campaign last year. A late 
DOB, Jozefek is older and more advanced than 
portrayed showing mature instincts with the 
puck. Going from .96PTS/GP to .91PTS/PG in 
the last third demonstrates his stability as a top 
USHL’er and with Jozefek starting and 
finishing the year as a near PT/GP player. 
Jozefek is a shifty, fast, and sturdy winger who 
thrives the longer the puck is on his stick. He’s 
a top liner with duality as a passer and shooter 
making him unpredictable and tough to 
defend. Jozefek is a strong skater, with burst 
and has enough weight to cover 100% of the 
rink – he doesn’t shy away from gritty areas. 
Patience is needed with a charged skill forward 
like Jozefek, as he will try things not many 
others can even think of. He’s a guy who likes 
to challenge off the rush, will get creative, and 
bad breaks/lost pucks are going to be a part of 
his game. He’s honest, competes hard, and gets 
deep in his own zone to aid his linemates in the 
zone exit. The question is how well can he take 
his skillset and apply it to higher levels? Jozefek 
has the goods to be electric at Northeastern.  

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 217 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 3 8 11 N/A 82

POSITION: RW TEAM: LINCOLN/USHL

HEIGHT: 5'10" BIRTHPLACE: NJ/USA

WEIGHT: 185 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 30D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 21 32 53 9 41



 
DRAFTBUZZ #141 

 
OSKAR STAL LYRENAS is a rugged, 
expansive winger who went unnoticed in 
SuperElit J20 this season due to average 
production. A non-factor at Hlinka, Stal 
Lyrenas got better over the course of the year 
and ended a powerful skater with two way 
ability. Finishing with .78PTS/GP has more to 
do with MODO’s collapse in the last third than 
his own regression as they dropped 38% in 
G/GP from 3.85 to 2.50. Stal Lyrenas has a lot 
of raw tools to work with being near 6’1’’ with 
strong legs, having puck skill a notch over 
average, and being an unremitting shooter 
(3.25SOG/GP). As one of those powerful 
skaters who hits top end quickly because of his 
long, speed accumulating strides, Stal Lyrenas 
reaches a confident glide where he can overtake 
opponents with ease. He has a strong upper 
body and can lift sticks with ease, as well as 
lean into guys to simply take the puck away 
with brute strength. His perfect mix of 
ingredients makes him a solid winger in his 
own zone as a safe option for his D to look to 
for the exit. Stal Lyrenas might not have the 
clearest trajectory offensively, but has a fairly 
distinctive and pro style package.      

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #142 

 
ERLENDS KLAVINS is a dream 6’2 power 
center who looks more like a CHL bred 
forward than the obscure HK Riga MHL 
nobody he was up until March. Team Latvia 
leaned on Klavins at the recent U18 as a first 
line center and he delivered with 4G and 6PTS 
in 7GP along with 3.43SOG/GP. Behind the all 
around ability is a kid who excels in the tough 
parts of the ice and accents his play with a 
mean streak. He was ejected, on a questionable 
call, from the final relegation game after 
drilling a Dane so hard the guy was launched 
awkwardly from a distance tough to fault 
Klavins for. He can make plays in the offensive 
zone with stick speed on the pass or shot, 
which is attractive as he’s in the PF mold. A 
powerful skater with ample leg strength, he can 
cover a lot of ice in a few strides. A technically 
sound skater, he knows how to shift his center 
of mass through turns, but otherwise is pretty 
rigid and lacks mobility. This affects him 
challenging opponents in open ice where the 
last level of resistance stops him because he’s 
missing that extra bit of elusiveness. Despite 
the sketchy background, Klavins is about as pro 
style of a prospect as there can be combining 
size, top 6 skill, skating power, and physicality 
in an intriguing manner. 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: MODO/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'0.75" BIRTHPLACE: UMEA/SWE

WEIGHT: 194 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 1D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 36 13 15 28 3 22

POSITION: CEN TEAM: HK RIGA/MHL

HEIGHT: 6'2" BIRTHPLACE: LAT

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 16D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 42 4 5 9 -1 22



 
DRAFTBUZZ #143 

 
BRAYDEN BURKE was a top three, 100+ point 
WHL scorer who was ranked 176th last year as a 
mixed playmaking threat on a climbing 
Hurricanes squad. Now a D+1, Burke was 
Lethbridge’s top player by a fair amount 
picking up more assists (82) than most of the 
roster had points (only one with 82+). A near 
PT/GP player after January 2015 last year, 
Burke had all the makings of a breakout player 
and he really exploited his vision and passing 
this year. A pronounced passer, one of the 
main critiques on him was the Hurricanes were 
modest in exploiting his playmaking ability on 
the PP. One of the biggest improvements came 
with regards to this issue as he increased PP 
production from 7PTS to 40PTS in 2015-2016. 
Though, still managing .96ESPTS/GP shows 
Burke developed into an elite performer not 
solely reliant on the man advantage. Burke is a 
WHL knockoff imitation of Mitchell Marner as 
a light forward who jumps into his stride and 
has the range of motion to twist, turn, and 
shimmy his way to set up the pass. Burke didn’t 
make any specific gains off the puck this year as 
he’s still an average player in all things not 
offensive. He can take hits to move the puck 
and does fine in the grinding zones, but there 
are times when he’s skating and dilly dallying 
outside of the play. Burke needed to flex his 
offensive package first, and now needs to fill in 
the important details as an NHL worthy draft 
pick.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #144 

 
BRINSON PASICHNUK was the AJHL’s 
equivalent to Fabbro as he led the league in 
scoring by a defenseman (65PTS in 52GP), 
making his lack of buzz baffling. The upstart 
ASU’s prized recruit for 2016-2017, Pasichnuk 
will be a foundational rock for the Sun Devils 
just like he was for Bonnyville. Forget just 
leading the Pontiacs defense, the assistant 
captain Pasichnuk was a clear go-to skater as a 
confident, puck dominant leader. A natural 
skater and carrier, he loves to have the puck on 
his stick and is a reasonable adventurous when 
rushing the puck up ice.  He’s stocky at a 
reported 200 pounds, and doesn’t look small on 
the ice able to execute any kind of play he 
wants. A quick thinker, and reactor, Pasichnuk 
is able to attempt plays and second efforts on 
the puck defensively because he has the 
physical ability to do so. On the point, 
Pasichnuk has a crisp bomb from the point 
akin to a CHL’er like Mikhail Sergachev. Minor 
issues to improve are a short and choppy 
skating cadence, defensive engagement, and he 
seems to attract explosive trouble (9 
misconducts, 2 in one game). He is simply too 
talented and valuable to sit out over 3 minutes a 
game (161PIM). Because Arizona State is an 
unknown in terms of developmental success, 
it’s probable Pasichnuk goes undrafted even 
though the accomplishments and tools are 
worth a mid round selection. 

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: LETHBRIDGE/WHL

HEIGHT: 5"9.75" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 160 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 5M 23D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 72 27 82 109 36 44

POSITION: DEF TEAM: BONNYVILLE/AJHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.0" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 190 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 0D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 52 20 45 65 N/A 161



 
DRAFTBUZZ #145 

 
KEENAN SUTHERS had a lot more to give 
this year and it wasn’t his fault he couldn’t give 
it, thanks to NTDP’s player management and 
structure. Another 6’7 behemoth with check 
your eyes skating fluidity and mobility, Suthers 
could have easily been NTDP’s forward version 
of Logan Stanley had he been more invested in 
developmentally. Not only did Suthers struggle 
to get quality reps off the 4th line, but he was 
the one jettisoned to the U17 team for 7GP and 
got screwed out of playing with the team at the 
WJC U18. Suthers is a potential home run pick 
for his skating ability, developing skill, and 
dexterity to keep up with the action. Posting 
4G-9A-13PTS at the USA Select 16 camp in 
2014-2015 suggests that he might be able to 
produce as a veteran in the NCAA. Suthers 
needs to improve his balance, and impact 
coordination with the puck meaning some plays 
simply eluded him that more TOI would train 
him to execute properly. He’s really an unusual 
big man for the tools he combines, and very 
easily could end up as a 6’7’’ 240-250 pound 2nd 
line winger at Western Michigan.  

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #146 

JORDAN SAMBROOK is more of a project 
than he seems who is on track to turn out to be 
a high risk, one-dimensional offensive 
defenseman. At first glance, Sambrook seems 
like another blueliner in the pipeline destined 
to slowly add more TOI and break out, but the 
hockey sense and reliability is just not there. 
Offensively, he’s right at the cusp with really 
likeable metrics: improved 67% in the last third 
from .33 to .55PTS/GP when Erie dropped 
G/GP by 5% from 4.02 to 3.38. All 9 of his goal 
were at ES, as well as 82% of his 27PTS. 
Sambrook has good size, is a decent skater, and 
really thrives on the point with clear option to 
shoot or pass. His shot is strong despite the fact 
that he didn’t use it much (69SOG in 67GP). 
He keeps up fine as a skater, but lacks in a few 
key areas such as reverse skating power and 
positional mobility. Sambrook looked lost more 
often than not in his own zone, opting to stay 
distant from the play as his partner handled 
things. He can be 50/50 with the puck, and in 
the choices he makes such as pinching. He is 
not yet a D who you can trust and rely on. By 
the off chance Sambrook’s mixed role 
restricted him from ‘settling in’, he might be 
appealing as a lesser OHL version of 2015’s 
Tate Olson.  

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'7.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 223 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 51 4 7 11 N/A 16

POSITION: DEF TEAM: ERIE/OHL

HEIGHT: 6.1.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 187 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 9 18 27 11 40



 
DRAFTBUZZ #147 

ALAN LYSZCZARCZYK turned himself into a 
legit NHL Draft prospect after being an OHL 
FA invite who played 4 years of minor hockey 
in the Czech Republic. Nothing about 
Lyszczarczyk’s rise is ordinary, as the reason 
Sudbury was able to snag him was due to the 
fact that his parents were US residents making 
him ineligible for the CHL Import Draft. Born 
in Poland and having used Pavel Jenys as a 
translator during the year, Lyszczarczyk found a 
way to make his speed and grit work for him on 
NA ice. A product of KLH Chomutov’s system, 
Lyszczarczyk is a gritty N-S winger who owns 
above average acceleration and straight-line 
power. His presence as a forechecker exceeds 
his ability to take on D one-on-one currently, as 
he can sometimes get flustered in possession. 
While he might not be the outright finesse 
forward who will wow, Lyszczarczyk does do a 
good job of opening up the ice and spurring 
offensive events that his linemates can 
capitalize on. His production as a first year after 
a rough first three weeks of games and 0PTS 
puts him as a prospect with accelerative value 
as an adjusted post draft sophomore. Tied 19th 
out of CHL first year eligibles for PTS% of 
Team GF with 28%, Lyszczarczyk means the 
same to Sudbury as a guy like Taylor Raddysh 
does to Erie. Lyszczarczyk is an under the radar 
pickup to be a speedy, grinding, 3rd line winger.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #148 

LINUS LINDSTROM won’t give you 
fireworks, but there’s no denying he was the 
backbone of his Skelleftea J20 team and 
internationally for Team Sweden. In J20 action, 
on top of finishing the playoffs with 10PTS in 
6GP, Lindstrom was a top 5 player in multiple 
categories: 5th in ESG/GP with .30, 1st in FO% 
with 57.4% and 369W, 3rd in PTS/GP in last 
third with 1.33. These were all on top of the 
fact that he improved PTS/GP 38.9% from .96 
to 1.33 and increased SOG/GP by 23% from 
2.28 to 2.80. A stabilizing two-way centerman, 
Lindstrom is a roving down the middle type 
who is always around the play. As good as he is 
in giving his D support and providing them a 
failsafe option, he can pounce on plays past 
center ice and create. Though his ESG data 
hints more upside as a goal scorer, there’s no 
mistaking Lindstrom is a playmaking pivot who 
lives to feed his linemates. Lindstrom’s skating 
is all over the place possibly due to fatigue or 
even growth as he looks bigger than reported 
5’11’’. In Skelleftea, it was fly through the 
neutral zone fast though his legs dragged low a 
bit. At the WJC U18 he just looked like a 
muted skater who needs technique work. An all 
situations rock, Lindstrom might still fall short 
in dynamic traits in the eyes of the NHL. 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: SUDBURY/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.25" BIRTHPLACE: NJ/USA

WEIGHT: 184 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 67 17 33 50 -25 36

POSITION: CEN TEAM: SKELLEFTEA/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: SKELL/SWE

WEIGHT: 164.6 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 16D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 40 14 30 44 9 28



 
DRAFTBUZZ #149 

DEAN STEWART is a back-to-back MJHL 
champion who used the WJAC and CJHL TPG 
platforms to spike his draft stock furiously in 
the 2nd half. Stewart not only won hardware, 
but showed individual growth that helps 
override the weak league concern by increasing 
his PTS/GP from .52 to 1.00 in the playoffs. 
The 2017 Nebraska-Omaha commit turned into 
a minute munching leader on the backend 
during the Terriers Turnbull Cup 
Championship run. He’s an above average 
skater with a low BMI frame of 22.1. While he 
still needs to add considerable weight, he still 
looked very coordinated for his current 
development. He’s an above average puck 
rusher at the MJHL level who loves to drive the 
right wing and set his streaking forwards up 
down the middle. In all three zones, Stewart is 
a candidate for puck retrieval and igniting the 
attack. He has very good athleticism in a way 
that will transcend his league and at the right 
time help him adjust to higher levels of hockey. 
A lot of his concern comes from how much risk 
there is in taking him from the MJHL and not 
knowing how he will translate. His defensive 
understanding will have to expand, as he does 
rely on his elite tools at this level. Stewart could 
surprise as an early third round pick if a team 
sees the future more than the present.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #150 

JOONA KOPPANEN is a wildcard Finn who 
already gives off visions of a playoff competitor 
who can offer interchangeability throughout 
the lineup. Nearly 6’5 and underweight for his 
height at 23.1BMI, Koppanen is already an 
athletic, strong centerman with a defensive flair 
for the game. At the recent U18, Koppanen was 
a noticeable cornerstone of the Finnish PK sent 
out to shut down opponents as much as he 
could handle. Well-rounded, Koppanen went 
57% on faceoffs winning 45 of 79 and played an 
aggressive checking game. He’s physical, uses 
smart stick work, and can anticipate the play off 
the puck well. Though his .65PTS/GP in Jr A is 
low, he does have a history with Ilves system 
producing like a first liner scoring 1.36PTS/GP 
in Jr C and 1.50PTS/GP in Jr B. Koppanen 
might lack the high end dekes, highlight reel 
goals, and offensive swagger of an elite pick, 
but the puck skill is there and so is the scoring 
history. With more offensive skill than he is 
letting on, Koppanen can skate and has the 
dense type of NHL suited game that could 
garner a surprising selection in June.  

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: PORTAGE/MJHL

HEIGHT: 6'2" BIRTHPLACE: MB/CAN

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 42 8 14 22 N/A 28

POSITION: LW TEAM: ILVES/JR A

HEIGHT: 6'4.5" BIRTHPLACE: TAMP/FIN

WEIGHT: 192 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 30D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 40 9 17 26 12 14



 
DRAFTBUZZ #151 

YEGOR KORSHKOV is on an impressive 
upward trajectory as a late rising 6’3’’ winger 
after going undrafted in the last two drafts. 
Looking at Korshkov’s collection of 
information, it is hard not to think it’s just a 
lesson in timing and environment meaning 
everything to a player’s status/perception. 
Hitting all the right notes along the way, 
Korshkov has had an electric year: solid 19YO 
production in the KHL with 12PTS in 41GP, 
WJC standout with 8PTS in 7GP for Team 
Russia, and MHL playoff dominance with 
19PTS in 15GP. Making amends for not being a 
‘ready’ NHL Draft prospect as a 17 or 18YO, 
Korshkov now sits a PF who loves to get to the 
front of the net when he’s not pulling off high 
end moves out in the open. Korshkov is a 
stellar puckhandler who can hold onto the 
puck well as he famously showed on his 
highlight reel WJC spin-o-rama goal. Because 
most of Korshkov’s goals coming from driving 
to the net, he has to prove he is a threat as a 
shooter. After only 1.05SOG/GP in the KHL 
regular season, he jumped to 3.27SOG/GP in 
the MHL playoffs showing he might just need 
to adjust to playing with men. Under contract 
until the spring of 2018, Korshkov might be 
ready to cross over sooner as a jubilant Russian 
buyout. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #152 

 
JOSH ANDERSON is a big, physical, team first 
defensive defenseman who had his season cut 
in half because of a freak spinal fracture. True 
to his identity, the back injury came by falling 
chest first into the boards on an attempted hit 
on big Vancouver Giants forward Radovan 
Bondra. Up until that point, Anderson had 10 
fights with 3 multi fight games and was 
establishing himself as PG’s nasty policeman 
(against bigs like Hauf, Loewen, Kolesar). At 
6’2.25’’ 221 pounds, Anderson is really fleet of 
skate and stout in a defensive posture. His 
reverse skating is just as smooth as forward, 
and his footwork is strong making him mobile 
on the blueline. He’s a first pass, quick out kind 
of defenseman who has shown limited upside 
offensively up until the injury. Anderson is fine 
at the point in a simple way. Over his career, 
Anderson has been one of the more hyped 
defenders whose decision-making has been a 
question mark. His season ended with some 
growth in this area, but it remains to be seen if 
he will continue to improve. Unless Anderson 
radically changes his personality post draft, he 
will be looked as a secure pick with size and 
brawn who could potentially be a #6-#7D. 

 

 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: LOKOMOTIV/KHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.0" BIRTHPLACE: NOV/RUS

WEIGHT: 180 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 21.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 11M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 41 6 6 12 1 23

POSITION: DEF TEAM: PRINCE GEORGE/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.25" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 221 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 28.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 39 1 5 6 -4 86



 
DRAFTBUZZ #153 

ANTOINE SAMUEL is one of the oldest first 
year eligibles in the draft yet might be one of 
the least developed goaltenders physically. 
Traded from the 4th best Shawinigan Cataractes 
to the league worst Baie-Comeau Drakkar, 
Samuel wasn’t fazed much by the drop in talent 
around him. What Samuel does have attached 
to his name is an interesting goalie fight in 
March 2016 after joining a scrum against an 
Armada skater and beating up on him because 
of his crease crashing. Samuel is a very light 
goalie whose lack of weight straddles both 
negative and positive spectrums. On one hand, 
he’s very responsive in movement and can 
move around with quickness. On the other, he 
shows daylight in way too many places that 
bigger goalies wouldn’t. He really looks like he 
could stand to add around 20 pounds 
minimum. He’s pretty athletic in a technical 
manner, meaning he’s not a highlight reel 
goalie though he’s explosive and crisp through 
positions. He has very strong pushoff laterally, 
and owns a coordinated slide with a hard to 
describe semi-reverse stop that he uses to get 
up while in motion. He’s a very good direct 
stop who absorbs what he should, but knows 
when to redirect certain shots. Montembeault is 
proof draft year stats below .900 shouldn’t be a 
distraction as Samuel had a comparable year 
with .892SVS% with SHA and .887SVS% with 
BC. Samuel has likeable qualities to invest in 
and see what happens with physical growth and 
uptake into a pro pipeline. 

DRAFTBUZZ #154 

 
MARCUS SIREN is a defensively conscious 
centerman who has fit in with older 
competition because he’s wired strong, a good 
skater, and mature as a late DOB. Siren’s 
advanced persona helped him get a half season 
in with Timra in Allsvenskan as well as holding 
his own in a U19 5 Nations tournament in 
February with Team Sweden. Siren is a 
complete, hard to rattle thick forward who is a 
good skater with above average balance. He’s 
strong and can play a pro style game on the 
puck; it’s just that it won’t be very creative. 
Siren is a definite a N-S guy who gets his 
opportunities from driving hard down the slot 
and working the boards. A first guy back type, 
he plays the center role how you want a 
shutdown C to in being prompt, aware, and 
ready bump or hit to make a play. Already good 
on faceoffs, Siren improved his FO% from 54% 
to 61% in the last third of the J20 SuperElit 
season giving him an average of 57% on 520 
draws. His skillset is decent, but it’s 
maintaining his shot volume (2.66SOG/GP at 
J20) that will determine if he makes gains as he 
adjusts to the older Allsvenskan competition. 
Siren won’t try to dangle the world, but he will 
try to execute smart hockey plays giving him 
great translation potential for a draft pick. 

 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: BAIE-COMEAU/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.5" BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 187 CATCH: L

BMI: 23.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 9M 7D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 24 3.62 0.887

POSITION: CEN TEAM: TIMRAJR/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'0.0" BIRTHPLACE: OST/SWE

WEIGHT: 183 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 23D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 35 10 22 32 -8 20



 
DRAFTBUZZ #155 

 
TOMASS ZEILE is a hardnosed, all purpose 
defender who had a coming out party at the 
U18 as captain of Team Latvia. With an 
unconventional draft season of playing in J18 
Elit in Sweden, the physical two-way leader 
may have been limited in accessibility to better 
competition due to being a Latvian outsider. 
On one of the weaker offenses against tough 
competition, Zeile scored a few big goals in the 
U18 (GTG in final relegation game OTW) to 
give him 5PTS in 7GP. Average height and 
build, it’s his energy to step up on his shifts to 
make big plays that’s impressive – be it throw a 
big hit, sprint to a loose puck, pinch at the 
offensive blueline, or even travel outside of 
most D’s comfort zone for a scoring chance. 
Zeile’s range to step up in the offensive zone 
puts him as more offensive of a player than one 
would think. He has strong instincts to read the 
play and picks his shots with accuracy on top of 
being an efficient puck mover. While not 
immune to mishaps because of his aggressive 
play, it’s a part of his game that is endurable 
especially because this recent U18 was a 
milestone learning experience for him. If the 
raw Zeile can get to NA next year, he could see 
a breakout year expanding on his strengths in 
the right environment.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #156 

 
AAPELI RASANEN has the kind of innate 
hockey sense that can catapult prospects at the 
right time and for this balanced center it was 
the last two months of the season. After an 
uneventful first half as a low key forward, 
Rasanen tied for 1st in scoring at the U18 5 
Nations in February (4GP-3G-2A-5PTS) and 
then landed as a top 10 scorer at the WJC U18 
(7GP-3G-6A-9PTS). They say small samples can 
be misleading; Rasanen’s WJC U18 is one to go 
all in on: also 69% at the dot winning 97 of 141 
and single handedly saving Finland’s 
tournament vs US scoring the GTG with under 
5’, scoring the GWG with :37 left, and primary 
assisting on the ENG. Rasanen is a gentlemanly 
two way C who doesn’t really tip to either pass 
or shot, but does have really soft hands and is a 
great stickhandler. A patient player off the 
puck, he has a good understanding of when to 
step up or stick check making him an asset in 
recovering the puck and breaking out up ice. 
With a strong second half, Rasanen needs to 
prove he isn’t just a streaky scorer and can step 
up and flex his talent more consistently with 
zest. Rasanen won’t be a statement draft pick 
because he’s a quiet talent, but he stepped up 
at crucial times and is too smart/skilled to go 
undrafted.  

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: WINGS/J18 ELIT

HEIGHT: 5'11" BIRTHPLACE: LAT

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 29D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 27 6 14 20 5 45

POSITION: CEN TEAM: TAPPARA/JR A

HEIGHT: 6'0'' BIRTHPLACE: TAMP/FIN

WEIGHT: 196 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 23D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 50 19 19 38 17 26



 
DRAFTBUZZ #157 

MARCO MIRANDA is an enigmatic top two 
rounds collection of talent, yet it’s his lack of 
pulse that begs the question of if he’s even 
worth a selection at all. Miranda is a 6’2.5’’ 
smooth skating winger who has seen a lot of 
U18 ice with Team Switzerland and is looked 
upon as one of their best 98s. A skill oriented 
forward, Miranda is a good stickhandler and 
passer who opts to float around and stay on the 
outside of the play. With 10G in 36GP in NLB 
action, it’s a disappointment Miranda couldn’t 
parlay that experience playing in Switzerland’s 
2nd tier into a better draft year internationally. 
Miranda finished the year on a down note, 
scoring 2PTS in 4GP at the WJAC, and 1PT in 
5GP at the WJC U18. His 4SOG in 5GP in the 
U18 is terrible and points to problems 
generating offense within his own age group. 
Once in a while he will throw a hit, or make a 
surprisingly smart read backchecking, but this 
is a kid who drove scouts mad all year long with 
the potential to do so much more. The 
excitement Miranda’s tools generates is 
squashed by his inability to accomplish much 
with them and lack of passion to be a difference 
maker. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #158 

 
NIKLAS POSTEL is a trailblazing German 
sleeper at forward playing for EC Salzburg II. 
Shining late in the season internationally at the 
WJC U18 D1A tournament, Postel led Team 
Germany on his back to winning Silver. Taking 
first in assists (6) and points (8), Postel 
solidified his draft ranking and is one of the 
first to put the newly minted Red Bull Hockey 
Academy on the NHL Draft map. The most 
efficient way to describe Niklas Postel is Carl 
Hagelin-reincarnated. Postel’s game is derived 
from speed, speed, and more speed. A 
determined pitbull, Postel has the wheels to get 
him to pucks, and the puck ability and vision to 
do something creative with them. He’s only 
5’11’’ 168 pounds, but you wouldn’t know it 
from his on ice mannerisms. With a low center 
of gravity, he’s strong on his skates and stick. 
Considering he first made waves at the Vlad 
Dzurilla tournament in February, Postel is on a 
sharp development curve trending up. Other 
than size, he shows no real flaw other than 
needing to continue to head towards his peak 
offensively. Against the more well known 
forwards in this draft, Postel could be seen as a 
complimentary winger, but even that will be up 
in the air moving forward. Postel is such a 
darkhorse that you hope is in good hands at the 
unproven RBHC if he can’t be pried away. 

 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: GC KUSNACHT/NLB

HEIGHT: 6'2.5" BIRTHPLACE: DUB/SUI

WEIGHT: 194 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 22D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 36 10 5 15 -17 12

POSITION: LW TEAM: EC SALZBURG/RBHS U20

HEIGHT: 5'9.3" BIRTHPLACE: SCHO/GER

WEIGHT: 143 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 20.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 5D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 36 14 9 23 N/A 20



 
DRAFTBUZZ #159 

 
EETU TUULOLA had a downer season 
finishing worse than he started going from an 
anticipated top two line heavy shooter to a 
bottom six forward with just size and a shy 
shot. Always a capable, beefy forward, Tuulola 
looked poised to become one of the top FIN 
forwards outside of the big two because of his 
firm U17 international play and PF potential. 
However, missing time due to injury really 
interrupted his draft year and stalled his 
development. With HPK, Tuulola saw drops in 
both regular season (-44%) and playoff point 
production (-79%), and his G/GP fell more than 
50% from .64 to .31. Tuulola is a bull on his 
skates who is an upbeat player in the offensive 
zone because of his interest in getting to the 
paint and boards and using his size. Physically, 
some defenders don’t even want to deal with 
him and ease up while the rest just have a hard 
time with his grind game. Tuulola is a dogged 
shooter who has a persistent quality to get his 
shots off when he’s in the offensive zone. His 
footwork is labored because he’s a big boy, but 
he’s aware of this and adjusts to the play 
minimizing his lack of pickup. Scoring 2G-2A-
4PTS in every tournament this year, Tuulola’s 
12PTS in 16GP across Hlinka, 5N, and U18 
WJC is still respectable and makes one 
question his offputting Jr. A numbers. Tuulola 
doesn’t have much momentum behind his draft 
stock, and will be a mid rounder for the team 
who predicts his injury limited him. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #160 

ZACHARY POIRIER is proof that a torrid 
finish can resurrect a nose-diving draft stock 
and completely rewrite the next year’s outlook. 
If you caught Poirier in the beginning of the 
year, you would have seen a grinder struggling 
to find himself offensively. However, his 6G-
3A-9PTS finish in his last 9GP showed a 
winger breaking out and connecting on his 
energetic style of play off the wing. Typically, a 
player with Poirier’s draft season on the whole 
goes undrafted, but there’s something to be 
said with the amount of life and fire he plays 
with and streak he finished on. Highly 
impressive as a U17, Poirier has more depth to 
him than just a few games in his draft season. 
Poirier is a crash and burn right-winger who 
loves contact and has always been a goal 
oriented scorer. He has great speed, promising 
strength on the puck and can take hits, and 
dives head first into the forecheck. Being 
trained in Stan Butler’s system means he comes 
with good defensive tendencies, and because 
he’s hardnosed will get even better as he grows 
into his body. He’s not overly skilled as a 
stickhandler, but was logging a lot of time with 
the puck towards the end of the year. Poirier is 
a good bet to hit north of 20G next year; the 
most important question is how much more 
dynamic can he get using his 2015-2016 finish 
as a springboard? 

 

POSITION: RW TEAM: HPK/JR A

HEIGHT: 6'2'' BIRTHPLACE: HAM/FIN

WEIGHT: 227 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 29.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 29 9 5 14 -3 22

POSITION: CEN TEAM: NORTH BAY/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 193 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 15 9 24 -15 62



 
DRAFTBUZZ #161 

 
OTTO SOMPPI was a 19th overall CHL Import 
Draft pick looked upon to band-aid a Halifax 
lineup that lost import Nikolaj Ehlers, yet 
found himself a central figure in a youth 
movement. Prior to the fire sale that saw major 
pieces like Danny Moynihan and Timo Meier 
depart Halifax, Somppi endured an early 
season injury to his shoulder that saw him miss 
most of November and struggle to regain form 
for another month and half from DEC to mid 
JAN (PTS in only 5GP of 17GP stretch). 
Somppi is a stable centerman with some grit 
who is reliant on basic distribution. Not really a 
flashy stickhandler, nor high-end passer, he 
also isn’t much of a shooter clocking in with 
mid range D or third/fourth line forward type 
of shot totals (107 in 59GP). He does protect the 
puck well, and is a glue guy capable of 
centering elite talents because he is a 200 foot 
player. At the U18 he didn’t score much, with 
2PTS in 7GP, though he was the #1 faceoff 
man going 68/98 for 69.3%. Giving some weight 
to his tournament specialization, he went 
456/860 in the Q for 53.4%. By PTS/GP, 
Somppi is comparable to 2015’s N.Roy/JC 
Beaudin, and the fact that he increased his 
PTS/GP 3.9% when Halifax dropped 13.8% in 
the last 1/3 is a sign of his offensive capability 
in a bad situation. Somppi is an interesting 
rank because the subjective intrigue isn’t there, 
but the underlying objective data says he has a 
shot as a solid 3C down the road. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #162 

 
PATRIK BAJKOV is an all situations, smart 
kind of forward who has gotten the short end of 
the scouting stick because of the 2nd worst 
scoring Everett team he was on. Although the 
basic stats are similar, Bajkov showed growth in 
percentage of Team GF he contributed to 
improving PTS% from 18.6% to 25.6%. Bajkov 
is an asset in all three zones because of his 
skating and puckhandling combination. He 
might not have the top end speed you want in a 
playmaking forward, but does have the grace 
and agility to make plays with the puck and 
keep his footwork sharp as he does so. His 
passing is above average, and is the type of 
building block forward who is always making 
the smallest of puck movements to spur plays. 
Generally a skill player, he has a good shot that 
he didn’t use as much this season as seen by his 
7G drop on the PP from 11 to only 4. Bajkov 
works well against WHL resistance, which is 
likely because he’s an older NOVDOB going on 
his 4th year in the league. With over 200GP in 
the WHL as well as a top CHL pre-draft year, 
Bajkov has earned the chance to prove himself 
as a draft plus one in a higher scoring 
environment.  

 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: HALIFAX/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.75" BIRTHPLACE: HEL/FIN

WEIGHT: 179 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 13 33 46 -15 25

POSITION: LW TEAM: EVERETT/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.5" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 175 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 71 18 28 46 9 22



 
DRAFTBUZZ #163 

COLIN GRANNARY might just be one of the 
shiftiest east to west threats in NA outside of 
the major developmental leagues in the BCHL. 
As an older 2016 NHL Draft eligible with a 
September 97DOB, Grannary saw significant 
2nd year development with Merritt improving 
his goal scoring rate 47%, assist rate 153%, and 
total point production an even 100%. Grannary 
is a relentless, shifty centerman who has 
unmatched determination to beat defenders 
with the puck on his stick. His passion to shake 
free is one of his best assets and shows up on 
the scoresheet as he can buy his own real estate 
to set up a vision-powered pass. Team West’s 
player of the game at the CJHL Top Prospects 
Game, he scored a goal off of a rebound 
because of his positioning and quick yet calm 
under pressure backhand. Great on faceoffs, 
Grannary was also used in all situations and 
made his mark with undeniable puck sense and 
effort on his entire shift. Like a flawed 
diamond, Grannary has skating issues that 
temper his value specifically top end power 
output and speed. Add that to average 
measurables and being an older DOB and the 
odds are stacked against him making 
considerable gains. With top 60 puck skill, 
effort, and IQ, Grannary is one of a rare few 
who might be able to make the show with less 
than desirable skating. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #164 

CJ DODERO showed a propensity to play a 
heavy style, and had his most dynamic 
performance of the year at the USHL Top 
Prospects game where he scored a goal. Dodero 
used the USHL TPG as a springboard 
improving his PTS/GP 23% while Sioux City 
dropped a 2nd worst 21% to 2.10G/GP in the last 
third. Dodero will never be mistaken for a 
skilled top 6 forward, but does offer an easy to 
read sizeable winger who competes shift to 
shift. With average mobility and footwork, 
Dodero can get to decent top speed as seen by 
his forechecking. He’s atleast quick enough to 
get to his hits that he loves to throw. He’s an 
average stickhandler, who can get off 
infrequent howitzers when things are clicking 
for him. An asset in the defensive zone, he has 
the size to win battles and come away with the 
puck while having the interest to do so. Dodero 
pitches in more than his wing position 
requires, going low to help his D out. Dodero 
has never been a big point producer even as far 
back as Bantam in Colorado, but could be a 
bottom line forward who translates his 
production seamlessly to the playoffs. With a 
2017-2018 arrival to Denver, Dodero has some 
time to work up his offense and create at a 
quicker pace. 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: MERRITT/BCHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.0" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 170 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 9M 0D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 55 28 48 76 1 44

POSITION: LW TEAM: SIOUX CITY/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.75" BIRTHPLACE: CO/USA

WEIGHT: 196 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 9 12 21 -12 38



 
DRAFTBUZZ #165 

MIKHAIL MESCHERYAKOV is a baby clone 
of RUS 2015 Dmitry Zhukenov cut from the 
same intelligent cloth. Literally looking like a 
boy, skinny and agile, Mescheryakov saw 
tremendous growth (288% increase in PTS) in 
the MHL from last year. With a generally 
positive year, it wasn’t completely linear as 
Mescheryakov saw his role decrease to 13-14th 
forward at what ended up being the final 
tournament for him on the year. Truthfully, he 
looked like the 21.8BMI kid who was trying to 
explode out yet couldn’t. Mescheryakov’s best 
traits are his innate sense to key in on all 3 
zones, agility and footwork to harass and evade, 
and random howitzers that come out of thin air. 
He’s not a mindblowing talent offensively, but 
the mental game is very strong and he can be 
one of those unexpected glue guys who 
disrupts the play. He’s a long way off - like 
really long - needing to develop physically and 
then expand on his strengths in his new body. 
At the borderline for height, substandard for 
weight, and what probably is seen as iffy skill 
right now, Mescheryakov may be an undrafted 
‘let’s wait and see’ Russian to the NHL.   

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #166 

 
JAMES SANCHEZ is a likeable N-S gritty 
winger who endeared himself to the NTDP 
coaching staff as a high effort, dependable 
forward. A broad shouldered, strapping skater, 
Sanchez will never be confused for a top sixer, 
but does impress with snipes that come out of 
nowhere. Utilized as a checking winger and 
penalty kill staple, he generates good skating 
power over his first few strides, though he’s not 
particularly agile nor quick in footwork. 
Sanchez is a pretty transparent player as you 
will never get flash from him, but an honest 
effort and straight forward grinding game. 
Sanchez hasn’t really developed much 
offensively in the NTDP program, but does 
have Chicago minor hockey experience scoring 
at 1PTS/GP. It’s possible that his simple skill 
could translate better in the future, but the 
odds are against him. You hope he has the 
flexibility to add softness to his rather stiff 
puckhandling, and can get him to capitalize on 
his shot more in the offensive zone. Sanchez 
has the character and measurables to earn an 
NHL bottom line, most likely 4th, wing role way 
down the line making him a decent grab in the 
5th or 6th round. 
 

 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: TEAM RUSSIA U18/MHL

HEIGHT: 5'10'' BIRTHPLACE: MOS/RUS

WEIGHT: 152 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 21.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 6D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 37 11 12 23 9 14

POSITION: LW TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.25" BIRTHPLACE: IL/USA

WEIGHT: 184 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 30D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 9 9 18 N/A 38



 
DRAFTBUZZ #167 

KRISTIAN REICHEL is an incomplete center 
prospect who has a confusing puck possessive 
style that has no real substance to it. Reichel is 
real skilled with the puck, but lacks an ability to 
do anything meaningful with it. A center with 
his stickhandling should impact the game much 
more than he does. Way bigger than his 630 
NHL PT father Robert at 6’1’’, the younger 
Reichel faded in tournaments over the course 
of the season going from 6PTS in his first 8GP 
to just 3A in his last 9GP. Boosted by Czech’s 
horrifying offensive prospect pool, he has held 
leadership roles as an AC and been a decent 
top 6 forward despite the flaws. Reichel 
improved his top end speed and gained some 
power over the course of the season. Early on, 
he looked downright awkward and worked it at 
so now his footwork and agility is just 
questionable. At a low BMI of 22, it may be just 
that he’s young physically and needs to grow 
up to make more confident decisions. A great 
example of balancing the valuation, Reichel 
might miss the mark in terms of what you want 
in a player, but does have the isolated puck 
skill, size, and brand name to change that. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #168 

 
DOMENIC COMMISSO is the latest random 
Oshawa rookie center to battle his way onto 
draft lists. It didn’t take long for the new guy 
out of the OJHL to make his impact in the 
OHL, finding his way onto a line with Michael 
Dal Colle as the perfect playmaker. Although 
directly affected by the team’s eventual firesale, 
Commisso’s game didn’t change much from 
being a gritty, two way, 2nd line playmaking 
center. Commisso is a strong skater with great 
outside speed predicated on top end 
acceleration and smooth crossovers. He’s a fast, 
relentless forward who shows ability as a 
forechecker and backchecker. His hands are 
soft, but there is a little delay in his puck 
actions that he needs to remove. It’s almost as if 
he is not strong/explosive enough to snap his 
stick right now. He needs to show he can 
improve at the dot as a sophomore as he went 
just below 50% this season and knowing his 
character he likely will. He’s average sized at 
5’11’’, but you can’t take for granted the 
concentration and effort he gives to make plays. 
Commisso is not all that different from last 
year’s Oshawa favorite Anthony Cirelli, albeit 
with a little less top end as Commisso is closer 
to who he is going to be at the same point. 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: LITVINOV/CZE U20

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: CZE

WEIGHT: 167 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 28 17 7 24 -3 16

POSITION: CEN TEAM: OSHAWA/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 5D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 66 18 24 42 -9 32



 
DRAFTBUZZ #169 

DANIIL MIROMANOV was not a draft 
consideration in 2015 as a GTHL’er who 
missed games, but has made considerable 
headway on becoming one in less than a year. 
Landing in Acadie-Bathurst, Miromanov grew 
into a top 6 forward who improved by the day. 
A mid-July DOB, Miromanov is an overager 
whose body is still changing at a large 6’3.5’’ 
185 pounds and BMI of 22.8. With a great 
physique, Miromanov is part dangler, part 
scorer, and part gritty N-S-E-W forward who 
pays attention in all three zones. For all the 
physical development that lay ahead of him, 
he’s still pretty advanced as a forward who can 
lead the attack with the puck on his or act 
quickly when needed as a trailer. He’s has an 
air of confidence when he cuts through the 
middle of the ice and slot, which contributes to 
his goal scoring tendencies. Erupting for a 4G 
game in the playoffs against Saint John was a 
highlight moment of the year that showed 
scouts a switch he can turn on. Miromanov’s 
pace is good for the junior level with unchained 
leg power, but does need to strengthen his first 
step and smooth out his crossovers. A vibrant 
player for being an overager, Miromanov is a 
skilled power forward prospect who has been 
and will continue on a steep trajectory. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #170 

OLIVIER LAFRENIERE might have played 
the last two years in a league of low intrigue, 
but his playing style and toolkit is far from 
boring. Spending both his pre-draft and draft 
year in the OJHL with the Wellington Dukes, 
Lafreniere has made strides in both the regular 
season and playoffs showing growth. A top 5 
goalie in GAA and SVS%, Lafreniere was 
named to OJHL 1st Team All Prospects. 
Lafreniere is a 6’2’’ aggressive goalie who has 
shown ability to challenge shooters, absorb 
rebounds, and be a plus puckhandler and 
passer. One of the most notable observations 
scouts will make about him is how far he will 
travel to cut down on an angle. It’s not unusual 
to see this kid complete a semi circle of 
footwork above and outside the blue paint of 
the crease nor head atleast two feet away from 
it to make a stop on a moving play. It’s 
different, but he has done a good job of 
managing this really well at the OJHL level. As 
seen in his crease mannerisms, Lafreniere likes 
to involve himself even on the simplest plays 
just to get a touch on the puck and move it for 
his skaters. Lafreniere suffers in tight to the net 
where he has to react quickly and get down to 
butterfly, which makes sense considering his 
comfort level lay further out. Lafreniere looks 
to have a decent package to mold into looking 
more like a netminder and less like a skater. 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: ACADIE-BATHURST/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'3.5" BIRTHPLACE: MOSK/RUS

WEIGHT: 185 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 11M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 64 22 20 42 -6 18

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: WELLINGTON/OJHL

HEIGHT: 6'2" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 195 CATCH: L

BMI: 25 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 16D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 31 2.32 0.926



 
DRAFTBUZZ #171 

DYLAN WELLS just finished his second 
season with the Peterborough Petes where his 
numbers reflected his struggling team. Despite 
his statistics, Wells continues to show signs as 
to why he was once a highly sought after OHL 
Draft goalie prospect and 21st overall selection. 
Wells has all the attributes that make any 
goaltender look attractive to NHL scouts 
including size, quickness and athleticism. Wells 
sees the puck as well as any goaltender in his 
draft class, which allows him to square off the 
shooter and get into good positioning. He has 
noticeable lower body strength that gives him 
lateral quickness between the posts. His 
athleticism allows him to make some big saves 
though, like many young goaltenders, also 
causes him to give up some juicy rebounds. 
When it comes to big games, Wells has proven 
he has the ability to step up consistently 
including leading his team to the OHL Cup 
gold medal win, Ivan Hlinka gold medal win, 
and a solid performance in the CHL Top 
Prospects game. While he has shown up for 
these big events (averaged 1.91 GAA and 0.933 
SAV% through the 3 big events), Wells 
struggled with consistency throughout the 
regular season with the Peterborough Petes 
(averaged 4.28 GAA and 0.882 SAV% through 
two seasons). His numbers may scare some 
teams, but his size, skill set and ability to step 
up in big games will ensure he is a selected by a 
NHL team this draft. 

DRAFTBUZZ #172 

 
BECK MALENSTYN has infinite potential, 
and finite finish. Malenstyn is an NHL ready 
skater with elegance, power, and quickness 
who doesn’t instill confidence in being able to 
develop offensively. An elite Okanagan Hockey 
Academy forward, Malenstyn has had trouble 
translating his youth offensive ability 
(1.52PTS/GP in OMAHA) with only 40PTS in 
almost 2 WHL seasons. He had the worst fall in 
the last third in PTS/GP out of Calgary’s first 
year eligibles with -62%, when the team 
improved 7.5% in G/GP. Recalibrating 
expectations for Malenstyn starts with 
understanding he’s an elite defensive checking 
winger with trained recognition of details. He’s 
durable, hard charging, and works his tail off 
each shift. Malenstyn has the capability to 
expend a lot of energy in the defensive zone 
and still have enough juice to push the 
transition up ice. He has a lot of reign in the 
defensive zone because of his skating, and can 
help out more than most forwards. This is true 
for the entire ice. He owns one finesse move on 
the right wing that he’s comfortable with and 
can pull off. Overall, he lacks resourcefulness 
and gets jammed often on 
stickhandling/shooting plays that require skill. 
He’s athletic and can jump around checks, but 
as of now can’t finish the play. Malenstyn has 
limited offensive upside, but max potential of 
translating exactly what he’s giving now against 
men. 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: PETERBOROUGH/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 187 CATCH: L

BMI: 24.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 21D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 27 4.59 0.871

POSITION: LW TEAM: CALGARY/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.75" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 191 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 20D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 70 8 17 25 0 47



 
DRAFTBUZZ #173 

CAMERON CLARKE is a late blooming 
double overager who looked like a baby even in 
his post draft year as a top 15 D in the GOJHL 
last year. Now the NAHL’s #1 scoring 
defenseman, Clarke turned heads in his final 
year of draft eligibility because of his rangy 
frame, great skating ability, and smart stick. 
The kind of older player you can be proud to 
select, Clarke doesn’t have much wrong with 
him other than needing to get to a higher level 
of play pronto. Going to Ferris State next year, 
Clarke will excel immediately because of his 
training at the NAHL level as an elite defender. 
A hybrid puck mover/rusher, he has a huge 
processor that spits out quick, logical, and 
adventurous plays. He’s a great puckhandler, 
and can put it on his teammates’ tape with ease. 
He’s a selective shooter, opting to seek out his 
shot and place it rather than brute fire it. The 
type of D who prefers to outsmart everyone else 
with his brains and stick, he loves to cleverly 
slide in and retrieve and then exit or outlet the 
puck. Clarke is nowhere near his top end and 
showed fantastic skill even as an older 19YO, 
making him a volatile rank that could go higher 
than anticipated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #174 

LIVIO STADLER is a well-respected leader on 
defense who can go periods of time unnoticed 
before doing the smallest thing that makes you 
appreciate his overall ability. Captain of both 
the WJAC and WJC U18 SUI teams this year, 
Stadler is a prospect who you really wonder 
how much more impact he would have with 
better surroundings. In Zug’s playoffs, Stadler 
improved his PTS/GP 169%. Every tournament 
was a dud except for the Hlinka, where he 
scored 5PTS in 4GP. He’s average size for a 
defender at 5’11.75’’, but not small, and has all 
of the qualities of a quality puck mover. Stadler 
has patience to keep the puck on his stick until 
the right option opens up, the skill to control it, 
and precision to hit tape when it’s time. A very 
mobile 4 way skater, Stadler’s nifty footwork 
shows in defensively shadowing below the 
circles and on the point in the offensive zone. 
He’s not overly aggressive, and very low key, 
but that’s because his game is all about making 
smart plays. Stadler is heading to Sweden to 
play with Lulea J20 next year as a quiet, mature 
blueliner capable of leading from the get go.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: LONE STAR/NAHL

HEIGHT: 6'2" BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 180 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 23.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 20Y 1M 9D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 9 41 50 3 29

POSITION: DEF TEAM: ZUG U20/ELITE JR A

HEIGHT: 5'11.75" BIRTHPLACE: STE/SUI

WEIGHT: 163 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 29D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 31 1 8 9 N/A 8



 
DRAFTBUZZ #175 

 
OTTO MAKINEN is the most diametrically 
opposed prospect in the 2016 NHL Draft. 
Makinen had an average year in Jr A for 
Tappara with .64PTS/GP, but was a star player 
internationally for most of the season. Makinen 
had a top ten scoring finish at Hlinka in August 
(5GP-4G-1A-5PTS), 2nd most points after 
Clayton Keller in November’s U18 5 Nations 
tournament in Monthey SUI (4GP-3G-6A-
9PTS), and then led the December U18 in 
Zuchwil SUI (5GP-2G-5A-7PTS). The one 
tournament that doesn’t fit the profile is the 
most recent WJC U18 with 2PTS in 7GP for 
Team Finland, though Makinen lost TOI to star 
Puljujarvi and standout underagers 
Tolvanen/Vesalainen. Watching Makinen skate 
will burn your eyes for his poor aesthetics, but 
keeps up just fine with his age group. He’s 
average in all areas except for acceleration and 
mobility – those are substandard. Frankly, he 
needs an overhaul in technique as he sits back 
like he’s sitting in a chair. Makinen is a strong 
two-way player who emerges with the puck 
when you least expect it. He’s always around 
the play, and his stick skill and vision are his 
dynamic assets. His shot is decent though his 
mechanics are poor, likely a result of skating 
inefficiency. Makinen drives results and has 
potential with a lot of improvements to be 
made; his fatal flaw is that GM’s/scouts don’t 
get excited over players like him. 
 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #176 

JESPER MATTILA is a futures projection that 
rides on a little bit of everything he has shown 
thus far in low-key NA experience, Jr A SM-
liiga leadership, and a late NCAA commitment 
with BC. Coming to the US means a lot for this 
ultra skilled blueliner who could show 
immediate dividends for the Eagles next year. 
Mattila attended the US Junior National Eval 
Camp where he looked a baby against the best 
juniors in the world, but still kept his neutral 
when he actually got on the ice. Seeing him in 
the spring with Ilves U20, Mattila looked like 
the AC he was, logging a ton of ice and 
maintaining an explosive step. Because 
interpreting Jr. A stats is tough, the easiest way 
to describe Mattila is in comparing his prospect 
worth to a Finnish Victor Mete. With less 
defensive posture, and more skating fluidity, he 
is a prospect whose interest would have 
doubled if he played his draft year in the CHL. 
Offensively, his goal totals have been low 
historically, but he does have the talent to 
improve when he’s not feeding others. Mattila’s 
best defensive quality is the quickness with 
which he gets out of his own zone. An 
omnipresent D, heading to Boston College 
awakens his status as a potential puck rushing 
collegiate phenom.   

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: TAPPARA/JR A

HEIGHT: 6'0.75" BIRTHPLACE: TAMPERE/FIN

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 3D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 47 11 19 30 7 39

POSITION: DEF TEAM: ILVES/JR A

HEIGHT: 5'10" BIRTHPLACE: TAMP/FIN

WEIGHT: 176 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.3 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 8M 15D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 41 4 19 23 11 10



 
DRAFTBUZZ #177 

HUDSON ELYNUIK surfaced as a quality mix 
and match top 9 forward this season after a 
rocky start to his WHL career. Missing over 
60% of his pre-draft year, Elynuik came into 
this season a player with little tread on his tires 
and only 20PTS to his WHL resume. Elynuik 
eventually found stability over the first half of 
the season, and benefitted from some 
teammates missing time as he finished with 
21PTS in 23GP over the last 2 months of the 
season. Elynuik is an average yet fairly smooth 
skating 6'5 tower who has bland, but effective 
skill with the puck. Basically everything about 
Elynuik is bland except for his metrics: (1) his 
last third PTS/GP didn't budge going from .78 
to .79 despite Spokane having the league’s 
worst decrease in G/GP of 23% going from 3.35 
to 2.58, (2) his G% of Team GF of 11% is 
comparable to a forward like Boris Katchouk; 
(3) his PTS% of Team GF of 25% is comparable 
to a forward like Julien Gauthier; (4) his 
ESG/GP of .21 is comparable to forwards Mikey 
McLeod and Taylor Raddysh. Elynuik 
understands how to use his size well 
defensively and gets back deep, but adding 
more aggressiveness on the attack will make 
him harder to play against. He’s more of a game 
manager when the puck hits his stick than an 
overtly finesse forward. Although he is a DEC 
DOB, Elynuik is still rather unproven and lacks 
dynamic element to his game.  

DRAFTBUZZ #178 

 
MIKHAIL BERDIN wasn’t always Russia’s first 
choice in net this year, yet still found a way to 
develop, show his toolkit, and elevate in both 
MHL and international play. Berdin saw 
significant growth with Team Russia U18 
earning more starts (22) than the favored 
Sukhachev (15). He went from 3.30GAA and 
.869SVS% in 13GP last year to 2.07GAA and 
.928SVS% in 22 this year. Berdin’s most 
influential play came at the WJAC stopping 61 
of 63 where he stepped in for a struggling 
Sukhachev and posted .80GAA and .968SVS% 
in 2.5GP. Pushing 6’2’’ Berdin has good size 
that he uses to make himself look even bigger 
in the cage. He plays his angles well, and does a 
great job of managing how he moves around 
the net to show as little of it as possible. He’s 
noticeably sturdy on rushes towards the net 
and doesn’t get intimidated. He sees the puck 
through and can hold on even if he gets 
bumped. Berdin isn’t hyper athletic, nor 
fundamental, but he does show quickness in 
getting to technically efficient positions. Berdin 
has a lot of decent goaltending competition 
after the top 60, but his stability as a goaltender 
who minimizes bad nights could separate him. 

 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: SPOKANE/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.75" BIRTHPLACE: AB/CAN

WEIGHT: 201 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 14D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 19 25 44 9 46

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: TEAM RUSSIA U18/MHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: UFA/RUS

WEIGHT: 163 CATCH: L

BMI: 21.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 23D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 22 2.07 0.928



 
DRAFTBUZZ #179 

 
NICOLAS MATTINEN is a raw, 6’4.5’’ 220 
pound defender who blew up when he actually 
got a chance to play in the crowded Knights 
blueline during December. While Olli Juolevi 
was away, Mattinen took the expanded 
opportunity and skated with it scoring 
.71PTS/GP in a 7GP span – an increase of 344% 
from the rest of the year’s .16PTS/GP. Clearly 
in a depth role as odd man out in the playoffs, 
Mattinen has struggled to develop the massive 
potential he owns. Mattinen is a commanding 
skater who has underrated offensive ability and 
shows it. For being a 7D, he showed 
confidence you don’t often see driving up ice, 
stepping up from the right point, and traveling 
for scoring chances. He takes on the role of 
going head to head with the opposition’s 
biggest guys, and plays physical off the puck. 
Defensively, he needs work as he wanders in 
his own zone and loses track of who to pick up, 
but that could be a result of low # of reps and 
learning. With 14PTS and 55GP in the CCHL 
in his pre draft year, he’s not just some random 
OHL rookie without milestone. Based on team 
dynamics, Mattinen is a long term investment 
who will generate excitement for his vast 
upside. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #180 

BRANDON SAIGEON had a nightmare year 
come to an end late January in true form to his 
playing style: off a broken forearm from 
backchecking hard and crashing into the 
goalpost. After going through a rough first half 
where everything seemed to be going wrong, 
Saigeon responded to an increased role after 
the team traded overage forwards Stephen 
Harper and Mason Marchment. In the last 8GP 
of his cut short season, Saigeon scored 6 of his 
14PTS and was thriving with more TOI. 
Saigeon is a defensively responsible center who 
has deceptive skill as a dual threat 
passer/shooter. With eyes in the back of his 
head, Saigeon was used on the point in January 
and does a great job of finding teammates with 
difficult passes off the rush. A player who does 
a little bit of everything to help his team get the 
win, he went 51.6% on 502FO and showed 
strength as a backchecking, defensively 
conscious forward. Needing to put on more 
strength and improve in skating leg power, 
Saigeon is too smart not to rebound next year. 
Saigeon has been such a strong player for HC 
over the last two years showing a winning 
mentality and complete game that he deserves 
the benefit of the doubt in his draft year.  

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.5" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 220 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 19D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 39 4 6 10 4 24

POSITION: CEN TEAM: HAMILTON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 197 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 26 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 20D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 43 4 10 14 -25 19



 
DRAFTBUZZ #181 

 

GARRETT PILON comes with question mark 
bloodlines tempered this year with determined 
on ice play as a rookie for the Blazers. Son of 
Rich, Pilon plays an uptemp, tenacious brand 
of hockey that he surely gets from his former 
NHL pugilist father. The younger Pilon boasts 
a mix of good puck skill and will to compete – 
unlike cousin Ryan. With Kamloops dropping 
4% in G/GP in the last third, Pilon managed a 
60% increase in PTS/GP from .55 to 
.88PTS/GP. Pilon came out of nowhere to give 
Kamloops a shot in the arm as a rookie out of 
Saskatoon Contacts program where he boasted 
a 1.98PTS/GP scoring rate. Pilon is a smallish, 
two way forward who has good trained 
defensive hockey sense that helps bookend his 
game. His skating has his sparks of top end, 
especially because of factors like being able to 
stickhandle well while moving, but does have a 
bit of weak/inflexibility that peeks out when 
fatigued. Pilon is a thoughtful backchecker and 
sometimes will be the first player, not only just 
forward, back in his own zone. With 6GWG, 
and 13 out of 15G at ES, Pilon is a big moment 
forward who has potential to round out and 
improve as a better goal scorer on the PP. 
Though he likely will go undrafted, Pilon has 
signs of being a mini Cameron Hebig post draft 
year.  

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #182 

IVAN KOSORENKOV has electric potential as 
a wicked burner with some east to west dangle 
and north to south pound in him. The 
application was all over the place, more 
because of his utilization than the fact that he’s 
Russian, and the hunch is he is a guy who 
needs TOI to invent, mess up, reiterate, and 
refine. Kosorenkov is an energetic goal scorer 
(18G vs. 9A in MHL) who is always geared up 
ready to drive the offensive attack. His first two 
step acceleration is so crisp and powerful that 
he doesn’t even need to move after that. 
Kosorenkov can stun with his speed, and has 
decent enough puckhandling to get by and into 
spaces alone. Half the plays end up broken 
because he doesn’t have the hands to make it 
work at top speed and some click for the 
highlight reel. At the WJAC, he was living it up 
riding shotgun with Rubtsov. However, when 
Team RUS got to the February 5 Nations he 
was cast with a small C who was having his own 
offensive troubles. Kosorenkov by 
understanding is an average defensive player, 
but impresses with physicality and zone exits. 
He’s a solid hitter and a guy you can tell likes to 
gain speed and light guys up. There’s nothing 
firm or guaranteed at all about Kosorenkov, but 
he’s a guy who has the tools to get scouts 
talking. 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: KAMLOOPS/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.25" BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 175 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 11D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 71 15 32 47 1 24

POSITION: RW TEAM: TEAM RUSSIA U18/MHL

HEIGHT: 5'11.0" BIRTHPLACE: NIZ/RUS

WEIGHT: 183 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 2D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 22 13 7 20 17 10



 
DRAFTBUZZ #183 

HUGO DANIELSSON is a defensive 
defenseman who is true to himself and because 
of this sincerity will show good range in his 
own skill development over the coming years. 
Danielsson owns hockey sense that exceeds the 
third pairing sentence he has been dealt all 
year while skating for Skelleftea J20 and Team 
Sweden. At 22.9BMI, his on ice combination of 
physical explosiveness and frame makes him 
one of the most powerfully underdeveloped 
skaters in the draft. Danielsson has been forced 
into a role that showcases simple plays he 
executes to a Tee: his D to D passes, as well as 
short range passes are high percentage. He can 
think at a high level with speed, and bucks the 
misperception that a big, strong guy like him 
can’t play a smart game. A sharp skater who 
isn’t locked into just one escape path, it’s his 
navigation under duress and cutting ability that 
suggests more offensive upside than the 2PTS 
in the regular season we saw. Danielsson is 
physical, maybe overly physical, takes losing 
hard, and is a guy who can keep his star 
teammates feeling safe. Owning a draft year 
projection that is guaranteed to change rapidly, 
Danielsson is an attractive investment because 
he’s toolsy with brains. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #184 

ARTTU RUOTSALAINEN quietly churned 
out a full season with Assat in LIIGA while 
everyone was focused on Laine/Puljujarvi. 
Scoring 10PTS in 50GP, Ruotsalainen showed 
to be pretty advanced for a barely mentioned 
5’8’’ Finnish forward prospect. As 2015 DAL 
2nd rounder Roope Hintz scored 17PTS in 
42GP in his draft year in LIIGA, that puts 
Ruotsalainen’s productive value somewhere in 
the 3rd or 4th round range. In the only other 
action you could say was ‘against peers’, which 
was a U19 5 Nations tournament in February, 
the late OCT DOB took 2nd in scoring with 
7PTS in 4GP and had the most goals with 5. 
Ruotsalainen is a little tank who is a great 
skater with acceleration and power. He is a two 
way forward who has finesse capability to jump 
on pucks and translate them into odd man 
rushes/scoring chances. He’s a sniper who can 
see the ice like a playmaker and play keep away 
until he finds the efficient play. He’s gritty, and 
unfazed by hitting, which is why he saw the 
time he did with men in LIIGA. The classic if 
he were X, he would go in the X round player. 
What is important to decipher is there is a 
difference between small players: people toss 
endless love to WHL’s Matt Phillips when this 
European dynamo is already playing against 
men, is sturdier, and even more skilled. 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SKELLEFTEA/SUPERELIT J20

HEIGHT: 6'3.0" BIRTHPLACE: SUND/SWE

WEIGHT: 183 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y 9M 27D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 41 1 1 2 8 56

POSITION: CEN TEAM: ASSAT/LIIGA

HEIGHT: 5'7" BIRTHPLACE: OULU/FIN

WEIGHT: 165 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 26D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 51 5 5 10 -8 4



 
DRAFTBUZZ #185 

 
DOMINIK GROH made a lasting impression in 
2GP at the WJAC, and with a solid CZE U20 
resume, that’s all he needed to make the cut. 
Seeing an average of 33S per game at the 
WJAC, Groh made some remarkable saves that 
put his 3GA and 6GA efforts on a bad team in 
perspective. Groh played a competitive game 
against the US facing 41SOG and going 
stretches where he repeatedly denied quality 
chances. Stylistically, Groh does not look like a 
backup and takes the crease with confidence 
and persuasive body language. He has a good 
glove and likes to keep an active stick as the 
play circles. The most influential trait Groh 
possesses that gives him upside is the flexibility 
he has through his butterfly. While some guys 
can settle down flush, Groh takes flush to 
another level and has the pliability to extend 
his legs forward more than what you usually 
see. Not only does this lengthen the pad to the 
post, but it also brings his pads closer to the 
play and cuts down the angle. This was an 
unexpected, technically positive observation 
that shows he has some tools to work with. 
Though the sample is small, Groh needs to 
reach his butterfly faster from standing, and 
had trouble on outside shots crossing the grain. 
Groh could very well be another Central 
European netminder to flock to the USHL. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #186 

CAMERON HEBIG is a burner who was 
unjustly written off, or not written at all, 
because of playing on one of the worst WHL 
teams [Saskatoon Blades] last year. Not just a 
pretty exterior of speed, he competes hard and 
smart and connected on his offensive flexibility 
to raise him to #1C after being cast as a mucker. 
An assistant captain last year who oddly 
enough saw lettering less this year, he is gritty 
and at just under 5’11 shows will to make a 
difference. Out of the 42GP that he scored a PT 
in, Hebig had 21 multi point games for 50%. 
Identified as a player on an uptrend, Hebig 
crushed last year’s numbers: scoring 29PTS 
more in 13GP less, Hebig took his PTS/GP up 
109% from .56 to 1.17. Even if you calculate 
from his last 1/3 in 2014-2015 where he 
increased his PTS/GP 47%, the change to this 
year is still 65%. We said he would become a 
bigger threat on the PP cashing in on his 
explosiveness and ability to improv on the 
attack, and the improvement came more as a 
playmaker. He improved his PPG/GP 22% 
while his PPA/GP jumped 121%. For a guy 
whose major weakness was his surrounding, he 
sure did a lot of highlight reel scoring in his 
post draft year for the 6th worst GF team in the 
WHL. Hebig was a gut feeling last year, and 
now has the breakout year to prove he should 
have been selected. 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: BK MLADA/CZE U20

HEIGHT: 6'2" BIRTHPLACE: CZE

WEIGHT: 181 CATCH: L

BMI: 23.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 4D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 33 2.8 0.910

POSITION: CEN TEAM: SASKATOON/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.5" BIRTHPLACE: SK/CAN

WEIGHT: 191 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 27 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 5M 3D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 26 43 69 -12 36



 
DRAFTBUZZ #187 

MICHAEL CAMPOLI spent considerable time 
as an 8th D for NTDP this season making going 
to BC for 2016-2017 a welcomed change of 
scenery. Though his game hasn’t changed one 
bit since last year, he has fallen to the point of 
many questioning if he should get drafted. Not 
only left off of the WJC U18 like forward 
teammate Keenan Suthers, Campoli’s role on 
defense was so loose that he even saw time at 
forward randomly when needed. While you 
can’t blame his total of 5 assists in 110GP with 
the program on his lack of opportunity, it 
certainly didn’t help any. Campoli is mobile, 
strong positionally, makes smart decisions as a 
puck mover, and plays with moderated 
physicality. Sacrificed for Luce’s connections, 
Hellickson’s bland versatility, and Greenway’s 
familiar name, the simple Campoli missed a 
year of developing a two way game he could 
have. Instead, he’s left as a perceived low level, 
shutdown D with limited upside because that’s 
how he has been played. The reality is he’s 
better than Luce, and owns 5D potential 
should he peel back the layers covering up 
some more offensive ability. With some 
departing D opening up space on their 
blueline, BC might be able to inject some life 
into Campoli whose draft projection is hard to 
pin down and could be anything from a 4th to 
undrafted. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #188 

TYLER JOHNSON is an awfully elastic goalie 
who has a few strengths that point to him being 
moldable into a legit pro prospect. Johnson is 
heading to Maine for 2016-2017 able to touch 
both posts in a full split, and still shift his 
weight back and forth. Johnson’s low coverage 
game is his best feature, as opponents know 
they are getting nowhere with the flexible 
netminder who has nearly 100% flush pad to ice 
if they don’t elevate their shots. With a 
23.7BMI, Johnson isn’t done adding weight to 
his frame as he looks very thin in net. Some 
guys just look big and take away net; Johnson 
isn’t one of them unfortunately. He allows 
blocker side goals that make you wonder if he’ll 
ever be able to take up more of the net. He’s 
very resilient under assault in the slot and can 
deny second and third efforts along the ice 
before reeling it in. Johnson can get feisty and 
jab anyone getting to comfy in his kitchen. 
Close to 6’2’’, Johnson’s genetics and stress 
management should make him a desired late 
round pick.  

 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: USDP U18/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.25" BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 195 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 3D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 55 0 1 1 N/A 38

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: TOPEKA/NAHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.75" BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 183 CATCH: R

BMI: 23.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 17D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 33 2.56 0.906



 
DRAFTBUZZ #189 

 
TODD BURGESS showed sharp growth in the 
NAHL from last year to this year to become the 
league’s best player. Showing improvement 
every year with Fairbanks, Burgess broke out 
improving his scoring 103% going from 
.78PTS/GP to 1.58PTS/GP. Burgess reiterated 
his regular season supremacy in the postseason, 
by scoring 14PTS in 12GP. A top 3 shooter in 
the league with 2016SOG, he is a smooth 
skating sort of power winger with a lot of 
finesse. Burgess was so far ahead of his peers in 
talent that he was able to push guys off the 
puck at will. He’s not nasty, but did use his 
speed, size, and power to get his way. Burgess 
has really slick hands – he was able to toe drag, 
deke, and 360 if he wanted to. Despite the top 
shooting totals, Burgess is really strong off the 
rush and can playmake at a high level. His 
vision while at top speed is exceptional. 
Burgess can be an authoritative defensive 
forward for his ability to anticipate and step in 
lane as well as strip pucks with hand strength. 
It might be because he was so much damn 
better than the rest, but Burgess cannot let his 
game tempo drop at RPI. A 96DOB in a weak 
league, Burgess is the optimist’s pick who cares 
more about where he’s going than where he 
has been. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #190 

MATTHEW BOUCHER is one of the least 
talked about short sticks of dynamite despite 
being a better athlete than others on more 
prominent CHL teams. A versatile small 
forward, Boucher has seen time at center and 
on the wing and is surprisingly good on FO’s 
winning 57.4% of 672. Boucher is a powerful 
skater with just as powerful of a stick averaging 
4.15SOG/GP. Tied for most SHG in the CHL 
by first year eligibles with 4, Boucher is a 
dynamic offensive talent who can thrive with 
more space on special teams. Everything you 
want in a top pick he has, though in a small 
body. His impact on his team is on the level of 
elite prospects: tied 3rd in G% with 17% of team 
GF and tied 8th in PTS% with 34% of PTS on 
team GF. Those are also averages that don’t get 
to show these insane #s after dumping 
Timashov, Brouillard, Carozza, and Graaskamp: 
Boucher’s team involvement soared from 31% 
to 44% in the last third going from 1.13PTS/GP 
leveraged against 3.62G/GP to .80PTS/GP 
leveraged against the league’s worst 1.83G/GP. 
Boucher’s a spicy guy who beelines to the puck 
and doesn’t budge although he does have the 
quickness to save himself the toll of heavy 
checking once in awhile. Picking up 4 out of his 
5 fights in the new year, Boucher won’t get 
pushed around even going as far to matching 
up against Rimouski’s 6’3’’ Picco. Boucher is 
better than Montreal 2014 pick Daniel Audette 
so it’s anyone’s guess if he’ll be drafted as such. 

POSITION: RW TEAM: FAIRBANKS/NAHL

HEIGHT: 6'2.0" BIRTHPLACE: AZ/USA

WEIGHT: 178 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 22.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 20Y 2M 21D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 60 38 57 95 27 42

POSITION: CEN TEAM: QUEBEC/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 5'8'' BIRTHPLACE: CA/USA

WEIGHT: 170 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 7D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 30 30 60 -9 93



 
DRAFTBUZZ #191 

LUKAS DOUDERA was a letter bearing rock 
on Team Czech Republic’s horrid international 
teams all year up until being displaced at the 
WJC U18. An infusion of CHL imports such as 
Libor Hajek, Vojtech Budik, and Ondrej Vala 
really affected Doudera’s normally smart 
command from the backend in Grand Forks. 
Fast tracked as a teen through Czech’s system, 
Doudera played 60% of HC Trinec’s season 
with men this season including former NHL’ers 
Tomas Kopecky and Rostislav Klesla. Because 
he has been advanced for his age, Doudera’s 
last offensively significant season came as a 15-
16YO in CZE U18 where he scored 28PTS in 
35GP. Doudera is a top pairing amateur, with a 
muddy pro outlook simply because of his 
questionable skating. He has an above average 
mind for the game as well as puck skill with a 
bantam’s body and stride. Doudera’s straight-
line speed is average, but his acceleration is 
below average and downright goofy. It might 
just be from lack of strength at 5’11’’ 165 
pounds, but it is significant enough of a flaw to 
run away from. Doudera counteracts this by 
being very mobile, and agile with puck, as he 
can make his checks miss. The quintessential 
attacking quarterback and safety valve in his 
own zone, Doudera must hope growth can 
rewire his current movement pattern to be 
considered a serious NHL prospect. 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #192 

ADAM BROOKS led the WHL in scoring as an 
unassuming 96DOB after going from being a 
nobody in his draft year to an ordinary CHL’er 
in his post draft year. At 5’10.25’’ and passed 
over twice in the draft, Brooks needed to drum 
up an absurdly dramatic improvement in his 4th 
season and that’s exactly what he managed to 
do. Brooks improved his regular season 
PTS/GP 72% from last year to this year and 
elevated his PTS/GP from 1.67 to 1.91 in the 
playoffs, giving his increase a little more 
weight. Brooks is a complete centerman who 
fills in the gaps in the ice with efficient skating, 
skill, and competitiveness. He’s an average 
skater whose confident forward bearing 
mannerisms make up the ground lost by not 
being explosive. Brooks won’t often wow with 
the puck, but does find himself around a lot of 
scoring chances other shy forwards wouldn’t 
around the net and in traffic. His 10PTS 
shorthanded is a top number for CHL forwards 
and shows he can contribute down a man. Not 
a loud player, Brooks brings a quiet reliability 
to his own end and has the work rate he needs 
at his size to battle for pucks. Brooks may have 
arrived late to the party, but the amount of 
progress he made from March 2015 on can’t be 
ignored. 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: TRINEC/CZECH

HEIGHT: 5'11'' BIRTHPLACE: CZE

WEIGHT: 165 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 21D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 30 0 2 2 -1 4

POSITION: CEN TEAM: REGINA/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'10" BIRTHPLACE: MB/CAN

WEIGHT: 175 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 20Y 1M 18D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 72 38 82 120 41 30



 
DRAFTBUZZ #193 

 
GABRIEL BILODEAU didn’t progress 
offensively to the tune of a 19th overall QMJHL 
draft pick, but still offers enough defensively 
and in tools to find his way into the draft. Part 
of a unit that was lacking enough skill to trade 
for top prospect Nicolas Meloche, Bilodeau was 
unable to provide much offense at .31PTS/GP. 
Bilodeau is a two-way defenseman who is more 
defensive than offensive, with shades of quality 
puck moving. A very smooth defender in 
footwork, he is impressive in reverse cutting 
and shadowing giving off the look of a hard to 
beat D one-on-one. His acceleration needs 
improvement, which might still be improving 
as he looks like he could add at least 10 more 
pounds to his rugged frame. Bilodeau manages 
the point well up until the moment he decides 
to shoot. He’s currently a player who looks 
more impressive than he actually is, with a 
weak shot that is often flubbed or blocked. His 
technique is good, and this is another trait that 
may improve with more TOI and direct 
coaching. As a defender who just might be 
behind in development for no specific reason, 
he doesn’t give off the look of a guy who is 
plateaued. Bilodeau is a decent raw prospect 
with limited pro upside and might stay that way 
unless something drastic changes in skillset. 

 

 

 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #194 

 
LUKE BURGHARDT is a no name draft 
prospect who plays a tenacious, puck 
possessive skill game. From start to finish this 
season Burghardt has grown on us in different 
periods of play from preseason, to the first 
games of the season, to the latter part of the 
OHL season. Burghardt reminds a lot of a 
mini-Kevin Labanc who has top 6 skill yet 
wasn’t dealt the most nurturing environment 
for his talents. Even still, despite Guelph 
dropping 8% in G/GP in the last third, 
Burghardt improved his PTS/GP rate 41% from 
.44 to .62. Burghardt is a complete centerman 
who is at the cusp of becoming a household 
OHL name. He’s a speedy waterbug who never 
quits on plays, yet also has the soft skill to 
stickhandle, pass, and shoot like a top liner. 
He’s gritty, is a PITA in front of the net, and 
will go up against anyone in the corners no 
matter the size differential. At 23.7MBI, 
Burghardt needs the offseason to add strength 
and magnify his tools that are relatively just 
budding. Odds are Burghardt will go 
undrafted, but should take a strong step in 
2016-2017 to becoming a commodity as a draft 
overager or FA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: GATINEAU/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.0" BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 185 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 0M 20D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 4 14 18 18 37

POSITION: CEN TEAM: GUELPH/OHL

HEIGHT: 5'11" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 170 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 23.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 62 17 16 33 -23 33



 
DRAFTBUZZ #195 

JACK WALKER pumped his draft stock full of 
life this season after a WHL career of flip-
flopping between forward and defense. After 
being drafted and signed to the WHLs Royals 
as a D, Walker's back and forth has gone like 
this: year 1 converted mid season from D to F, 
year 2 played F, year 3 played D, year 4 played 
F. Walker producing .79PTS/GP and then 
ramping to 1.10PTS/GP in the playoffs as a 
defender in 2014-2015 is staggering even if he 
was draft plus one. Even more impressive is 
transferring his production to forward in 2015-
2016 at 1.17PTS/GP in the regular season and 
1.23PTS/GP in the playoffs. Walker is an 
athletic double overager who has speed to 
burn, trained two-way instincts, and an 
unquantifiable will to make things work. A 
consistent breakaway threat, Walker can swoop 
in on loose pucks and break free with 
separation gear and first step acceleration. His 
hands are good for someone who moves as fast 
as he does, yet can get smoother in his puck 
dealings. Sometimes it seems like Walker is at 
the edge and not in control of his body, which 
might be a result of switching positions every 
year and never hammering down his technique 
out in open ice as a forward. In his own true 
words, he's a good defensive winger because he 
knows where to be for his D. If he's not driving 
the exit, he's canvassing his own zone for hits. 
Walker's bound to find third times a charm in 
2016 as a draftee or FA. 

DRAFTBUZZ #196 

DAWSON DAVIDSON might just be the 
perfect draft pick for a progressive, analytics 
based team that looks at the data and has 
unwavering optimism. 9th in %PTS contribution 
to team GF amongst CHL first year eligible 
defenders, Davidson is a unique offensive 
defenseman once you get past the first round 
group. Davidson is a focused puck moving 
blueliner who is an above average quarterback 
on the point. He’s smooth, calm, and decisive 
with the puck making it no surprise that he led 
the Blazers D corps in PTS/GP. A better 
shooter than his 6G indicates, he mans the 
point with the intention of creating chances 
rather than futzing around with the puck on 
soft lobs or passes. With 67% of his 39PTS at 
ES, Davidson presents strong indicators for 
maintaining his production and progressing. 
Defensively, his 5’10.75’’ listing shows on the 
ice constantly getting nudged off the puck 
below the goal line. Teammates trust him to 
exit the zone, but he does need to improve his 
skating and overall quickness. He’s agile with 
the puck, but has a lot of room to increase his 
physical strength and skating power. Consider 
him a mini-Dineen. Davidson is a tough rank as 
he’s a glass half full offensively, but a glass half 
empty on all the details the NHL wants in their 
D right away. 

 

POSITION: LW TEAM: VICTORIA/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'11" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 175 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 10M 25D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 72 36 48 84 30 85

POSITION: DEF TEAM: KAMLOOPS/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'10.75" BIRTHPLACE: SK/CAN

WEIGHT: 177 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 2M 17D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 6 33 39 11 32



 
DRAFTBUZZ #197 

 
DYLAN COGHLAN is a safe mid pairing 
defenseman for the Tri-City Americans whose 
growing body might signal improvement is on 
the way. After a low scoring rookie season of 
adjustment, Coghlan improved his PTS/GP 
278% from .09 to .34. Steadily growing since 
entering the WHL, Coghlan also saw his 
PTS/GP in the last third of the season increase 
45% against a very small 6.5% increase the 
Americans saw in G/GP. Coghlan is mindful 
defensive defenseman who added offensive 
thought process by the week this past season. 
He’s a good skater who bends forward and 
always gets low in his actions. He could go 
either way (A) seemingly on the upswing and 
will pull his dexterity together with physical 
maturation or (B) he just won’t be that athletic. 
Right now, he shows really focused intention 
on his passes, hits, and shots, but that same 
intention is what diminishes his reaction and 
explosiveness. He gets stuck doing what he 
should have done seconds past. The Americans 
clear #4 guy behind Wotherspoon, Carlo, and 
Valimaki, Coghlan spent the year showing 
uptake into that role. Coghlan might be too raw 
and not offensive enough for the NHL this 
year, but could develop into a prospect if 
growth accelerates his skillset development.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #198 

 
JEREMY HELVIG rode the Kingston wave in 
the 2nd half garnering a lot of views and hype. 
While having the desired size at 6’4’’, and 
cumulative results, a lot of his success falls in 
line with Kingston’s bolstered lineup. Helvig 
had a pedestrian .902SVS% up until December 
18th when they added Michael Dal Colle 
specifically. Helvig benefitted from Kingston’s 
last third surge of league highest 33% increase 
in G/GP from 3.33 to 4.43, registering a 
staggering .947SVS% starting December 30th. 
That said, Helvig is still a goalie worth selection 
in 2016 with size, rebound control, and strong 
stand up patterns. An intimidating presence, 
Helvig has an inflating effect as he stands in the 
crease. While he takes up a lot of net, his post-
to-post slide isn’t smooth nor as fast as it needs 
to be as he lacks pop laterally when he’s down. 
He has decent transitions through his vertical 
movement, but you can see the efforts are 
disjointed and lacking a little bit of 
explosiveness because he’s so big. With 
sustained pressure, Helvig gets the lead up time 
he needs to set himself and when he does he’s 
square and hard to beat. He’s really elite at 
absorbing shots. However, on plays that evolve 
rapidly – be it on a quick entry or broken, 
quickly turned play – Helvig really struggles to 
react. Helvig’s pro potential will be unclear 
until he can make gains in reaction and 
quickness.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: TRI CITY/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.75" BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 190 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 5D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 70 4 20 24 5 39

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: KINGSTON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'4.0" BIRTHPLACE: TN/USA

WEIGHT: 202 CATCH: L

BMI: 24.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 0M 30D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 27 2.13 0.929



 
DRAFTBUZZ #199 

DUSAN KMEC is a linebacker sized Slovakian 
defender who abruptly jumped ship from HC 
Kosice to play with Orebro’s J18 and J20 teams 
this year. With only 2GP to his name in 
SuperElit action, he doesn’t have the most 
desirable European resume splitting time 
evenly between J18 Elit and Allsvenskan. What 
Kmec does bring to the table are tools that he 
amplified on the international stage in Hlinka, 
Dzurilla, and U18 tournaments. Kmec was all 
over the place in a good way, seeing PP time as 
a crease crowding forward and exceeding his 
defensive status by roving deep in the offensive 
zone at ES. The offensive skill is limited, the 
puckhandling isn’t always the safest, and the 
skating isn’t always the fastest, but Kmec has a 
charming quality as an interesting player who 
scouts originally don’t show up to watch. His 
advanced frame and physical potential are pro 
attributes that enhance the bottom pairing skill. 
Behind the curve in Sweden, Kmec’s raw size 
and unknown growth potential may be enough 
to override SWE J18 experience concerns.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #200 

JAKE KIELLY had a postseason run to 
remember shutting the door on the rest of the 
USHL to get Tri City to the Clark Cup Finals. 
As a 6’3’’ late 96DOB with a good NAHL 
season under his belt, the Eden Prairie native 
could have easily been chosen as a +1 in last 
year’s draft. Winning USHL goaltender of the 
week twice during this season, Kielly set 
himself up to amplify his play in the playoffs 
seeing a weighty 33.33SA/GP and posting 
.950SVS%. Locked in, Kielly hit a wave of 
confidence at the right time and rode it 
demonstratively showing his blend of size, 
smooth net reduction, as well as light speed 
tracking. Kielly was in such a mentally 
advanced state that you could see him act on 
shots before they even arrived IE punching his 
blocker into a shot rather than just randomly 
being hit. Kielly can’t really be bucketed as one 
type, as he’s fine with technique and certainly 
isn’t flexible/explosive/athletic in the net. Partly 
positive, you never see Kielly flail around. 
Instead, he shows the need to improve his 
quickness from transitions be it butterfly to 
standing or on lateral movement. With 7 
shutouts over 47GP this season, Kielly showed 
the star ability requisite in an older pick from 
the USHL. 

 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: OREBRO/J18 ALLSVENSKAN

HEIGHT: 6'3" BIRTHPLACE: SVK

WEIGHT: 223 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 27.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 1M 9D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 18 3 2 5 -5 12

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: TRI CITY/USHL

HEIGHT: 6'3" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 193 CATCH: L

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 9M 14D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 37 2.33 0.919



 
DRAFTBUZZ #201 

CONNOR INGRAM may have been passed 
over in 2015 as teams placed emphasis on 6’4’’ 
mannequins, but that didn’t stop him from 
improving enough to warrant a re-rank in 2016. 
A DraftBuzz favorite in 2015, Ingram was 
ranked 183rd as a goalie who just found ways to 
stop the puck and 2016 was no different. No 
longer a rookie fresh out of Midget AAA, 
Ingram now boasts back-to-back WHL seasons 
of starting goaltending playing in 72% and now 
85% of Kamloops games. Ingram improved 
every line item across the board this year. Most 
importantly, he saw his SVS% increase from 
.904 to .922 in the regular season, and then 
boost up to .938 in the 7 game series vs. 
Kelowna where he helped the Blazers take 
them the distance. Ingram remains a focused 
netminder with a lot of battle, and one who 
sees each puck out and fights to deny it. His 
down low coverage was already above average, 
but his lateral movement to handle crossing 
plays needed work. He improved in this aspect 
this season showing better power arriving 
square to cross pass plays quicker. It was a 
travesty he wasn’t drafted last year, and it will 
be another one this year if the NHL fails to see 
his gamesmanship. Really, what’s so bad about 
having a 6’1’’ shot denying machine? 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #202 

PAULS SVARS is an ultra smooth skating 
defenseman who has dual ability as a fun to 
watch puck rusher/mover. In the mold of a 
Julius Honka for his smart dissection of the ice, 
Svars improved over the course of the U18 
tournament to notch 5 of his 6A in the final 3 
relegation games for Latvia. Svars is a 
competent defender first, whose skillset ignites 
the offensive aspect of his game. He has 
incredible speed and mobility, which he uses to 
slip checks in his own zone, explode with the 
puck on exits, and maneuver in the attacking 
zone. His management of the point in all 
situations is crafty, not just PP, and his spirit to 
jump up on pucks from the point often directly 
influences goals. With a passing concentration 
specifically, Svars is an insignificant shooter 
and his 5SOG in 7GP proves this observation 
out. Despite his slight frame of 5’10 157, he can 
break up plays defensively with his stick or 
blocking the passing lane. You won’t run him 
off of making plays in the defensive zone one-
on-one, but adding more weight would help 
power past logjams along the boards. Svars is a 
sleeper with differentiating skating/skill; will 
the NHL see him that way as well? 
 

 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: KAMLOOPS/WHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.5" BIRTHPLACE: SK/CAN

WEIGHT: 212 CATCH: L

BMI: 28.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 2M 24D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 61 2.61 0.922

POSITION: DEF TEAM: HK RIGA/MHL

HEIGHT: 5'10" BIRTHPLACE: LIE/LAT

WEIGHT: 157 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 22.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 42 2 10 12 7 16



 
DRAFTBUZZ #203 

MICHAEL GRAHAM may not be one of the 
most coveted Minnesota HS talents, but he 
might just be one of the most complete 
forwards the region has to offer. With the big 
stage set for hyped players like Mattson and 
Mittelstadt, the captain of Eden Prairie also put 
scouts on alert with a strong two way game. 
Though we’re talking about pretty weak HS 
hockey here, it was evident Graham offers 
fundamental instincts mapping a sturdy 6’2 
frame 200 feet. Though his short time with 
Fargo never saw him get past the adjustment 
period, it showed coaches trusted in him and 
his reliability and his skillset translated exactly 
– just with a little hint of jitteriness from being 
the new guy. Graham has all of the components 
you want in a steady forward: solid defensive 
center who sticks to his assignment and 
shadows his guy with focus, forechecks with 
intent and is great along the boards and on the 
cycle, and is an unpredictable shooter/passer. A 
Notre Dame commit who won’t arrive until 
2017-2018, he is expected to spend next year 
with Fargo as a top forward. Graham’s current 
resume might be light for scouts, but his 
security to reach developmental milestones 
could override the desire for better experience 
in a draft pick. 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #204 

TYLER NOTHER is a darkhorse defenseman 
in the same long shot mold as a Philippe Myers 
for his size, skating ability, and slowly growing 
puck game because of his minor roles thus far. 
Thankfully traded from the defensively stacked 
Knights for picks, Nother took time to 
acclimate to Windsor eventually showing 
marked change with 6 of his 8A in his final 
15GP. By percentage, that’s a 483% increase in 
the last third of the season going from 
.06PTS/GP to .35PTS/GP. Myers by 
comparison had a similarly absurd increase of 
213% going from .08PTS/GP to .25PTS/GP. 
Now, if he didn’t have the fluidity he does or 
puckhandling ability, it wouldn’t be right to 
compare the two. However, Nother is a 
defenseman who you can’t help but think has 
way more to give should he earn a top 4 role. 
Though it’s hard to get into specifics of flaws 
when the TOI is so limited, one critique more 
PT will fix is not feeling the need to impress 
each shift. A bold D who likes to step up and 
chase the big hit or play with the puck, a more 
relaxed Nother should manage himself a little 
bit better. With 10 career PTS, Nother is a 
swing for the fences type of pick who might just 
work out if the individual tools identified are as 
good as they seem. 

 

 

POSITION: CEN TEAM: EDEN PRAIRIE/USHS

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 193 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 6M 28D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 25 14 29 43 N/A 6

POSITION: DEF TEAM: LONDON/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'4'' BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 198 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 24.1 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 17D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 51 0 8 8 12 35



 
DRAFTBUZZ #205 

ERICH FEAR is a tall, lanky defensive 
defenseman who has emerging puck-moving 
ability and has come a long way in a short time. 
Though the NAHL is a lightly drafted from 
league outside of goalies (1 skater in last 5 
drafts), Fear represents the ideal overager pick 
for only having played HPHL U18 last year. He 
has big league size and skating, burgeoning 
skill, and a 2016-2017 commitment to Denver. 
Similar to 2015 San Jose project Adam Parsells, 
he’s a little more filled out and as a result 
stronger defensively. Fear can make an imprint 
physically, but the first thing you notice is how 
mobile he is for such a large kid. His footwork 
is great, and his coordination is advanced. His 
hands are soft, and can give and take 
offensively though you can tell he’s still gaining 
confidence to inject himself creatively. The 
next two years are critical for him to develop on 
the skill based game that appears to be right 
beneath the surface. Fear is not yet the sum of 
his parts, however, the individual retail value of 
them individually is enormous.  

 

 

 
 
 

DRAFTBUZZ #206 

JACOB NEVEU was the benefactor of a scary 
injury to Rouyn-Noranda’s top defenseman 
Jeremy Lauzon, as well as the team’s Memorial 
Cup run to the championship game. Getting 
prime views with all the scouts focusing on the 
big stage this past May, Neveu was able to show 
his simplistic game and a little bit of ‘what if’ 
skill. Neveu is a stay at homer with an NHL 
ready BMI of 26.8 who did his best to jump up 
into the play in the playoffs when he could and 
show a different side to his game. With only 
16PTS on the season on a team that scored 
4.44G/GP, Neveu completely missed the boat 
offensively – not all his fault due to the amount 
of depth RN had. The way he was pinching in 
the offensive zone was a good change of pace 
and showed he has the desire to make plays 
when he gets more TOI next year. Defensively, 
Neveu is a good shot blocker and sturdy in 
static positions like along the walls or right in 
front of the net. He can pull pucks from skates 
and deliver a strong first pass. Off the rush 
against top lines, Neveu struggled because (A) 
realistically, he didn’t have the reps against 
them, (B) more critically, doesn’t have proper 
reverse shadowing in terms of keeping his feet 
moving and preventing forwards from cutting 
on him. Neveu is a low reward, late round 
project with bottom pairing upside. 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SPRINGFIELD/NAHL

HEIGHT: 6'5" BIRTHPLACE: IL/USA

WEIGHT: 215 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y 1M 16D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 56 2 10 12 2 65

POSITION: DEF TEAM: ROUYN-NORANDA/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'1.5" BIRTHPLACE: QC/CAN

WEIGHT: 206 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.8 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 12D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 59 2 14 16 20 36



 
DRAFTBUZZ #207 

SIMON SCHUTZ is a smooth skating defensive 
prospect who spent the majority of the season 
playing with men in the 2nd tier DEL2 German 
league. Always ahead of the curve for instance 
playing DNL U18 puck when he was 15-16YO 
scoring .52PTS/GP in 25GP, Schutz is an 
extremely smart defender with a fluid stride 
and effective puck control. Schutz is one of the 
rare players who is listed by NHL CS at 6’0’’, 
but is clearly more the 5’10’’ height he is listed 
at in tournaments. At his size, Schutz is a 
distinctive defender who comes off more as a 
shutdown defenseman because he’s focused on 
limiting mistakes against older competition. 
Schutz is really mobile on the backend, able to 
juke and dodge forecheckers to get the space 
needed to hit his wingers with passes. Against 
players his own size he will lay into them as his 
youth PIM’s show, but uses his speed and stick 
wisely against bigger forwards. Schutz has lost 
the aggressiveness of a puck rusher or offensive 
triggerman simply because of who has he 
played with, rather than it being a strict flaw of 
his. Projecting from German leagues is tough, 
but Schutz is dynamic enough in skating and 
IQ to rank. 

 

 

 

DRAFTBUZZ #208 

MATT BARBERIS is an undersized offensive 
defenseman who had his rookie season cut 
short in January due to injury. Sidelined by the 
typical small player’s ‘upper body’ injury, 
Barberis played his last game in late January 
signaling one of the many reasons the Giants 
would be one of the worst scoring teams in the 
last third of the season. With 4G and 15PTS 
out of his 26PTS on the PP, Barberis’ first 
season basically showed his strength as a PP 
quarterback. Barberis is a light, peppy skater 
who is a mixed puck rusher/mover. With a 
well-equipped skillset, Barberis can handle the 
puck and move it with speed. On the point, he 
gets good steam on his shots for a player his 
size and adds a different component than just 
being a one dimensional D who can only pass. 
A first round WHL bantam pick who took most 
PTS in the BCMML in 2014-2015, Barberis has 
a good shot of rounding into a top offensive 
defenseman in the WHL. What isn’t certain is 
how much lower body mass he can add, and 
how that will affect his non-existent defensive 
game. Currently, Barberis gets in lanes to poke 
check and not much else. He’s a fright filled kid 
along the boards, and as his injury shows, for 
good reason. Barberis has a big league skillset 
in an atom’s body; he just doesn’t instill much 
confidence that he will translate past the Dub. 

 

POSITION: DEF TEAM: ESV/DEL2

HEIGHT: 6'0.0" BIRTHPLACE: REG/GER

WEIGHT: 181 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 24.5 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 7M 15D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 34 2 8 10 -2 38

POSITION: DEF TEAM: VANCOUVER/WHL

HEIGHT: 5'10'' BIRTHPLACE: BC/CAN

WEIGHT: 186 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 26.7 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 5M 5D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 49 7 19 26 -10 25



 
DRAFTBUZZ #209 

SAM DUNN is a 6’2’’ meaty, low excitement 
defender who comes the same reliable way shift 
in shift out. Dunn is best summed up as a 
preventive skater who is obsessed with how his 
play impacts his team’s defensive configuration. 
He’s not devoid of talent as guy whose puck 
skill and passing transcends his shutdown label 
ever so slightly, but his 19PTS in 47GP does 
show his lack of interest offensively. While 2 
out of his low 3G were on the PP, he is an ES 
facilitator with 81% of his 16A at ES. As a 
comparison, Dunn contributed to 12% of 
Cobourg’s 177GF, which puts him in range 
with low 2nd, high 3rd CHL’ers production wise 
like Libor Hajek, Victor Mete, Sean Day who all 
matched his 12% (albeit Dunn was at a lower 
level).  Dunn is a smooth skater with great 
mobility and really stands out for his fluid 
reverse crossovers. He lacks acceleration and 
footspeed, appearing a bit heavy on his skates, 
but did show a consistency in being able to 
recover and get his stick on the puck even if he 
was beat one-on-one. Low output at the OJHL 
level in a draft year isn’t a good sign, but Dunn 
has the hockey sense to get himself into more 
offensive situations with better players. 
Property of the Barrie Colts, Dunn is a 
character kid who needs to start to fasttrack his 
development to realize his future as an NHL 
#5-#7D.  

 

DRAFTBUZZ #210 

MAREKS MITENS is the perfect Hail Mary to 
launch if you’re looking for a raw, wildly 
unproven, yet brimming with potential goalie. 
Not completely unknown, this U18 was Mitens’ 
2nd in back-to-back years. Last year, Mitens 
turned away 117 out of 129SOG (.907 SVS%) 
over 4GP and was named a top 3 player for 
Team Latvia in the tournament. This year, 
Mitens has 1 MHL game to his name and his 
backup role in this April’s U18. Mitens doesn’t 
have prototypical size at 6’1, but is an 
aggressive SOB who can carry a team on his 
back as evidenced by his near win vs. Sweden. 
His pad coverage down low is strong and flush, 
making him hard to beat because of his lateral 
ability to push off with power and stay 
controlled in his movement. He rarely leaves 
openings, and even if he doesn’t see a shot, 
he’s the type to get bigger in net and inflate to 
make the save somehow. He’s decisive on shots 
he knows should be redirected and clears them 
forcefully away from the HD area. If there’s a 
flurry, he sprawls with max effort and usually 
gets the stop. Mitens needs proper coaching to 
firm up technical ability as well as tone down 
his overzealous style. GA were sprawling for a 
pokecheck on a breakaway, botching a glove 
save on a puck going over the net, and not 
hugging the post enough leaving daylight. 
Mitens is a goalie whose skill and 
competitiveness trump his light resume for a 
team looking for the homerun gamble.   

POSITION: DEF TEAM: COBOURG/OJHL

HEIGHT: 6'3" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 205 SHOOTS: R

BMI: 25.6 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 47 3 16 19 N/A 28

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: HK RIGA/MHL

HEIGHT: 6'1" BIRTHPLACE: VENT/LAT

WEIGHT: 176 CATCH: L

BMI: 23.2 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 4M 26D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 1 5.03 0.844



 
DRAFTBUZZ #211 

JOSEPH RAAYMAKERS had a Herculean 
NHL Draft Combine that brought him forward 
in a different light. For starters, Raaymakers is 
a rare breed of goalie a smidge over 6’0’’ who 
measured in with the top wingspan amongst 
goalies with 78.25” or 6 feet and 6.25 inches. 
That means goalies who are listed as much as 
2.25” bigger had smaller wingspans. The 
Combine Madness didn’t end there with 5 total 
top ten and 9 top 25 placements: tied for 9th in 
VO2 Max with 58, 5th in 4.42 Pro Agility Left, 7th 
in 4.42 Right, 25th 11.4 Mean Power Output that 
was .5 away from top ten of 11.9, top 25 Fatigue 
Index with 51.2, 9th 78.25 Wingspan, 13th 8.1 
Bodyfat, 23rd 21.97 Vertical Jump, 10th RHG 
with 162. Raaymakers is a compact, crouched 
netminder who has above average crease 
command. His stand up starts and stops are 
very smooth, and he plays in a hybrid position 
that makes it easy for him to get to butterfly 
quickly. His tracking and glove are solid, but he 
leaves a lot of space open up top because of his 
size and compressed stance. However, with 
Halverson away at the WJC, Raaymakers was a 
different player earning 2nd star of the game 
twice in 7GP, .906SVS% seeing 36SOG/GP, 
and a 3W-2L-1OTL-1SOL record. Seemingly 
affected by still being a backup, Raaymakers 
has the measurables and short-term 
performance window showing he might be able 
to turn things around. 

DRAFTBUZZ #212 

OLIVER FELIXSON being a mobile 
gargantuan spices up the mind-numbingly 
boring season he had on a deep defensive corps 
in St. John. Well received on NA soil as a first 
round CHL Import Draft pick, he was top 
pairing productive as a 16YO in Finland’s U18 
Jr. B league with HIFK with 37PTS in 44GP. 
He comes with a very fluid stride though 
lacking in life a bit, reach, and generally smart 
decisions – just nothing more really. What’s 
interesting is at the WU17 HC in his pre-draft 
year, Felixson didn’t look too far off of 
Niemelainen’s impact and showed way more 
length to his game that we saw all year in the Q. 
So, here’s the million dollar question: did his 
role and environment this year restrict him? At 
any given time this year, he was a depth D in a 
role that would have been hard to showcase 
even the most finished of products. Any way 
you cut it, his 38SOG for .70S/GP transparently 
sums up his neutered 2015-2015 game and his 
attacking approach needs a reboot. Felixson is 
the perfect test in balancing recency bias, as the 
more aggressive play we saw from him as a U17 
could be a sign that the QMJHL version might 
not be his true self. There’s more to Oliver, it’s 
just not clear how much. 

 

 

POSITION: GOAL TEAM: SSM/OHL

HEIGHT: 6'0.25" BIRTHPLACE: ON/CAN

WEIGHT: 185 CATCH: L

BMI: 24.9 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 7D 

TYPE GP GAA SVS

Regular 28 3.61 0.891

POSITION: DEF TEAM: SAINT JOHN/QMJHL

HEIGHT: 6'6.0" BIRTHPLACE: HEL/FIN

WEIGHT: 220 SHOOTS: L

BMI: 25.4 AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y 3M 13D 

TYPE GP G A PTS +/- PIM

Regular 54 2 5 7 3 15
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1. Nolan Patrick, C, 6’3’’ 195 lbs, Brandon, WHL 
Career Highlights: Hlinka Memorial Gold Medal 15/16 … WHL Champion 15/16 … WHL Payoffs 
Most Points (30) 15/16 … WHL Playoffs MVP 15/16 
Scouting Report: Classic late DOB ahead of his class…6’3 with unbelievable sense of developing ice 
and responsive hands…can hold onto the puck for days and has strong split personality as a 
passer/shooter…needs to improve average skating…resume shows he’s every bit the top prospect ala 
Eichel/Matthews.  

2. Timothy Liljegren, D, 6’0’’ 190 lbs, Rogle, Superlit J20 
Career Highlights: J18 Best U18 Defenseman 15/16 … J20 Superelit (South) Best Plus/Minus (+18) 
15/16 … U17 WHC All-Star Team 15/16 … U17 WHC Bronze Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC Silver Medal 
15/16 
Scouting Report: Explosive skating defenseman is fastracked with SHL experience already…end-to-
end puck rusher, deliberate puck mover who can skate circles around the field…encouraging for how 
well he thinks at top speed and with a lot of movement going on…has an elite athletic profile that 
should challenge Patrick by the WJC.  

3. Klim Kostin, RW, 6’3” 181 lbs, HK MVD, MHL 
Career Highlights: U17 WHC Silver Medal 15/16 …  
Scouting Report: Distinguished 6’3 Russian finesse winger who thinks he’s smaller than he is…a top 
end winger in possession…has looked like a pro player against teenagers…can stickhandle, shoot, 
and pass like a first liner…led RUSU17 at the WJCU18 doing as much as he physically could. 

4. Nico Hischier, C, 6’0” 172 lbs, Bern, Elite Jr A 
Career Highlights: Elite Jr A Champion (Bern U20) 15/16 … U18 WJC Top 3 Player on Team 15/16  
Scouting Report: Cerebral centerman flush with offensive skills off the rush…always the type of top 
forward and leader on his teams stabilizing them…smooth skater, smooth hands, smooth everything 
in a respected way…rumored to come over to NA and has the makeup to be a CHL franchise star. 

5. Eeli Tolvanen, LW, 5’10” 172 lbs, Sioux City, USHL 
Career Highlights: U17 WHC All-Star Team 15/16 … U17 WHC Most Goals (9) 15/16, U17 WHC Most 
Points (10) 15/16 … U18 WJC Gold Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC Most Goals (7) 15/16 … U18 WJC Top 3 
Player on Team 15/16 … USHL All-Rookie Team 15/16  
Scouting Report: Sultry smaller forward with the puck…pure goal scorer who can find seams with a 
sick release…really tricky to defend in open ice…can slip by checks and rip shots within 
milliseconds…the next elite sniper prospect to come out of the Draft, coincidentally Finnish too. 

6. Casey Mittelstadt, C, 5’11” 190 lbs, Eden Prairie, USHS 
Career Highlights: U18 WJC Bronze Medal 15/16 …  
Scouting Report: Dominant USHS trickster who has separation gear and softs mitts to execute at 
mach speed…toyed with high schoolers, and fit right in this past April with elite U18s and top 
2016s…carries some risk with streaky style of play…committed to Minnesota, USHL is next step. 

 



 

 

7. Kristian Vesalainen, LW/RW, 6’3” 203 lbs, Frolunda, Superelit J20 
Career Highlights: J18 SM Gold Medal 15/16 … SHL Champion 15/16 … U18 WJC Gold Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Skilled two-way winger with all around accents…fantastic long stride skater with 
polished pickup…can flip a switch and play keep away…huge growth potential out of top group…3 
time winner in pre-draft alone gives him serious honors heading into draft year.  

8. Gabe Vilardi, C, 6’2” 193 lbs, Windsor, OHL  
Career Highlights: OHL Second All-Rookie Team 15/16 … U17 WHC Gold Medal 15/16   
Scouting Report: Big unpredictable centerman who is an elite offensive talent…skating is a blemish 
that is preventing him from higher rank…unbelievable hands, vision, and shot…looked like he grew 
every successive view…could end up being a 6’3-6’4 skilled monster depending on his offseason. 

9. Maxime Comtois, C/LW, 6’1” 189 lbs, Victoriaville, QMJHL 
Career Highlights: QMJHL All-Rookie Team 15/16 … U17 WHC All-Star Team 15/16 … U17 WHC 
Most Assists (6) 15/16  
Scouting Report: Nasty, versatile forward who is thick and sturdy…loves to crash the net and pisss off 
opponents…was a bigger presence in open ice vs. his own age group…U18 wasn’t impressive from 
skills/skating standpoint…is the weaker Q a part of his success or will he get up to speed with age? 

10. Nikita Popugaev, RW, 6’4” 204 lbs, Moose Jaw, WHL 
Career Highlights: U17 WHC Gold Medal14/15  
Scouting Report: Huge jersey flapper has boundless potential as a finesse RW with deking 
ability…applied himself with mixed results over the year…can be weak in battle...possession is good, 
as are overall scoring instincts…with adjustment out of way his 2nd WHL year is highly anticipated. 

11. Adam Ruzicka, C, 6’4” 209 lbs, HC Pardubice, CZE U20 
Career Highlights: 14th OA pick in KHL Draft…4PTS in 5GP at WJC U18 
Scouting Report: Agile man-child has been a workhorse for Team Slovakia as an underager…takes to 
the ice as a forward looked upon to lead…can handle himself well one-on-one, but could glue the 
puck to his stick more…complete package offsets the risky, slowly improving resume.  

12.  Owen Tippett, RW, 6’0” 183 lbs, Mississauga, OHL 
Career Highlights: OHL First All-Rookie Team 15/16 … U17 WHC All-Star Team 15/16 … U17 WHC 
Gold Medal 15/16  
Scouting Report: Turbocharged skater who can finish is lanky with fast twitch fiber…profiles as a 
goal scorer who can paralyze defenders off the wing…looked young at the WJC U18, but is almost a 
sure bet to bulk up and be a top OHL forward next year. 

13.  Kailer Yamamoto, C/LW, 5’9” 160 lbs, Spokane, WHL 
Career Highlights: U18 WJC Bronze Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC most Goals 15/16  
Scouting Report: Tiny late DOB who has been a WHL stud for awhile…U18 showed he’s way more 
intricate than people perceive from his gaudy stats…has the hands, shot, positioning, awareness of a 
top ten pick…will be the next hotly contested sub 5’10 forward.  



 

 

14. Matthew Strome, LW, 6’3” 190 lbs, Hamilton, OHL 
Career Highlights: GTMMHL Scotiabank Playoff Champion 14/15 … OHL Cup Champion 14/15 … 
OHL Gold Cup Champion 14/15 … Toronto Marlboro’s Buck Houle Award 14/15 
Scouting Report: The latest sharp developing Strome to come through has Dylan’s size and inherits 
hockey sense and skill from both…high end reactor who has stick skill…sits more as a passer now, 
but still can finish well..ended the year on a surge and could be an immediate PT/GP player. 

15. Elias Pettersson, C, 6’1” 152 lbs, Timra, Allsvenskan 
Career Highlights: Hlinka Memorial Silver Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC Silver Medal 15/16 …  
Scouting Report: Skinny yet competitive center has game…hearty guy will go through a lot of 
physical abuse to get to a loose puck…really stood out shift after shift at the WJC U18…phenomenal 
set up man because of his thirst to win puck battles and quick eyes. 

16. Urho Vaakanainen, D, 6’1” 187 lbs, Blues, Liiga 
Career Highlights: Jr A SM-liiga Silver Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC Gold Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: General, surgeon, bookworm -- whatever you want to call a ridiculously effortless 
and knowledgeable defender, that’s him…skill is so plentiful he looks like he does nothing…skating 
is beyond smooth…has a very good shot at mirroring Juolevi’s draft year rise. 

17. Lias Andersson, C/LW, 5’11” 194 lbs, HV71, Superelit J20 
Career Highlights: J20 Superelit (Overall) Most Assists (35) 15/16 … J20 Superelit (Overall) Most 
Points (59) 15/16 … U18 WJC Silver Medal 15/16…U18 WJC Top 3 Player on Team 15/16 
Scouting Report: Two way chameleon moves to the pace of what’s required…in J20 looks like a 
hardnosed superstar…internationally, gives reliable utility playing a simple game…great shot, works 
well off the walls, and can skate…he could benefit immensely from a NA based draft season. 

18. Juuso Valimaki, D, 6’2” 201 lbs, Tri-City, WHL 
Career Highlights: U18 WJC Gold Medal 15/16 …   
Scouting Report: Steady WHL performer doesn’t really have much of an identity past being a very 
steady D for his age…big, rugged, thorough…sometimes comes off a defensive defenseman, 
sometimes kicks up the offense…he needs to amplify one of his many strengths in 2016. 

19. Antoine Morand, C, 5’9” 170 lbs, Acadie-Bathurst, QMJHL 
Career Highlights: QMJHL All-Rookie Team 15/16 
Scouting Report: Fun, fast centerman who went above and beyond expectations as a rookie…speedy, 
shifty, athletic and all this while being exceptional with the puck…pure playmaker who meshes with 
anyone who can hold a stick…growth will be a bonus as his skill isn’t going anywhere but up. 

20. Callan Foote, D, 6’3.5” 198 lbs, Kelowna, WHL 
Career Highlights: 9PTS in 18 WHL playoff games 15/16 
Scouting Report: Comes as a defender pushing 6’4’’ and sports being the son of Adam Foote…huge, 
way more skilled with the puck, and inventive…is physical, smart, and manages both ends without 
sacrificing either…massive potential driven tower who has shown to already be a solid contributor. 



 

 

21. Nicolas Hague, D, 6’6” 207 lbs, Mississauga, OHL 
Career Highlights: OHL Scholastic Player of the Year (Bobby Smith Trophy) 15/16 … OHL Second 
All-Rookie Team 15/16  
Scouting Report: Skyscraper has seen ups and downs over the years…really put together a fantastic 
upward trending pre draft year…wasn’t as sure of himself at the WJC U18 offensively as he was in 
OHL…well ahead of Logan Stanley and will stay that way with offensive ability and bite. 

22. Adam Tilander, D, 6’0” 190 lbs, Skelleftea, Superelit J20 
Career Highlights: Hlinka Memorial Silver Medal 15/16 … J20 SM Silver Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC 
Silver Medal 15/16 …  
Scouting Report: Been around the block for awhile and is well respected internationally for Team 
Sweden…late DOB, has decent height, but excels with swift skating and heavy puck instincts…really 
likeable guy who will end up more distinguished at the same point than 2016’s Ryan Lindgren. 

23. Scott Reedy, C, 6’1” 187 lbs, NDTP U17, USDP 
Career Highlights: 6G in 5GP at the WU17 15/16 
Scouting Report: Big frame, big mind as a multi purpose offensive player…has a good read on the 
entire ice and isn’t one dimensional…aspects of skating are average…can have some really quiet 
games…shouldn’t have trouble maintaining a first round rank with a surehanded touch. 

24. Brannon McManus, C/RW, 5’10” 174 lbs, Omaha, USHL 
Career Highlights: USHL All-Rookie Second Team 15/16  
Scouting Report: Breakaway USHL threat has more speed and skill than some know what to do 
with…got noticeably stronger in 2nd half…able to beat coverage and finish…really good puckhandler 
who did well in a tough to score in league. 

25. Marcus Davidsson, LW/RW, 6’0” 183 lbs,D jurgarden, Superelit J20 
Career Highlights: Hlinka Memorial Silver Medal 15/16 … J20 SM Gold Medal 15/16 … J20 Superelit 
Playoffs MVP 15/16 … U18 WJC Silver Medal 15/16 … 
Scouting Report: An economical details center who plays a two way role…gets in on the forecheck 
and shows an effective spirit in traffic…his pro style game might not have European flash, but he’s a 
winner wherever he goes. 

26. Joel Teasdale, C, 5’11” 196 lbs, Blainville-Boisbriand, QMJHL 
Career Highlights: 6PTS in 6GP at WU17 as AC 15/16 
Scouting Report: Unassuming skater has a meddling ability to always be around the puck…that type 
of forward who always gets plays to drop on his stick out of nowhere…has a breakaway gear due to 
leg drive…hard charging forward could be a more aesthetically pleasing Max Fortier. 

27. Dmitri Samorukov, D, 5’11” 148 lbs, CSKA, Russia U17 
Career Highlights: U17 WHC Silver Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Russian D saw substantial growth over the year…really enforced his will at the U17 
5 Nations as a punishing hitter and shooter from the point…can skate, defend well, and start the 
breakout…toning his game down at the WJC U18 shows he has the capacity to become a top D. 



 

 

28. Michael Rasmussen, C, 6’4” 180 lbs, Tri-City, WHL 
Career Highlights: CSSHL Champion 14/15  
Scouting Report: Tall forward way ahead in performance against peers in WHL…skating lacks 
explosiveness, but he’s pushing 6’5 and played the whole year as a 16YO…good puckhandler, great 
nose for the net…will terrorize WHL D next year near the crease. 

29. Georgi Ivanov, C, 6’0” 203 lbs, Team Russia U18, MHL 
Career Highlights: Hlinka Memorial Bronze Medal 15/16 … World Junior A Challenge Silver 
Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Strapped skater who can really fly…didn’t finish the year as hoped missing the 
WJC U18…at some points had flashes looking more effective than Rubtsov…has enough high end 
tools to beat the late DOB and keep his draft stock moving up. 

30. Emil Oksanen, RW, 6’0” 181 lbs, Blues, JR A SM Liiga 
Career Highlights: Jr A SM-liiga Most Powerplay Goals (13) 15/16 … Jr A SM-liiga Silver Medal 15/16 
… U18 WJC Gold Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Has been a known quantity in Finland at the U17 and U18 level…always plays with 
top talent as an underager…way too good for Jr.A next year, but doesn’t really have that one 
noticeable strength…blends in with really good players, but might have stalled in development.  

31. Max Gildon, D, 6’2” 179 lbs, NTDP U17, USDP 
Career Highlights: 3rd round WHL Bantam Draft pick 14 
Scouting Report: Mobile D has an awesome physique and athleticism to match…simple puck mover, 
gets involved, focuses on efficient plays…has the goods to play physical, but doesn’t need 
to…offensive upside has a ways to go.  

32. Samuel Bucek, LW, 6’2” 192 lbs, Chicago Steel, USHL 
Career Highlights: 4G in 5GP at WJC U18 15/16 
Scouting Report: Thick, PF goal scorer with gripping control of the puck…looked like an artist at 
Hlinka as an underager…came over to NA-USHL making many scouts happy…didn’t transition well 
initially, but got on a roll heading into WJC U18…strong off the wall, can snipe silly. 

33. Nicholas Suzuki, C, 5’10” 183 lbs, Owen Sound, OHL 
Career Highlights: OHL First All-Rookie Team 15/16 … U17 WHC Gold Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Not big in size, but doesn’t stop until he scores…really nifty puckhandler on the 
move…executed some high end plays that were jawdropping…watch out if he adds an inch and 
rounds out his game.  

34. Grant Mismash, C, 6’0” 183 lbs, NTDP U17, USDP 
Career Highlights: 5PTS in 5GP at WU17 15/16 
Scouting Report: Mismash is a powerful skate who has the ability to take over games…has that 
sniper’s hold on the stick where you get shots AND passes with snappy velocity…can really take off, 
but fails to do consistently…has a lot of potential to climb much higher than this. 



 

 

35. Jason Robertson, LW, 6’1” 179 lbs, Kingston, OHL 
Career Highlights: .59PTS/GP in OHL 15/16 
Scouting Report: Don Mills product came as a 4th rounder and exceeded expectations…was one of the 
more consistent KGN forwards before the trades…quiet skill guy gets the job done…still has a lot of 
room to pack on muscle and fortify his already good two way game.  

36. Joshua Norris, C, 6’0” 181 lbs, NTDP U17, USDP 
Career Highlights: 5PTS in 5GP at WU17 15/16 
Scouting Report: PF prospect with ample skill and even more drive…championship caliber type of 
center who sets pace…good defensively, growing offensively…with better talent he has the ability to 
play a versatile game fit to support and cash in on plays. 

37. Erik Brannstrom, D, 5’9” 168 lbs, HV71, Superelit J20 
Career Highlights: Hlinka Memorial Silver Medal 15/16 … J20 Superelit (South) Most Points by 
Defenseman (18) 15/16 … U17 WHC Bronze Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC Silver Medal 15/16  
Scouting Report: Small D who was the next Liljegren before he came around…has lost credit along 
the way, but remains a pure offensive defenseman who has proven himself with older players…swift, 
fast, and decisive with the puck...has potential to be best of the small D next year.  

38. Kirill Slepets, RW, 5’10” 144 lbs, Team Russia U18, MHL 
Career Highlights: U17 WHC Silver Medal 15/16 … World Junior A Challenge Silver Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Short, but fierce competitor who has a forward bearing, get out of my way about 
him…really gritty, goes to difficult areas of ice despite size…can handle the puck and get it to where 
it needs to go. 

39. Jesper Boqvist, C/W, 5’10” 168 lbs, Brynas, Superelit J20 
Career Highlights: Hlinka Memorial Silver Medal 15/16 … J20 Superelit (North) Most Points (34) 15/16 
… U18 WJC Silver Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Slight wizard with the puck looks totally different as a J20 than he does at the 
international level…runs the length of the ice dazzling around opponents with ease…not much of a 
physique as he’s light…can really set his linemates up with incredible skating/passing. 

40. Jake Oettinger, G, 6’4” 201 lbs, US NTDP U18, USDP 
Career Highlights: U18 WJC Bronze Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: There’s a reason this kid is going to BU as a pure freshman goalie… great WJC U18 
coming off of a great USHL resume…gets stops in a reliable manner…technical with poise and NHL 
size. 

41. Joni Ikonen, C, 5’10” 168 lbs, Frolunda, J18 Elit 
Career Highlights: J18 Allsvenskan (South) Most Goals (14) 15/16 … J18 Allsvenskan (South) Most 
Points (25) 15/16 … J18 SM Gold Medal 15/16 
Scouting Report: Skilled centerman in Sweden’s circuit who has carried some poor U17 
teams…really slick in possession and dominates control of the puck…shouldn’t be ruled out as a 
complete scorer as he has had to take role of playmaker…competes hard despite being thin and weak. 



 

 

42. Martin Necas, F, 5’11” 148 lbs, Kometa Brno, CZE U18 
Career Highlights: Czech U16 Best Plus/Minus (+67) 15/16 … Czech U18 Champion 15/16 …  
Scouting Report: A high flying forward, really came out at the WU17 challenge…at 16-17YO was 
clearly too good for CZE U18 league play…fast, slick hands, breakaway threat…fantastic PK forward 
who can pressure and frustrate on the forecheck.  

43. Josh Brook, D, 6’1” 177 lbs, Moose Jaw, WHL 
Career Highlights: SMHL First All-Star Team 14/15 … SMHL Top Defenseman 14/15 …  
Scouting Report: Undderated D who has every good quality you want in a D…has dealt with some 
injuries that have taken time away…great skater, good with the puck, smart decisions…will likely hit 
6’2’’ and be a complete defender. 

44. Shane Bowers, C, 6’0” 170 lbs, Waterloo, USHL 
Career Highlights: USHL All-Rookie Second Team 15/16   
Scouting Report: Decent sized CAN in the USHL who had a learning season…really smart, really 
dedicated to both ends of the rink…acceleration is deceptively good and he’s strong on the 
puck…needs to elevate his offensive display and be a top player for Waterloo. 

45. Jaret Anderson-Dolan, C, 5’10” 180 lbs, Spokane, WHL 
Career Highlights: U17 WHC Gold Medal 15/16  
Scouting Report: Strong stockier forward really settled in offensively in the second half…does very 
well in physical conditions...doesn’t have elite skill, but maximizes what he does have…simple 
puckhandler, good shooter, strong skater...should be a top 6 F for Spokane alongside Yamamoto. 

46. Stuart Skinner, G, 6’4” 197 lbs, Lethbridge, WHL 
Career Highlights: Western Canada Challenge Cup Gold Medal 13/14  
Scouting Report: Massive netminder has been in focus in the WHL the past two years…boasts 80+ 
games at above .909SVS%...faltered late at WJC U18, but remains a strong top 60 G ala 2016’s Evan 
Fitzpatrick.  

47. Lane Zablocki, C, 6’0” 184 lbs, Regina, WHL 
Career Highlights: AMMHL Best Forward 13/14 … AMMHL Most Goals (45) 13/14 … AMMHL Most 
Points (81) 13/14 
Scouting Report: Physical WHL forward isn’t really talked much about…translated from pre-draft 
year in the AJHL seamlessly…drives hard, and takes opponents with him on his ride to the 
net…when needed he thrives in a goal scoring role showing clutch ability.  

48. Kole Lind, RW, 6’0.5” 172 lbs, Kelowna, WHL 
Career Highlights: SMHL First All-Star Team 14/15 … SML Most Goals (45) 14/15 … WHL 
Champion 14/15  
Scouting Report: Next in line draft eligible KEL forward started off hot and then cooled off…fell off 
the face of Earth in the playoffs, which is not good to see...has a strong shot…uses hockey smarts to 
get into good positioning. 



 

 

49. Sasha Chmelevski, C, 5’11” 172 lbs, Ottawa, OHL 
Career Highlights: 4PTS in 5GP at WU17 15/16 
Scouting Report: Pure skill forward who is an effortless skater with a lot of E-W in him…was the 
focal piece of the return for OTT…great hands, great lateral ability…was getting his bearings when 
he sustained a broken collarbone…should be a central piece in OTT next year and could rise. 

50. Luke Martin, D, 6’2” 201 lbs, NTDP U18, USDP 
Career Highlights: U18 WJC Bronze Medal 15/16 …  
Scouting Report: Typical NTDP D who’s well ahead of his peers physically/ maturity…intelligent, 
simple player who is tough to get a read on…kind of like a skilled stay at homer with limited offensive 
interest…can really expand on skill/move the puck with more intensity next year. 

51. Jacob Paquette, D, 6’2” 194 lbs, Kingston, OHL 
Career Highlights: OEBHL Champion 13/14 …  
Scouting Report: No frills D who is strong defensively while not being devoid of skill either…very 
focused and intent…earned a stable role on a team that got better over the course of the year…can 
skate and take care of assignments…needs to take a step forward offensively. 

52. Yaroslav Alexeev, LW, 5’9’’ 143 lbs, , HK MVD, MHL 
Career Highlights: 5PTS in 5GP at WJC U18 15/16  
Scouting Report: Small, speedy, skilled winger who has X-factor…in multiple tournaments he has 
emerged as a clutch scorer…he scores in variety and really became a threat to game plan 
against…what more needs to be said about a U17 vs. U18 scoring a PT/GP amidst scandal. 

53. Mark Rubinchik, D, 6’0” 163 lbs, Team Russia U18, MHL 
Career Highlights: U17 WHC Silver Medal 15/16 … U18 WJC Top 3 Player on Team 15/16 
Scouting Report: Slants as a puck moving defenseman, but really took off at the WJC U18 showing a 
rushing side…steady, capable, skilled…doesn’t panic with the puck…really showed another level 
when all the other D were playing it safe. 

54. Henri Jokiharju, D, 5’11”165 lbs, Tappara, Jr A 
Career Highlights: Jr A SM-liiga Rookie of the Month (Feb) 15/16 … Jr A SM-liiga Second All-Star 
Team 15/16 … U18 WJC Gold Medal 15/16  
Scouting Report: Student of the game type of D whose size isn’t an issue because he’s so damn 
smart…every play off his stick is high percentage…can play really physical or back off an slice with 
his puck choices. 

55. Michael DiPietro, G, 6’0’’ 198 lbs, Windsor, OHL 
Career Highlights: OHL First All Rookie Team 15/16 … OHL Best Rookie GAA 15/16 
Scouting Report: Ability transcends the fact that he’s not desired size…really talented with part 
technique and part natural feel for the position…oftentimes bailed Windsor out with some high level 
saves…knows when to elevate and has every chance to be next Alex Nedeljkovic. 

 



 

 

56. Jack Studnicka, C, 6’0” 163 lbs, Oshawa, OHL 
Career Highlights: OHL Gold Cup Silver Medal 14/15 … T1EHL U16 Most Assists (32) 14/15 …  
Scouting Report: More talented than bro Sam…has elite two way center type of potential…did well 
on a bad team for a rookie…great skater who can handle the puck and span 200 feet with intensity. 

57. Ivan Kozlov, C, 6’0’’ 209 lbs, Loko, MHL-B 
Career Highlights: Russia U16 Final Most Goals 14/15 
Scouting Report: Cut from same cloth in pre-draft as Rubtsov…very hard to play against power 
center who will truck over you…has meaningful skill…has the size to get to pucks, and fight for 
position…does very well as a rugged guy near the net and will stand up as a leader physically. 

58. Martin Bodak, D, 6’0” 185 lbs, Tappara, Jr A 
Career Highlights: U18 WJC Top 3 Player on Team 15/16 
Scouting Report: Looks like a two way D, but plays like a one dimensional one at times…has good 
skill with the puck and potential is obvious…likes to push attack and can be a good puck 
mover…really needs to grow in decision making as he can be too risky. 

59. Simon Le Coultre, D, 5’11” 161 lbs, Lausanne, Elite Jr A 
Career Highlights: 5PTS in 9GP in Elite Jr. A playoffs 
Scouting Report: Leggy, explosive skater was always swift, but came the WJC U18 in Grand Forks 
roided up…showed incredible jump and athleticism on his skates…is a little too loose with the puck 
and is just learning how to harness his potential.  

60. Vanya Lodnia, RW, 5’9” 172 lbs, Erie, OHL 
Career Highlights: 39PTS in 62GP as OHL rookie 
Scouting Report: Self sufficient offensive winger…really sturdy on his skates cutting into ice with 
authority…hands are elite, and shot is developing into a huge strength…a little undersized, but if he 
makes it to 5’10’’ there is no reason he won’t be coveted as a pure skill guy unfazed by rough stuff. 
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